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ABSTRACT
Bi 1 ingual /Bi cul tural Teacher Needs and Attitudes:
The Mismatch Between Teacher Training and Teacher
Needs Documented in a Massachusetts Community

(September, 1980)

Marcel Ringawa
University of Bridgeport, Connecticut
M.A.
New York University
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts/Amherst

B.A.

,

,

Directed by:

Dr.

Gloria deGuevara

The purpose of this study was to gather relevant data for the
design and development of a

bi

lingual/bicul tural teacher training model.

Specifically, training which teachers received to work in public
schools might not fit the specific kinds of preparation teachers needed
to work with limited English-speaking children.

To balance pre-service

training with classroom realities, the dissertation proposed the
following:

1)

to assess bi lingual/bicul tural needs in a selected

Massachusetts community, and

2)

to develop a training model

based on

those documented teacher needs.
In Chapter II,

which included:
competencies, and
teacher-trai

ni ng

1)

identification of bil ingual /bi cultural teaching
the identification of existing bil ingual /bicul tural

2)

models.

researcher compiled
Teachers.

the investigator conducted a review of literature

a

On the basis of the literature review, the

list of Summative Competencies for Bilingual

This list formed

a

framework to compare actual needs with

suggested theoretical competencies.

V

To ascertain teacher needs,

Chapter III.

a

methodology was developed in

The assessment methodology was divided into
four

connecting phases to assess teacher needs in Framingham,
Massachusetts.
In Chapter IV,

findings.

the investigator presented the needs assessment

The findings were introduced in this chapter without

analytical analysis or interpretation.

Chapter V presents an analysis of the results obtained from the
needs assessment instruments.

The researcher in this chapter concluded

that the three needs areas designated by the Framingham bilingual
were:

1)

community.

with

a

instructional methodology;

2)

staff

assessment, and 3) culture and

The investigator also related and compared his findings

similar study done in Massachusetts.

The two studies showed

great similarity of teacher needs.

The model presented in Chapter VI is an attempt to match existing
bi

1

ingual /bicul tural field needs with a pre-service training program.

It is a

tentative effort to narrow important bilingual /bicul tural

teacher training skills.

The model not only addressed the competency

areas within bilingual/bicultural education, but it related bilingual

education to

a

larger teacher training matrix.

In the larger training matrix,

the researcher concluded that

non-bilingual teachers must be exposed to the general knowledge areas
in teacher education influenced by bilingual

education and practice.

The model showed that bilingual/bicultural education can enrich the
general

knowledge base of the larger teacher training matrix.

VI
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CHAPTER

I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Schools have their own unique sociocultural system of values,
behaviors, and attitudes.

These school norms, at times, are abrasive

or not in harmony with minority group children who bring in

a

different

sociocultural reference system of values, beliefs, behaviors and

expectations regarding interpersonal relations (McClintock, 1974;
Lazerson, 1975; Cole, et al. 1971).
the two systems, a cultural

When there is an interface between

clash is often the result (Gay, 1977).

It

is alarming that the clash can and does form part of culturally

heterogeneous classroom dynamics.

Since the frontline confrontations

occur in the classroom, it is important to take

a

closer look at one of

the main characters, thehteacher.
All

too often, research conducted on the pedagogical partnership

between teacher and minority student is one-sided with an over-emphasis
on the student.

It is common parlance to speak of the "disadvantaged,"

"culturally deprived," "limited English-speaking" students with "special
needs."

These labels suggest a covert and many times overt sense that

the fault lies within the child and not in the other half of the

relationship

— the

teacher (Ryan, 1971; Carter, 1970).
1

Teachers are not

2

usually described as "disadvantaged," "culturally deprived,"
or "limited

Spanish-speaking" individuals with their own "special needs."
guarantee the Limited English Proficient (LEP) child

a

To

right to an

equal educational opportunity calls for a teacher with special training
to meet their students'

linguistic, cultural and pedagogical needs

and to help the teacher deal with his/her cultural stereotypes which

interfere with the educational process.

Some researchers point out that the single most potent influence
on pupils'

behavior and learning is the teacher.

The teacher's behavior,

expectations and attitudes affect the student (Braun, 1976; Finn, 1972;
Rist, 1970).

Teachers unconsciously and consciously project and carry

out the schools' and their own desires for their students.

Carter

(1970) in a study of teacher's value systems and their perceptions of

self, pointed out that they projected middle class values onto their

students.

In the Carter study,

the teachers wanted Mexican American

and Black children to become "clean," "fair," "alert," and "good" middle

class children.

Bowles and Gintis (1976) demonstrated that teachers

reward the following kinds of behavior:

conforms, disciplined, punctual,

high in citizenship, perseverance, tactful and intellectual.

Using

Report V of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Cazden, Leggett and
Ellen (1976) charged that teachers set lower aspirations for Mexican

American children and

Anglo American children.

Report

V

of the Civil

Rights Commission (1973), based on reported observation of teacher-

student interaction in 494 elementary and secondary school classrooms
in California, New Mexico and Texas,

showed that teachers praised or

encouraged Anglos 32^ more than Chicanos; accepted Anglo input 40

a)

3

more, and directed 21% more of their questions to Anglos
than to Chicano
children.

According to the report, teachers who praised and accepted

more Anglo input exhibited bias against the Mexican American child.
In short,

teachers are

not culture fair.

Some research indicates that teachers need to be at "least"

culture fair by being sensitive to their own biases and by recognizing
that cultural differences do not represent deficiencies (SevilleTroike, 1978).

Teachers unaware of unique culture specific child reading

practices can disrupt the child's personal learning style.

For example.

Native American cultures generally discipline their children with
teasing, ridicule, fear or through folklore (Cazden and John, 1971).

Classroom teachers stressing competition in which one child wins at
the expense of the others is not appropriate for some cultures.

Ramirez

and Castaneda (1974) point out that traditional Mexican American families

train their children to work cooperatively and to gain satisfaction from

achievement for the family rather than the individual.

They also point

out that Mexican American culture teaches that "showing up" one's peers
is rude and thoughtless.

A closer analysis of teacher needs and attitudes reveals

advantaged position for the Puerto Rican student.

deGuevara's (1975) study of teachers'

a

dis-

Viera, Squires and

needs in an industrial Massa-

chusetts city reveals further evidence of culture clash.

Their research

showed that some teachers viewed the Puerto Rican student in an un-

favorable light.

According to their study, some teachers blamed the

Puerto Rican family for the children's low academic achievement.

Puerto

4

Ricans were not high achievers because

particuarly interested,"

"...

,

.

the parents are not

grades don't mean anything to them,"

"no motivation from home," "no help given at home."

These statements

are contrary to other studies which characterize the Puerto
Rican

family as holding high positive attitudes toward the school and

academic success of their children (Hidalgo, 1970; Thomas, 1967;
Zirkel, 1973).

To deal with these attitudes, the most important

place to begin is with pre- and in-service teacher preparation programs
(Blanco, 1977).

Specific Problem
Training which teachers received to work

in

public schools

might not fit the specific kinds of preparation teachers need to teach
in

school districts where significant numbers of students are of Puerto

Rican or other language minority group origin.

To balance pre-service

training with classroom realities, the dissertation proposes to do the
following:

1)

to gather data appropriate to decisions about the design

of teacher training for professionals who will work with Spanish-

speaking Puerto Rican children or other language minority groups;
2)

to develop a training model for bilingual/bi cultural

the pre-service level.

teachers on

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter was twofold:

teacher training models; and

2)

teacher- training competencies.

1)

to examine existing

to identify theoretical

Through

a

bilingual

review of literature, the

researcher found few models dealing with bilingual teacher- training.
Instead, many authors in the field described bilingual competencies

needed in teacher training.
The researcher synthesized

numerous sources.

a

competency list gathered from

The competency list was analyzed for its content

and relevance for bilingual teacher-training.

The competencies as

described in this chapter will serve as a framework for the needs
analysis

found in Chapter

..V.

Existing Models for Bilingual/Bicul tural Teacher Training
The literature dealing with training models for bilingual

educators is not guantitatively impressive.

On the basis of a computer

search conducted at the University of Massachusetts Library in the
Spring of 1978, and the researcher's personal inguiry, the numbers of

articles and books dealing with training models is scant.

However,

there are references offering general or specific guidelines for

training programs.

5

6

The available information dealt with teacher
competencies.

Some sources described competencies needed by bilingual
teachers
(Andersson

Boyer, 1970; Gaarder, 1975; Jaramillo, 1973; Palmer,

and!

1975; Paulston, 1974; Saville-Troike, 1971; Blanco, 1977; Feinberg,

Cuevas, Perex, 1978).

Some of these writers described general

competency areas, while others explicitly stated

bil ingual /bicul tural

teacher knowledge and skills.
The most explicit and detailed list of teacher competencies was

published by the Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL) in 1974.

Called

"Guidelines for the Preparation and Certification of Bil ingual/Bicul tural
Educators in the United States of America," the CAL list delineated the

competencies needed by a bilingual teacher.

Combining the CAL

competencies with other sources cited in the previous paragraph, the
researcher developed a list of "Summative Competencies for

Bi

1

ingual /Bicul tural

The summative competency list will be used to determine

Educators."

the discrepancy which exists between established bilingual /bicul tural

teacher skills and the needs expressed by the bilingual teachers
involved in this dissertation study.

Summative Competencies for
Personal Qualities
1.

3.

1

ingual/Bicul tural Educators:

:

The bil ingual/bicul tural teacher should have the same quality
preparation as teachers of other subjects at comparable
1

2.

Bi

evels.

A thorough knowledge of the philosophy and theory of
bilingual education.
A thorough knowledge of the application of the philosophy
and theory of bilingual education.

7

4.

A genuine and sincere interest in the
education of children
regardless of their linguistic and cultural background.

5.

A thorough knowledge and proficiency in the
child's home
language.

6.

A capacity to respond to the needs of NES/LES children
in
a manner which will enhance their sense of well
being.

7.

An ability to teach content through the child's home
language.

8.

A recognition that all children have intellectual,
linguistic and sociocultural strengths.

9.

An understanding of the nature of the language the child
brings with him/her.

10.

A thorough knowledge of the cultures reflected in the two
languages.

11.

An up-to-date knowledge of current research concerning
bilingual/bi cultural youth.

12.

A solid base in the target language before entry into the
bilingual/bicul tural program.

13.

A knowledge of and a positive attitude toward, the child's
language structure if and when he speaks a dialect other
than that of the teacher.

—

The following guidelines concentrate on various academic areas

deemed essential to meet the above mentioned qualifications.

I.

Language Proficiency:
The teacher should demonstrate the ability to:
1.

Communicate effectively both in speaking and understanding,
in the languages and within the cultures of both home and
The ability will include adequate control or
school.
pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and regional, stylistic,
and nonverbal variants appropriate to the communication
context.

2.

Carry on instruction in all areas of the curriculum using
a standard variety of both languages.

8

II.

Linguistics:
The teacher should demonstrate the ability to:
1.

Recognize and accept the language variety of the home and
a standard variety as valid systems of communication,
each with its own legitimate functions.

2.

Understand basic concepts regarding the nature of language.

3.

Understand the nature of bilingualism and the process
of becoming bilingual.

4.

Understand the basic concepts regarding the natural
effects of contacts between languages and the implications
of this information for the instructional program.

5.

Identify and understand regional, social, and developmental
varieties in the child's language(s) at the phonological,
grammatical, and lexical levels.

6.

Identify and understand structural differences between
the child's first and second languages, recognizing areas
of potential interference and positive transfer.

7.

Develop curricular activities to deal with areas of
interference.

8.

Understand theories of first and second language learning,
differences between child and adult language learning and
their implications for the classroom.

9.

Demonstrate an ability to order, by points of interference
and by frequency, the structures of each target language
and timetable for introducing each structure.

10.

Design exercises for stressing pronunciation by contrasting
pairs.

III.

Culture:

The teacher should demonstrate the ability to:
1.

Respond positively to the diversity of behavior involved
in cross-cultural environments.

2.

Develop awareness in the learner of the value of cultural
diversity.

9

3.

Prepare and assist children to interact successfully in
cross-cultural setting.

4.

Recognize and accept different patterns of child development within and between cultures in order to formulate
realistic objectives.

5.

Assist children to maintain and extend identification with
and pride in the mother culture.

6.

Understand, appreciate and incorporate into activities,
materials and other aspects of the instructional environment:
a.
culture and history of the group's ancestory;
b.
contributions of group to history and culture of
the United States;
c.
contemporary life styles of the group.

7.

Recognize both the similarities and differences between
Anglo-American and other cultures and both the potential
conflicts and opportunities they can create for children.

10.
8.

Know the effects of cultural and socio-economic variables
on the student's learning style (cognitive and effective)
and on the student's general level of development,
socialization, and participation in the educational

a

program.
9.

Use current research regarding the education of children
in the U.S. from diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds.

Recognize differences in social structure, including
familial organization and patterns of authority, and their
significance for the program.
IV.

Instructional Methods:

The teacher is expected to demonstrate the following competencies:
1.

2.

3.

Assist children to maintain and extend command of the
mother tongue and the second language in listening, speaking,
reading, and writing.
Apply teaching strategies appropriate to distinct learning
modes and developmental levels, including pre-school, taking
into consideration how differences in culture affect these
and other learning variables.
Organize, plan and teach specific lessons in the rquired
curriculum areas, using the appropriate terminology in the
learner's language(s) and observing the local district

10

;

curriculum guidelines.
Basic elements and methodologies
best suited to the teaching of reading and language arts,
mathematics, social studies, and science, as a minimum,
must be identified and applied in the learner's language(s).
I

4.

Utilize innovative techniques effectively and appropriately
in the learner's language(s) in the various content areas,
namely:
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

V.

Formulation of realistic performance objectives and
their assessment;
inquiry/discovery strategies;
individualized instruction;
learning centers;
uses of media and audio-visual materials;
systems approaches to the teaching of reading and
mathematical skills;
team teaching and cross- grouping;
interaction analysis.

5.

Develop an awareness of the way in which learner's culture
should permeate significant areas of curriculum.

6.

Utilize first and/or second language techniques in accordance
with the learners' needs at various stages of the learning
process.

7.

Utilize effective classroom management techniques, for
optimal learning in specific situations.

8.

Identify and utilize available community resources
outside the classroom.

9.

Work effectively with paraprofessional

s,

in

and

and other adults.

Curriculum Utilization and Adaptation:
The teacher should demonstrate the ability to:
1.

2.

Identify current biases and deficiencies in existing
curriculum and in both commercial and teacher-prepared
materials of instruction. Materials should be evaluated
in accordance with the following criteria:
Suitability to students' language proficiencies
a.
and cultural experiences;
provision and respect for linguistic and cultural
b.
diversity;
student^s reaction to materials.
c.
Acquire, evaluate, adapt, and develop materials appropriate
to the bil ingual /bicul tural classroom.

11

VI.

Assessment:
General

The teacher should demonstrate the ability to:

:

1.

Recognize potential linguistic and cultural biases of
existing instruments and procedures when prescribing a
program for the learner.

2.

Utilize continuous assessment as part of the learning
process.

3.

Interpret diagnostic data for the purpose of prescribing
instructional programs for the individual.

4.

Use assessment data as basis for program planning and
impel ementat ion.

Language

:

The teacher should demonstrate the ability to:

1.

Determine language dominance of the learner in various
domains of language use--oral and written.

2.

Use assessment results to determine teaching strategies
for each learner.

3.

Identify areas of proficiency (oral and written:
vocabulary, syntax, phonology) in the learner's first
and second language.

4.

Assess maintenance and extension levels of the learner's
1 anguage.

Content

:

The teacher should demonstrate the ability to:

1.

Evaluate growth using teacher-prepared, as well as standard
instruments^ in cognitive skills and knowledge of content
areas utilizing the language of the home.

2.

Assess accuracy and relevance of materials utilized in
the classroom.

3.

Prepare tests to evaluate achievement of proposed objectives
of instruction.

The teacher should demonstrate the abil ity. to identify
Self:
and apply procedures for the assessment of:
1.

Own strengths and weaknesses as a bilingual teacher.

2.

Own value system as it relates to the learner, his behavior,
and his background.

12
3.

The effectiveness of own teaching strategies.
VII.

School -Community Relations:

The teacher should demonstrate the following competencies:

VIII.

1.

Develop basic awareness concerning the importance of
parental and community involvement for facilitating the
learner's successful integration of his/her school
envi ronment.

2.

Acquire skills to facilitate the basic contacts and interaction between the learners family and the school personnel.

3.

Demonstrate leadership in establishing home/ community
exchange of socio-cul tural information which can enrich
the learner's instructional activities.

4.

Acquire, and develop, skills in collecting culturally relevant
information and materials characteristic of both the historical
and current life-styles of the learner's culture(s) that can
serve both for curriculum contents and for instructional
activities.

5.

Acquire a knowledge of the patterns of child rearing
represented in the families of the learners so as to better
understand the background of the learners' behaviors in
the classroom.

6.

To act as facilitator for enhancing the parents' roles,
functions and responsibilities in the school and community.

7.

Serve as facilitator for the exchange of information and
views concerning the rationale, goals and procedures for
the instructional programs of the school.

8.

To plan for and provide the direct participation of a learner's
family in the regular instructional programs and activities.

Supervi sed Teaching:

Because of the great disparity between theory presented in the
context of a college environment and practical teaching realities
in a bilingual/bicul tural classroom setting, it is essential
that a portion of every teacher's training include on-site
supervised teaching experience in a bil ingual /bicul tural program.
To the extent possible, relevant competencies should be demonstrated in the direct context of such a classroom setting.

)
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Summative Competencies for Bil inqua1/Bicu1tura1
Educators: An Analysis
In

the analysis, the researcher made observations
and comments

sbout the eight academic areas detailed in the list of
'Summative
Competencies'.

Analyzing the competencies without reference to his own

empirical research, the investigator raised questions about those

theoretical training skills.

Later the researcher will compare these

competencies with expressed teacher needs.

Language Proficiency

1.

:

From the summative list of competencies, the bil ingual/bicul tural

teacher should be a native or near native speaker of the child's home
language.

This observation has implications for both the non-native

and native speaker of the child's language.

For the non-native speaker,

it means a high degree of second language proficiency coupled with

knowledge of community/ home language usage.

specific

The non-native

speaker ought to know how the child uses his/her language
socio-cul tural
In

in

different

settings.

the researcher's opinion, the bil ingual /bicul tural

teacher

training program for the non-native speaker is the first planned

strategy to gain exposure to the child's home language.

The non-native

speaker should be exposed to the child's language usage in his/her
community.

This implies that the training program must be field-based

with contacts in the child's linguistic and cultural community.
For the native speaker, the language contact issue is not that
acute.

Coming from the child's language community, the native speaker

14

would know, in most cases, the language usage
of the home.

The native

speaker as defined by the researcher is an
individual with experiential
knowledge of the child's linguistic, social and
cultural background.
In the investigator's view, a distinction

must be made between native

speakers coming from the child's language community, and
those native
speakers not experientially associated with the child's
cultural

environment.

For example, Puerto Ricans and Chicanos, in most cases,

are native speakers of Spanish.

Within the language context, the

Chicano teaching Puerto Rican students would not necessarily have

"adequate control of pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and regional,
stylistic, and nonverbal variants appropriate to the communication
context."

The bilingual/bi cultural teacher training program would

be the means to provide the Chicano teacher with the exposure and access
to the local Puerto Rican community to acquire appropriate language

usage.
II

.

Linguistics

In this section,

:

linguistic theory and practice apply to elements

of contact and clash between the first and second language.

Over half

of the listed competencies in this section dealt with the teacher's

ability to

mitigate the student's difficulty between first and second

language transfer and acquisition.

The linguistic competencies suggested

to deal with the student's movement from monolingual ism to bilingualism

includes

a

functions.

knowledge of psycholinguistic and sociolingui Stic language
Regional

sociol inguistic aspects of language functions are

emphasized in competencies #1 and #5.

15

Both competencies suggest off-campus activities for the
bil ingual/bicul tural

teacher training program.

Competency number one

asks the teacher to "recognize and accept the language variety of
the home."

Paralleling competency #1, number five calls for the teacher

to "identify and understand regional, social, and developmental varieties
in the child's language."

To implement these two competencies, the

researcher felt that the teacher training program, as part of its
research activities, ought to conduct local language surveys to document
the home's language variety.

Therefore, it becomes the responsibility

of the teacher training program to describe 'regional, social and

developmental varieties in the child's language'.
training program needs to move from 'on-campus'
'off-campus'

III.

In this respect, the

centered activities to

community involvement.
Culture

:

In this section, some cultural

non-native teacher.

competencies are directed to the

Specifically, the researcher is referring to

competencies 4, 6, 8, 9, and 10.

These competencies suggest that

a

non-

native teacher can intellectually understand and know something about
the child's culture.

While this is possible, the researcher observes

that this understanding is not the equivalent of the native teacher's
experiential

feeling for the home culture.

A teacher born in the

child rearing,
child's culture theoretically knows cultural patterns of

organization,
contemporary life styles, social structures, familial
and social discrimination.

In this sense, a native of the child

culture is culturally advantaged.

s

Although the training program can't
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provide the experiential cultural basis possessed by
the child, it can
begin to sensitize the non-native teacher to the student's
culture.

Issues of cultural awareness and sensitivity can also affect

teachers who are born in the child's ethnic group.

Teachers born in the

child's culture ought to be sensitive to intra-cul tural differences

which exist within the culture.
a rural

For example,

a

Puerto Rican raised in

setting on the Island did not pass through the same kinds of

cultural

dynamics as

a

Puerto Rican born and raised in New York City.

Obviously both are Puerto Rican, but they can differ in first language
proficiency or the degree of assimilation into the dominant Angl o-society.
The same may be said for the Chicano born and raised in Los Angeles

and the Chicano immigrant born in

a rural

setting in Mexico.

Some

researchers have documented the intra-cul tural differences existing
within the Puerto Rican and Chicano cultures (Ramirez and Castaneda,
1974; Lopez and Petras, 1974).

These studies can help the native and

non-native teacher understand the diversity existing among and within
cultures.

It is incumbent on the teacher training program to pay

attention to overt or covert in-group differences.
Cultural

teachers.

competency #5,

p. 9,

poses

a

problem for some bilingual

According to that competency, the teacher should "assist

children to maintain and extend identification with and pride in the

mother culture."

Throughout the country, state legislators passed

transitional bilingual education laws which run counter to the principle

inherent in the above mentioned competency.

Transitional bilingual

education laws are the least painful way to "mainstream" limited English

proficient

students into the dominant language and cultural system

L
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(Gonzalez, 1975; Kjolseth, 1976).

Transitional bilingual education fosters "collective bilingualism."
Bruce Gaarder (1976) defines "collective bilingualism" as "an aspect
of conflict between two people under one government in a single state:
a

dominant people and

dominated people."

a

The dominated people

become bilingual out of necessity while the dominant do not.

addition, "collective bilingualism" becomes

a

In

transitional means of

communiation between two monolingual people in which the subordinate
group becomes bilingual.

There is

a

self-destruct mechanism in

"collective bilingualism" because "no two people need two languages
Therefore, transitional bilingual programs

for the same purpose."

provide for the movement or passage from the child's present linguistic
and cultural

state into the dominant national language and culture.

Under the present trend in bilingual education, the bilingual teacher
finds it difficult to maintain cultural continuity and identity as
stated under competency #5.^
IV.

Curricul

urn

:

The curriculum section omitted one important competency.

Nowhere

in this part, is parental /community participation mentioned as important

to curriculum development and adaptation.

In previous sections, a

great deal of emphasis was placed on teachers incorporating home
language and values into the instructional program.
parental

Nevertheless,

involvement in curriculum development is not stated as

demonstrable competency.

The researcher proposes

a

a

new teacher skill:

identify, utilize and
"the teacher should demonstrate the ability to
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Encourage parental /community participation in the developoment
and
evaluation of curriculum for bilingual classrooms."
Assessment:

V.

The assessment section is well formulated and complete.

Teachers

equipped with the enumerated assessment methods i.e., general, language,
content, and self, contribute greatly to the successful implementation
of bilingual

programs.
School and Community:

VI.

The section is very thorough.
VII.

Supervised Teaching:

Supervised teaching is an extremely important component in
teacher training.

The researcher agrees that "a portion" of every

teacher's training should include on-site supervised teaching.
the question is:

what is meant by "a portion" of teaching time"

it three credit hours per semester?

Suimary
In

Does it mean

a

full

Is

semester?

:

summary, the Summative Competencies for Bilingual Education
The eight

offers comprehensive guidelines for teacher training.

academic areas faithfully implemented should produce
teacher.

But,

a

"super" bilingual

The "super" teacher speaks in two languages; applies

linguistic theory to learning and teaching; implements cultural

knowledge of the home to maintain and extend student self-esteem;
utilizes and creates appropriate assessment instruments in language,

cognitive, and academic domains; involves parents

in the

classroom and

cultural
the program; analyzes his/her self to ascertain unwanted
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biases or inept teaching strategies; develops curriculum and materials
fitting to the child's cultural background and academic progress; and,

successfully manages his/her classroom.
an individual?

Is

it possible to develop such

Does teaching in a bilingual/bicul tural classroom

require the acquisition of all these competencies?

Should a training

program emphasize certain competencies at the expense of others?
In part, answers to those questions should come from field

experiences.

The experiences associated with teaching in

a

bilingual

situation can provide the answers to match up theoretical competency

guidelines with classroom realities.

teaching documented through

a

The dynamics of bilingual

needs-assessment instrument in a

Massachusetts school district and compared with similar studies offers
information which pinpoint crucial
bi cultural

teaching profession.

skills needed in the bilingual/

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

This Chapter contains the methodology employed by the researcher
to assess teacher needs in Framingham, Massachusetts.

Initially, the

investigator conducted a library search to determine an appropriate
needs assessment mode.

decided to employ

a

Meeting with little success, the researcher

methodology used in another bil ingual/bicul tural

teacher needs assessment project.

The remainder of the chapter

described the methodology model used by the researcher.
To design a training model

for bil ingual/bicul tural teachers,

an appropriate data collection strategy was required.

A specific

methodology was needed to extract and document actual needs, opinions
and attitudes of bilingual

decided that

a

teachers already in the field.

It was

training model designed without the inclusion of actual

teacher needs was unsound.

Theoretically, the soundness of the model

rested upon empirical data describing current teaching staff realities.

Practically, the methodology employed to retrieve empirical data needed
to be flexible enough to let teachers describe their own classroom

dynamics.

To compile the necessary data, the researcher decided to

use a needs assessment instrument.

The needs assessment instrument

would serve to gather relevant data appropriate for the design of
training model.
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The rationale supporting the use of

a

needs assessment

instrument provided the investigator with an acceptable research
The word "need" is commonly defined as the discrepancy

design.

between what is and what ought to be (Kaufman, 1977; Gale, 1977).

In

this case, the discrepancy occurs when the bilingual educator's pre-

service training does not match up to classroom realities.

Operationally,

the needs assessment strategy not only documents teacher dissonance,

but it also suggests a plan of action to correct the proven needs.

The plan of action is the development of
model.

a

bilingual

teacher training

Preceding the model's development, an appropriate needs assess-

ment mode must be developed.
The development of an adequate assessment mode is crucial.

The

mode defined by the instrument's form determines its appropriateness
in the

According to some authors, there are

data-gathering process.

no right or wrong needs assessment models, only differences as to

whether
Witkin,

a

particular form is more appropriate (Kaufman, 1977;
1977).

To determine the model's appropriateness,

a

review

of literature was carried out to determine existing needs assessment

modes for bilingual/bicul tural education.
The researcher conducted a computer search at the University of

Massachusetts' Library of materials related to the construction of
needs assessment model for

bi

1

ingual/bicul tural education.

a

The

opercomputer search conducted in the Spring of 1978 followed three

ational

criteria:

1)

responsive enough to allow bil ingual /bicul tural

educators to express their own perceived needs;

2)

structured sufficiently
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to guide the researcher in the data gathering
process, and 3) flexible

enough to document teacher's opinions, views, and
attitudes.
on those three operational

Based

criteria, the overwhelming number of

a

needs assessment models found were either irrelevant
or inappropriate.
In 1975,

the Bilingual Bicultural Education Professions Program,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, was contracted to do

assessment of

teachers working with bilingual children.

a

needs

The study

entitled, "A Framework for the Training of Bil ingual/ESL Teachers
the Schools of Holyoke, Massachusetts,"

provided the researcher with

a

.in

(Viera, Squires, and deGuevara, 1975)

field-tested needs assessment methodology.

The needs assessment methodology provided in that study forms the needs

assessment mode

in

this dissertation.

Needs Assessment Methodology
1.

Situs

:

:

Framingham, Massachusetts

Framingham, Massachusetts, located in the eastern part of the
State had

a total

of 1,237 Spanish speaking residents in 1970.

number is now estimated to be over 5,000.

The

The school enrollment of

the Spanish-speaking population at that time was 269, and in the latest

figures the number is now about 800.

The Framingham school

system began to work with bilingual

children in 1969, three years before the enactment of legislation

mandating transitional bilingual education.

According to recent

information, the number of students enrolled in the bilingual program

was 332.^
274,

Of that number, the two largest groups were Puerto Rican,

and Portuguese, 31.

At the time of this study, the bilingual
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staff consisted of thirty-eight individuals:
an ESL director; a language arts director;

two bilingual

bilingual director;

a

seven ESL teachers; twenty-

teachers, and seven teacher aides.

Subjects.

Framingham's bilingual staff which consists of

teacher aides, ESL teachers and bilingual teachers were the subjects

consulted in the data gathering process.
Expressed interest.
speaking children

iin

Framingham has seen an influx of Spanish-

its schools with very little concommitant growth

in teacher- training services.

Consequently, officials of the bilingual

program have often contacted the Bil ingual/. Bicul tural Education

Professions Program for qualified personnel and other assistance.
Therefore, Framingham has demonstrated an interest in the proposed

dissertation study and it has agreed to serve as

a

field site (See

Appendix A).
Data Collection Procedures:

Illustration

I,

p.

A Four Phase Approach (See

24)-

The data collection procedures were divided into four phases.
Each phase consisted of operational objectives designed to give an

accurate picture of perceived teacher needs.

The four phases are

mutually inter-dependent serving to provide information on staff
perceptions.

Phase

I:

The four phases are discussed below:

Objectives:

To draw a demographic profile of the bilingual
staff.

To elicit teacher needs statements.

Instrument #1:

Demographic Questionnaire (See Appendix B)
“At this moment, and
Motivational Question:
in Order to Do a Better Job in My Classroom,
."
I would need to.
_

.
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ILLUSTRATION

1

A Needs Assessment Methodology Appropriate for Eliciting and
Determining 3il ingual/Bicul tural Teacher Needs: Mode - Model

Model for
Teacher Training
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The demographic questionnaire served to provide
background

information on the bilingual

staff.

The information gathered through

this instrument not only provides a global picture of
bilingual

educators in Framingham, but it also pinpoints important personnel/
professional

characteristics, i.e., years of professional training,

years of teaching experience, first and second language dominance
and familiarity with the child's culture.

These personnel /professional

characteristics were also used to elaborate and corroborate some of
the teacher needs statements.

The demographic questionnaire was distributed and completed
by the bilingual

staff members at

a

meeting held on March 19, 1979.

During the March meeting, the bilingual staff was asked directly

what their needs were.

They were asked to consider the particular

conditions they face during the school year, and to complete the
"At this moment, and in order to do

statement:

classroom,

I

would need to.

.

."

a

better job in my

The staff' was instructed to answer

that statement by writing in any style, i.e., paragraphs, statements
and phrases.

Staff members were also encouraged to write in Spanish,

English or Portuguese.

Using this method, the individual responded

with his/her own self-generating need items written in the first
language.

After the collection of the teachers'
statements were extracted and
developed.

a

statements, single needs

needs survey instrument was
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—

jectives:

Instrument

#2:

In Phase II,

To rank order the most important needs
statements.
To prioritize the ten most important needs
statements.

Explicit Statement of Need (See Appendix C)

the bilingual

staff was given the opportunity to

rank and prioritize their collective needs.

Copies of Instrument #2

were given to the bilingual director, who in turn distributed
them to
the bilingual

staff.

The Explicit Statement of Need instrument was

presented to the staff with the following instructions:
Here is a list of needs, handed in at the March 19th
meeting of the Bilingual teaching staff. They are
identified as "training needs." Depending on the
teacher, they are of relative importance.

Please weigh each item, using the scale provided.
Of the ones which you check "most important," rank them
in the second column in order of priority. Rank only the
top ten items that you consider essential to improving
your capability for teaching Spanish and Portuguese
speaking children.

Items 32-36 are taken from a needs assessment project in
another Massachusetts school district.
Please weigh
and rank them in relation to your stated needs.

The researcher decided to include the four needs rated as most
important by teachers in another Massachusetts community.
Viera, Squires and deGuevara conducted

a

who dealt with Spanish dominant children.

In

1975,

similar study of teachers

The inclusion of the four

most important needs from that study is an attempt to suggest parallel
needs in more than one Massachusetts school district.
parallel
a

Similar or

needs shared by school districts only serves to strengthen

teacher- training model.
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Instrument #2 also contains
'administrative'

(See Appendix D).

a

section on needs termed
In

the process of extracing single

needs statements, the researcher found that thirty-one of the needs

statements were administrative in nature.

The major difference between

training and administrative needs is that administrative needs can't
be directly controlled by the teacher, nor can these needs be met with

large doses of in- or pre-service training or workshops.

But, it was

felt that the staff should react to these particular needs, thereby
bringing their concerns to the administrators in charge.

Therefore,

the Explicit Statement of Needs Instrument also bears these instructions:

Here is a list of needs, handed in at the March 19th
meeting of the Bilingual teaching staff. They are
identified as "administrative needs." Depending on the
teacher, they are of relative importance.

Please weigh each item, using the scale provided.
Phase III:

Objectives:

Instrument #3:

To document what teachers face in the classroom.
To document the frequency of various teaching
situations.
To document the teacher's ability to handle
various teaching situations.
"What Situation
Teacher Descriptive Needs:
Do You Commonly Face in the Classroom?"
(See Appendix E)

children
In order to sample and document 'what it is like to teach

with differing languages and cultures'

write answers to the question:
classroom?"

,

the teachers were asked to

"What is it you commonly face in the

The question was designed to collect and document

samples of teachers'

skills, knowledge, and perceptions.

The teacher

some regular
will be asked to identify some event, some interaction,

situation in teaching
occurrence that they consider peculiar to their
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Spanish-speaking or other language minority children.
Instrument #3 was compiled from all responses made by the
teachers.

Redundancy was not eliminated, in order to preserve as

closely as possible the perceptions drawn by the bilingual staff.

The

participants were requested to respond to the following directions:
Each item listed below represents what one teacher in
in his/her classroom.

your school faces
How

frequently do you face that situation?

Assess your present capability for dealing with

it.

Check appropriate columns at right.

Phase IV:

Objective

:

Instrument #4:

To document bilingual staff views, attitudes
and opinions in a more informal context.

Interviews (See Appendix F)

To accomplish Phase IV, interviews were conducted with volunteer
staff members.

The interviews were conducted in either English,

Spanish or Portuguese depending on individual preference.

The inter-

views will provide the following data:
How they became teachers in the school district.
If they specifically trained to become teachers.

Where they did their student teaching.
If they found their student teaching to be helpful
preparation for teaching in the school district.

What led them to become teachers of Spanish-speaking children.
Did the school districts provide special training when
they started teaching.

What other kinds of experiences, besides teaching, they
have had with Spanish- speaking people.
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What it means to be bicultural.

What it means to be bilingual.

What teaching techniques they have developed for dealing
with the Spanish-speaking children.
If they think parents should be involved with the
bilingual
program.

What kinds of tests they use to evaluate student programs.
If they think Spanish-speaking children should have
special consideration, and why.
If they left teaching, what would they do.

Data Analysis

:

Data collected will be directly recorded on Instrument #1,

Instrument #2, and Instrument #3.

All data will be available in the

form of percentage tables.
1.

In

Rank Ordering;
order to determine the statistical prominence of all variables

in Instruments #2 and #3, and thereby to provide a clear picture of

what teachers are facing in the classroom and how they express their
needs, each of the items from both instruments will be rank ordered.

The rank ordering for Instrument #2 will be completed using the means
as criterion:

the higher the mean score, the higher the need.

Each item in Instrument #3 will be assigned a rank number,

using as the mean criterion the level of need indicated by the percentage

of teacher responses.

The larger the percentage of teachers responding

that they need help, the higher the need.
same level of need, frequency will

If two items record the

be used to break the tie.
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2.

Profile analysis

:

The taped interviews will be transcribed and double-checked
for accuracy.

The interviews will be analyzed for their demographic

content and for their information.

The contents of individual answers

will be summarized for each interviewee, and then compared with the

answers given by other

specific teachers.

In

specific cases where

one teacher articulated the general statements of others, that teacher's

comment will be lifted out and quoted.
3.

A Model for Pre-Service Training for Bilingual Teachers

Based on the analysis of the instruments,

a model

for in-

service training to meet the needs of teachers dealing with limited

English proficient (LEP) childyfen will be developed.

CHAPTER

IV

FINDINGS

Chapter IV contains the data collected from the field study.
In the form of tables,

the data correspond to Instruments, #1, #2, #3

previously discussed in Chapter III.

The researcher makes no attempt

to analyze or interpret the data presented in this chapter.
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TABLE
INSTRUMENT

ifl:

.Demographic Analysi
PLACE OF BIRTH:

S-.of

Demographic Questionnaire
the Framingham Bilingual

6.8%
17.0%
14.0%
3.4%
3.4%
55.0%

Women constitute the vast majority of the staff.
Female
Male

SCHOOL:

96.0%
3.4%

Most of the teachers are
Hastings
Lincol n

MCLC
Memorial
Farley
GRADE:

Staff

More than 44% of the staff were born outside the
United States.

Cuba
Puerto Rico
South America
Portugal
Mex i CO
United States
SEX:

1

in

Framingham elementary schools.

34.0%
31.0%
20.0%
14.0%
10.0%

Elementary school teachers constituted the vast majority of
the respondents.
Kindergarten
First
Second
Third
Fourth
F

i

f th

Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth

SUBJECT TEACHING:

More than a third of the teachers report that they
teach all subjects.

All
ESL

Reading
Bi

1

17.0%
31.0%
24.0%
37.0%
31.0%
24.0%
10.0%
10.0%
10.0%
6.8%

ingual /ESL

English
Spanish
No response

37.9%
20.6%
10.0%
6.8%
3.4%
3.4%
17.0%

Table

PREPARATION:

1

(Continued)
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Nearly two-thirds of the respondents had bachelor
degrees.
Nearly one quarter of the respondents had masters
degrees'.
B.A.
B.S.
M-A.
M-S.
Nd)

response

48.0%
17.0%
24.0%
3.4%
10.0%

AREA OF SPECIALIZATION IN COLLEGE:

Most of the staff responding majored
in elementary education.

Elementary education 27.5%
Bil ingual/Bi cultural 17.0%
Spanish
14.0%
English
10.0%
Early Childhood
6.8%
Education
6.8%
Bilingual Special
Education
3.4%
Multi /Ethnic ESL
3.4%
Reading Language Arts 3.4%
History
3.4%
Education/Home Ec.
3.4%
Sociology
3.4%
Psychology
3.4%
Art
3.4%
Chemistry
3.4%
Mathematics
3.4%
•

COLLEGE:

Framingham State College graduated the majority of the teachers
responding.

Framingham State
Boston State
Boston University
Cornel 1
Univ. Puerto Rico

20.6%
17.0%
10.0%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

Gettysburg
Escuela Normal
3.4%
de Chile
3.4%
Syracuse
3.4%
Mt. Holyoke
3.4%
Wheaton
Our Lady of the Elms 3.4%
3.4%
Tulane
3.4%
Hunter
17.0%
No response
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Table

STATE CERTIFICATION:

89.6%
10.3%

No

Over two thirds of the respondents is certified
as elementary school teachers in Massachusetts.

Elementary
Bilingual
Secondary Spanish
Secondary Social
Studies
Bil ingual /Multicultural
Reading
Hi story
Moderate special
needs
Secondary English
No response

TEACHING EXPERIENCE:

1

(continued)

The great majority have Massachusetts Teaching
certif ica tes.

Yes

AREA OF CONCENTRATION:

1

72.4%
17.2%
13.7%
6.8%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

3.4%
3.4%
6.8%

Over one third of the responding staff has 9 or
The average
less years of experience as teachers.
is five years.

to 3 years

4 to 5 years
6 to 9 years

10 to 15 years
16 to 20 years
Over 20 years

13.7%
20.6%
37.9%
24.1%
3.4%
0.0%

PRESENTLY STUDYING IN A COLLEGE PROGRAM:

Yes
No
IF STUDYING, WHICH PROGRAM:

The majority reported that they
were continuing with their
education.

51.7%
48.2%

Over one quarter of those responding "yes"
to the statement .above were studying in a
continuing education program or a master's
degree program.
,

Continuing Education 27.5%
27.8%
Masters program
13.7%
"Special" Courses
Undergraduate Program 6.8%
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SELF IDENTIFICATION AS MEMBERS OF AN ETHNIC
GROUP;
Nearly two thirds of
the respondents considered themselves
to be members of an ethnic group.
Yes
No
No response

65.5%
27.5%
6.8%

ETHNIC GROUPS IDENTIFIED BY THE RESPONDING STAFF:

Hispanic
Puerto Rican
Black Puerto Rican
Hispanic/ 1 tali an
Jewish
Semetic
Italian
Irish
Anglo Saxon

STUDENTS FIRST LANGUAGE:

Spanish
Portuguese
Chinese
Greek
I ta 1 i an
Phi 1 ippi no

24.1%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
6.8%
3.4%
6.8%
6.8%
6.8%

All

of the responding bilingual staff reported
that they worked with Spanish speaking students.

100 . 0 %

44.8%
34.4%
27.0%
10.3%
6 . 8%

German
Russian
Roumanian

6 . 8%

Engl

6 . 8%

i

sh

Japanese
Taiwanese
Iranian
Nigerian
Pol

i

sh

6

.

8%

6 . 8%

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

STUDENTS THAT CAN COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY IN ENGLISH ACCORDING TO
RESPONDING BILINGUAL STAFF'S OPINIONS: When the bilingual staff was asked
what percentage of students whose first
language is other than English can also
effectively communicate in English, slightly
over one quarter thought that from 65 to
89% could effectively communicate.

Over 90%
From 65-89%
From 30-64%
From 1-29%
None can
No response

6 . 8%

27.5%
24.0%
24.0%
0 . 0%
17.0%
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Table
ARE YOU BILINGUAL:

1

(continued)

The vast majority of the responding bilingual staff
identified themselves to be bilingual.

Yes

86.2%
13.7%

No

The following table summarizes the staff’s perceptions of their ability
to converse and teach subject matter in different languages.

Ability to converse

Language

Ability to teach subject

English

86.2%

100.0%

Spanish

75.8%

68.9%

Portuguese

6.8%

5.8%

Ital ian

6.8%

3.4%

French

17.0%

3.4%

German

6.8%

0.0%

Yiddish

3.4%

0.0%

Sign Language

3.4%

0.0%

SECOND LANGUAGE BENEFICIAL TO JOB:

Of the 25 bilingual

staff members

who identified themselves a bilingual, 24 reported the second
language beneficial to their job.
Yes
[\|q

Don' t Know

MORE SATISFACTORY JOB IF BILINGUAL:

Yes
No

96.0%
0 0%
4.0%
.

Of the 3 bilingual staff members
who identified themselves as
not bilingual, 3 reported that
they thought they could perform
better if they were bilingual.

75.0%
25.0%
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Table

1

(continued)

TEACHERS TRAINED IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION:
The vast majority of the
responding bilingual staff reported professional
training in bilingual education.
Yes
No

89.6%
10.0%

The sources of the bilingual

staff's training in bilingual education were:

Degree in Bilingual Educ. 31.0%
Inservice School Workshop 27.5%
Univ. Graduate' iCourses
24.1%
Univ. Undergrad. Courses 17.2%
Degree in English as
Second Language
6.8%
School Di strict/Univ.
Consultant Workshops
6.8%
Bilingual Conferences
6.8%
The reasons reported for seeking professional training in bilingual
education were:
Personal interest
To meet immediate needs
in classroom
Required by school
district to keep job
In order to qualify for
particular position

62.0%
37.9%
27.5%

24.1%

The responding bilingual staf reported having had experiences with other
languages as follows:

Previous teaching
experience in any
language other than

41.3%
6.8%
Peace Corps
13.7%
American Schools Overseas
10.0%
Other
Indian Reservation
Black Ghetto
Neighborhood House
Not appl i cable to my
6.8%
situation
Engl ish
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Table

TRAVELED OUTSIDE OF COUNTRY:

1

(continued)

A large majority of the responding bilingual
staff reported traveling outside the country.

Yes
No

93.1%
6.8%

WHICH COUNTRIES VISITED:

Of the 27 staff members who traveled outside the
country, they reported to have visited the
following countries or world geographic areas:

Europe
Romania
Spain
France
Germany
Holland
Austria
Italy
Swi tzerland
Portugal
Sweden

22.0%
3.7%
29.6%
18.5%
7.4%
3.7%
3.7%
11.0%
7.4%
7.4%
3.7%

EUROPE

59.0%

LATIN AMERICA:
South America
Central America
Puerto Rico
Mexico
Santo Domingo

44.0%
18.5%
14.4%
18.5%
3.7%

Caribbean Islands

18.5%

Mi seel

1

LATIN AMERICA:

aneous:

Canada
Philippines
Israel

Tunisia
Morocco
LIVED OUTSIDE OF COUNTRY:

Yes
No
No response

7.4%
3.7%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
A majority of the responding bilingual staff
lived outside of the United States.

48.2%
20 . 6 %

31.0%
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Table

1

(continued)

WHERE DID YOU LIVE OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES: The majority of
those
who lived outside the United States reported to
have lived in Latin America.

Mexico
Guayana
Honduras
Columbia
Chile
Puerto Rico
Cuba
Peru
Ecuador
Philippi nes
Spain
Portugal
Italy
Tuni

si a

17.2%
3.4%
3.4%
6.8%
3.4%
13.7%
3.4%
6.8%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
6.8%
3.4%

Time Spent in Each Country
Mexico:
2 years; 1 month; 3 months; 6 months; 29 years
Guayana: 2 years
Honduras:
7 years
Columbia:
9 months; 4 years
Chile:
14 years
Puerto Rico:
17 years; 19 years
Cuba:
5 years
Peru:
18 years
Ecuador:
21 years
Philippines:
2 years
Spain: 1 year; 6 months
Portugal
20 years
Italy:
7 years, 3 years
Tunisia:
2 years
:
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TABLE 7
Instriment ^3 ;

What Bilingual Teachers Face
(Ranked according to teacher

the Classroom
king/needing help)

in'
1

i

Situation
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7

Like/Need Help

Extra Teacher Duties :
There are rules for the
student to follow in the cafeteria and in the
There is a system designed for when a
busses.
child breaks a rule.
Child x was supposed to
He came
come with his mother/father to school.
alone.
He has to go to the office and stay there
till the bilingual administrator takes him home
The principal did not want to keep him in the
office; the bilingual administrator was not
The principal put the responsibility
around.
on the teacher for dealing with the child and for
calling the bilingual administrator. The child
He knew that
ended outside the teacher' s room.
we weren't consistent and so did the other children.

26. 7^

More Cooperation: More cooperation and integration
in attitudes and duties from the following
personnel, i.e., secretary, nurse, principal, and
They always seem to shove off work and
custodians.
responsibilities using as an excuse the lack of
Spanish.

26.6

Children lack respect for themselves and others.

23.3

Children come with marks on their
Child Abuse:
bodies and they claim they've been spanked by
their parents.

20.0

Home issues affect student perHome Situation
formance I.e., appropriate nutrition; medical
care; lack of Tsaep; responsibilities of child
at home; i.e., baby sitting and cooking.
:

Child does not have enough
Language Dominance
It's
dominance.
language
Spanish
English or
difficult to choose native language instruction
or a complete ESL program.

20.0

:

Lack of planning time due
Lack of Planning Time
Aside from
of meetings.
amount
incredible
the
to
we're
buildings
that the paper work from both
atrocious.
is
work
paper
bilingual
housed plus the

16.6

:

.

8.

onework with very small groups, sometimes
a few
than
more
find
It is difficult to
on-one.
their
since
level
same
children working at the
needs are
background and English fluency and their
be
could
Many of these children
so varied.

16.6

I

considered "special needs" children.

16.6
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TABLE

Instrument #3

:

9.

7

(continued)

What Bilinoual Teachers Face
(ranked accoraing to teacher

the Classroom
king/neeoing help)

in
1 i

Situation

Like/Need Help

Lack of Materials
Lack of variety of
materials in native language to choose from.
This lack of available materials Is worse
for the slow learner.
The Spanish materials
usually have a fast pace that's unrealistic
for most of our children.

13.32

Class Attendance :
Many times attendance is
fair to poor.
It creates more inconsistency
for the children in their lives than they
already have.
It makes it difficult for the
teacher trying new concepts.

13.3

Sometimes the noise level is high enough to
interfere with learning.

10.0

:

10.

11.

12.

Children often come to
Proper Clothing :
school waring skimpy clothes in the middle
The clothes they wear are not
of winter.
It shows however, that
shabby by any means.
parents need to be made more aware of this
10.0

probl em.
13.

Esl

Teachers

:

With Spanish background

is asked to take over classes she serves

as a substitute.
their ESL time.
14.

The other classes miss
10.0

This has been
Two Cores in the Same Morning :
a common happening since a large number of our
Other
students are special needs children.
bil ingual personnel get upset when they are
This was partially
asked to cover for classes.
alleviated when the administrators agreed to
notify teachers of their coverage duties rather
than the teachers who needed the coverage having
to ask others who needed the coverage having
to ask others to cover for them as a personal
10.0

favor.
15.

15 ,

Children having difficulty
Discipl ine Problem :
with obeying and respecting not only their teacher,
but especially other authorities.
Although there
Negative Attitude toward English
year
to the next,
from
is considerable variation
negative
is
a
problems
common
most
one of the
attitude toward English (and the culture?). This
year we see it in only a few students, but it is
strong in them and has been in the past in
larger numbers.

9.95

:

^

9.9
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TABLE

Instrument

§2

:

7

(Continued)

What Bilingual Teachers Face in the Classroom
(Ranked According to Teacher Liking/Needing Help)

Si tuatl on

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Like/Need Help

Work gets sent to classroom by ESL teacher.
Certain
It is sporadically completed.
classroom teachers back up the ESL teacher
while others forget or don't make their
students complete their work.

6.6S

Children are grouped in small groups
(2 or 3) and kept together for all of
their activities because their needs are
However, it breeds keen competition,
the same.
arguing and poor attitudes.

6.6

In order to offer effective oral classes some
renovating was needed. Nothing was done.
Light and ventilators the same.

6.6

Students do not receive the basics which
Teachers advocate
other classes receive.
have.
students
other
which
things

6.6

Staff rarely receives positive feedback
for putting forth additional effort to
become involved in professional development.

6.6

Student Mobility: Moving back and forth
within state, country or Puerto Rico, i.e,
children attend school four months and move
for the rest of the school year and come
back in September, Many times they move
and don’t attend school.

CHAPTER

V

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
In this Chapter, the researcher analyzed all data collected

from the four needs assessment instruments.

The researcher found

that the staff's needs were in three areas:

1)

2)

assessment, and 3) culture and community.

instructional methodology

These three areas not

only described most of the perceived teacher needs, but they also

highlighted important areas for training.
I.

Analysis of Demographic Data (Table

I,

pp. 32-40)

Eighty- two percent of the thirty-five staff members completed the

denographic questionnaire.
drew
in

a

Based on their responses, the researcher

staff profile based on three criteria:

1)

pervious training

bilingual education; 2) proficiency in the child's language;

and 3) exposure to the child's culture.
A.

Previous Training in Bilingual Education

An examination of the demographic data suggested that some staff

members were not fully trained in bilingual education.

Under areas of

specialization in college, most staff members majored in education,

especially elementary education.

With this background, the researcher

concluded that many educators had the skills appropriate to work with
children.

Although several staff members majored in non-educational

the number
areas, i.e., chemistry, psychology, sociology, and history,
52
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of certified elementary teachers was very high (72.4%).

Specific

training in elementary education coupled with an average of five years
teaching experience meant that the staff was qualified to teach on the

elementary level.
Further analysis showed different training levels in bilingual/
bi cultural

education.

The investigator defined the term 'fully trained'

as a teacher who held a teaching certificate in bilingual education or

majored in it at a university.

The data demonstrated that significant

members of the staff were not fully trained in bilingual education.
Only 20.6% reported state bilingual certification, and another 20.4%
However, further evidence

reported majoring in bilingual education.'^

demonstrated that teachers did receive some kind of training in
bilingual education.

Question #23 of the demographic questionnaire asked:

Have you

had professional training in bilingual education?

In response,

nine percent of the responding staff answered 'yes'

.

eighty-

When asked to

elaborate on the sources of professional training, the majority listed
course work on the graduate (24.1%) and undergraduate (17.1%) levels.
In

the researcher's opinion, some staff members felt that it was

important to secure bilingual/bi cultural training.
The researcher also noted some positive response to question #25.

Responding to that question the staff reported seeking professional
training in bilingual education for two reasons:

meet the immediate needs in the classroom.
in the investigator’s opinion,

suggested

a

1)

personal and 2) to

This type of interest,
professional and personal
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desire to become well-trained bilingual teachers.

Nevertheless, the

investigator wanted to know why so few reported training
or certification in bilingual education.

The researcher answered his own question in two ways.
bilingual education is relatively new.

First,

The federal government officially

recognized it with the passage^of the 1968 "Bilingual Education Law."
From the federal perspective bilingual education is only twelve years
old.
a

On the state level, Massachusetts was the first state to pass

compulsory transitional bilingual education act in 1972.

When the

state law was passed, there were no bilingual teacher programs

geared to the state's bilingual certification requirements.

In 1974,

the University of Massachusetts was one of the first institutions of

higher education to establish

a

bilingual teacher training program.

According to question #13, the data demonstrated that more than
65% of the staff possessed more than six years of teaching experience.

Specifically, nineteen staff members reported from six to twenty years

of teaching experience.

This meant that some staff members were

teaching before the establishment of bilingual teacher-training programs.
For some, that meant re- training in bilingual education.

Based on the

demographic data, it is difficult to state the number of veteran
teachers certified as bilingual teachers or currently receiving training
in the field.

The data suggested that teachers are going through

re-training process at institutions of higher education.

a

Six years

ago, the closest IHE offering courses in bilingual education was

Boston University, an hour's round trip from the teaching site.

In
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1980, Framingham State now offers courses in bilingual education.

Accessibility to bilingual training programs, in the researcher's
opinion, might be one answer to the low levels of full training in
bilingual/bi cultural education.
B.

Native Language Proficiency:

The demographic data showed the bilingual staff working with
two numerically significant language groupings.

Students whose

languages are Spanish and Portuguese comprise these groups.

Within

these two groups, one hundred percent of the staff reported contact

with Spanish-speaking students and forty- four percent working with

Portuguese-speaking children.
bilingual

in the

Ideally, staff members ought to be

languages cited.

Some staff members working with Spanish or Portuguese-speaking
students are not able to converse in those languages.

The data

showed that one-quarter of the reporting staff can't speak in Spanish.

While many staff members report Spanish-speaking ability,
number can't speak in Portuguese.
student.

a

larger

This is acute for the Portuguese

Two of the thirteen staff members reporting to work with

these students were able to speak in Portuguese.

Clearly, the data

demonstrated the need for language training on the part of some staff
members.
C.

Exposure to the Child's Culture:

Questions number #27, #28, and #29 on the demographic survey
foreign

demonstrated, somewhat superficially, the familiarity with

a

culture, especially with the bilingual student's culture.

Responding

to question #27:

"Have you ever traveled to any country outside of
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the United States?" over 93% of the staff answered 'yes'. In
the next

question, nearly one-half (44%) reported to have visited

American Spanish-speaking country.

a

Latin

While nearly one-half visited

a

Latin American country, only 18% of the staff reported visiting Puerto
Rico.
a

A first hand exposure to Puerto Rican culture is important, but

visit to Puerto Rico or to

understanding on

a

a

foreign country doesn't mean cultural

deeper level.

mean a two week trip or

a

A visit to a foreign country may

year's stay.

Question #29, "Have you ever

lived in a country outside the United States?" could give more pertinent

information on the staff's knowledge of

foreign culture.

a

The answers to question #29 showed that fourteen of the responding
staff members lived in

a

foreign country. Of that number, the majority

reported living in Latin America.

Among the seventeen staff members

who reported living in Latin America, eleven,

This indicated an experiential

knowledge of

a

(65%) were native born.

Latin culture.

But, it

did not necessarily demonstrate a first-hand account of their student's

native culture.

According to the data, only 13.7% lived in Puerto
C

In the investigator's

Rico, and 3.4% reported living in Portugal.

opinion, this is scant evidence to suggest
the bilngual
D.

a

first-hand account of

student's home culture.

A Summary of the Demographic Data:

The great majority of the responding staff reported training
in education.

Seventy-two percent indicated training and state

certification in elementary education.

While this demonstrated skills

show
appropriate for teaching young children, it did not necessarily

bilingual education teacher competencies.
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Analyzing the data further, the researcher documented
different
levels of bilingual teacher training.

that

a small

The demographic data illustrated

number of the reporting staff were either certified or

held degrees in bilingual education.

Although

a

minority reported

extensive training, significant numbers of staff received some kind
of bilingual

teacher preparation.

The majority of personnel indicated

that they received training through in-service workshops and university

graduate courses.

This indicated the staff's interest to gain

training relevant to bilingual classrooms.
In Framingham,

the bi lingual/bicul tural program serves two

language groupings: Spanish and Portuguese.

reported the ability to converse in Spanish.

The majority of the staff

While 75 percent indicated

that ability, nearly one-quarter were unable to speak in that language.

The number of non Spanish-speakers is important because one hundred

percent of the staff reported working with Spanish-speaking children.
The number of staff able to converse in Portuguese was

considerably less.

In numerical

terms, there are thirty-one Portuguese

students in the bilingual program.

Although these students constitute

the language minority, they have contact with over forty-four percent
of the reporting bilingual

staff.

Only two of the staff working with

Portuguese students indicated speaking ability in that language.
Clearly, the demographic data demonstrated the need on part of some

staff personnel to converse in Portuguese and Spanish.
The demographic data provided some clues, although somewhat

superficial, to the responding staff's familiarity with the child

s
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culture. Specifically, the demographic
questionnaire attempted to

determine the staff's exposure to another culture
through questions
dealing with travel and length of stay in

a

foreign country. It was

reported that large numbers of staff visited and lived in
countries
not associated with their student's culture.

visited Puerto Rico and two visited Portugal.

Only six individuals
While fourteen staff

members reported living outside the United States, only five lived in
Puerto Rico and one in Portugal.

It appears that some staff lack a

first hand knowledge of their student's culture.

In the researcher's

opinion, the needs highlighted in the demographic data should be
repeated in the three other research instruments.

II.
A.

An Analysis of Teacher Training Needs

Cluster Analysis of the Needs Rated as Most Important
with the Ten Needs Ranked Most Important to Improving
Teaching.

Seventy percent of the responding bilingual staff ranked and

prioritized their needs (Table 2, pp.40-4l).

To analyze these prioritized

items, the researcher grouped them under three categories:
1)

instructional methodology; 2)

assessment; and

3)

culture/community.

The needs grouped under the three categories formed the table of

Teacher Needs Teacher Competencies (TNTC) (Table

3,

p.

42)*

in the TNTC table, the needs prioritized in instrument #2,

Included
(see Table 2),

were placed under three levels of magnitude based on the most important
response category:

high (over 44% responded most important); medium

(between 24 to 40% responded most important); low (between 12 to 20%

responded most important).
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a.

there was
levels.

Instructional Methodology.
a

According to the TNTC table,

pattern of teacher needs cutting across the magnitude

Seventy percent of the high magnitude needs dealt with

instructional methodology, i.e., student motivation, materials development, teaching methods, and general classroom management techniques.

Under needs of medium magnitude, eighty-one percent related to
instructional methodology issues.

In the ten needs ranked most

important to improve capacity for teaching Spanish and Portuguesespeaking children, seven dealt with the same topic (Table 4,
b.

Assessment.

In the TNTC table,

17% of the high magnitude needs.
the following:

p.

43 ).

assessment issues comprised

Teachers wanted to know how to do

diagnose student needs; practice learning experiences

based on diagnosis; and evaluate children not up to their grade level.

The assessment skill, 'how to diagnose student needs', also appeared
as one of the ten most important needs to improve your capacity to

teaching Spanish-speaking children.

Based on those perceived needs,

it was clear that teachers wanted help in student evaluation.
c.

Culture and Community.

Teacher needs dealing with the child's

culture and community received ratings from high to low magnitude.
The high magnitude need, 'how to learn more about the special needs
of children of Hispanic background', was rated most important by

48% of the staff.

In the low

magnitude category, the need, 'how to

learn about Puerto Rican culture', received
by 20% of the responding staff.

b)

most important rating

From these different needs ratings,

the researcher concluded two things:

culture, and

a

a)

it didn't equate special

the staff knew Puerto Rican

needs with Hispanic culture.
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In

the researcher's opinion, there is an apparent
distinction made

between Hispanic children's special needs and their
culture

(See*.

Interview Section, pp. 76-81).

The data also showed the staff rating and ranking community
needs from low to high magnitudes.

Only 20% of the staff rated how

to work with Spanish-speaking parents in the community as most

important.

Conversely, the staff ranked 'how to involve the parents

in the bilingual

program', as the eighth most important need, to

improve the instructor's capacity for teaching Spanish and Portuguesespeaking children (Table 4).

In the researcher's opinion, the staff

was willing to work with parents in the geographic confines of the
school, but were not willing to go out into the community (See:Inter-

view section, pp. 81^89).

Language competencies in the students'

medium to low magnitude levels of need.

home languages received

Nearly one-quarter of the

responding staff ranked "how to speak Spanish" as most important.
This number reflects the staff's perceptions of their ability to

converse in Spanish as documented in the demographic data.

demographic data showed that

a

The

little less than one-quarter of the

responding staff didn't speak in Spanish.

The high number of staff

able to converse in Spanish, 76.4%, also helped to explain the large

number of staff, 40%, who ranked "how to speak in Spanish" as
unimportant.

The need to speak Portuguese received

a low

magnitude rating.

Based on the demographic data, over 44% of the staff reported working
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with Portuguese-speaking students, but only
6.8% of the staff
conversed in that language.

Therefore, it would appear that 37.2%

of the staff would rate learning to speak Portuguese
as most important.

This was not the case.

While twenty percent ranked it as an

important need, forty percent of the staff ranked it as unimportant.
In the

researcher's opinion, some staff members lacked interest in

Portuguese language training.
B.

Multiple Shared Domain Analysis of Teacher Needs

The previous analysis grouped the needs into three major

clusters.

Clustering the needs in that manner, the researcher

v/anted to specifically focus on distinct training areas.

The in-

vestigator also recognized that distinct cluster groupings did not

adequately address the dynamics of multiple shared needs.
overlap their cluster domains into other areas.

Some needs

For example, cultural

needs influence and affect instructional methodology issues.

In his

analysis, the researcher attempted to 'describe the ways in which some
of the more important needs intersected with each other.

The top needs listed by the bilingual staff dealt with the

teacher's desire to have his/her student succeed and the apparent
inability of the teacher to apply motivational strategies to help
that student succeed.

The need to motivate students touched upon

other expressed need statements.
included the following needs:

Student motivational issues also

how to apply psychology in the class-

room; how to diagnose student needs; how to provide individualized

instruction; how to involve parents in the bilingual program; how to
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be creative on a daily basis; and how to learn more
about the special

needs of children of Hispanic background.
Some studies have shown that children equipped with the

necessary knowledge and understanding may not use his/her intellectual

competency to solve

a

problem.

This is due to low motivation or the

fear of failure (Battle, 1966).

On the other hand, children with the

same intellectual capability who are highly motivated score higher
on achievement and basic skills tests than do less motivated children

(Barton, Dielman and Cattell, 1972).

In

addition,

a

child's motivation

is closely tied to his/her subjective self image of success or failure.

Self confident students perform better than students who do not

expect to succeed (Battle, 1966).
There are other factors in the school which affect the child's
motivation.

In

the researcher's view, early in the child's life,

he/she looks to adults to diminish distress and to provide pleasant

experiences.

Before children come to school, parents serve to give

the child positive evaluation of his/her activities.

When the child

enters the school, the teacher becomes another important person in
the development of the child's image of positive self-worth.

Especially in the early grades, the motive for teacher approval is
important in most children.

Usually, the teacher gives positive

approval to his/her students in many ways, i.e.,

encouragement,

a

a

smile, a word of

gold star, work displayed on the walls.

Therefore,

the teacher's attitude toward the child is crucial to encourage

motivation.
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Children coming from

a

different language and culture must

continue to receive strong and positive approval in school.

Students

who are just a "little uncertain" about their values and virtue are
likely to be most susceptible to failure (Kagan, 1977).

Without

positive school support English-speaking children may grow

a

"little

uncertain" about their cultural values in an unfamiliar school
setting.

The bilingual teacher, in the investigator's view, re-

inforces the positive ties between the school and home through the
use of the child's native language and culture.
The bilingual staff person is responsible for offering
and secure environment to encourage motivation.

a

warm

Children often

desire to model their motives and actions after an adult he/she
admires.

This modeling can be

a

strong force in bilingual classrooms.

Bilingual teachers need to be aware of those personal characteristics

with which limited English-speaking students most closely identify
as positive,

i.e., honesty, warmth, fairness, and competence

(Seaver, 1973).
A closer look at some research models suggest modeling be-

haviors appropriate to bilingual learning environments.

The work of

Manuel Ramirez and Alfredo Castaneda (1974) demonstrated that Chi cano

children from traditional families act
teachers.

They prefer to interact

a

certain way with their

closely, openly express affection

and positive feelings for the teacher.

teacher more as

a

The Chicano children see the

person instead of a resource.

The researchers

like the
concluded that these Chicano children "often seek to become
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teacher."

In

short, these children tend to personalize and emphasize

the personal or social atmosphere in the learning environment.

Conversly, the school culture is task-oriented.

Usually, the reward

that carries the most weight in school is the impersonal grade or
test score (Bowles and Gintis, 1978).

The school which emphasizes

grades and tests encourages a competitive atmosphere which may harm
some children.

Certain research suggested that cooperation instead of

competition may be better for some students.

Both Ramirez and

Castaneda point out that Chicano children enjoy working alongside
one another to achieve a common goal.

learning as

a

These children approach

cooperative and social venture.

They help each other,

share responsibilities and are most comfortable when working in small
The two researchers conclude that individual competition is

groups.

"unnatural" for these children.

In some instances,

values treasured

by family and community are threatened by the motive for school

mastery.

In the

research's opinion, school mastery at the expense

of culturally referenced learning styles can be a cause for low

motivational levels in some ethnic groups.
The bilingual staff also stressed the need for discipline in
the classroom.

On two occasions, the staff documented the need to

learn how to instill self-discipline in the children and how to

discipline children.

Closely linked with discipline issues, the

need to
need to involve parents in the bilingual program and the

background are
learn about the special needs of children of Hispanic
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two areas which must be considered.

Without parent participation or

contact, problems of discipline become more difficult to handle.

Discipline problems relate directly to the attitudes, values
and motives of the students, and to

a

large extent, the way these

characteristics interact with the philosophies, personalities and
talents of the teacher.
day.

Some studies document an ideal teaching

According to one study, teachers feel that they have

good

a

day when students cooperate, behave themselves, and demonstrate

positive feelings (Lortie, 1975).
staff's ideal day:

This study conformed the bilingual

self-disciplined and highly motivated students.

Children in the elementary grades acquire
expectations.

a

sense of teacher

Fourth graders in two elementary schools in Albuquerque

New Mexico expressed that their teachers wanted them to be "quiet,

don't fool around, and get the

mrk

done on time" (LeCompte

,

1978)

.

The

Mexican American students who comprised two of the four elementary
grades in the Albuquerque study did not differ substantially from the

majority opinion.
Some researchers posit that there is a hidden curriculum in

public education (Good and Brophy, 1972; Feshback, 1969).

This

hidden curriculum is primarily concerned with issues of socialization,
i.e., authority and control.

Its basic components are:

do what the

behavior;
teacher says; live up to teacher expectations for proper
the schedule.
keep busy; keep quiet; don't move too much and stick to

school environment
The hidden curriculum is part and parcel of the

(LeCompte, 1973).
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According to this researcher, teachers are given

a dual

role.

On the one hand, the teacher as part "institutional
manager" must

get on with business:

To teach the child

nev/

academic concepts.

On

the other hand, in order to teach these new concepts, the
teacher

imposes rules, covertly or overtly, on unwilling and uninvolved
students.

This process and conflict does not occur in

a

vacuum.

Factors within the classroom, the school and the home combine to

influence learning and discipline.
The investigator views habitual and persistent discipline

problems as the shared responsibility between home and school.

Active parental input
room management.

in this area

In a bilingual

is crucial

for effective class-

setting, it is important for the

teacher to know the disciplinary methods employed in the home.
Some researchers give evidence of parental control and

authority in Puerto Rican families.

These pictures of the Puerto

Rican family may not hold for Framingham, but they serve as

a

frame-

work to begin to train teachers in the attitudes and values toward
school and authority found in traditional Puerto Rican families.

Evidence demonstrates that Puerto Rican families foster
response for authority.

The term "respeto" signifies

loyalty and respect toward elders (Nieto, 1979).

a

a

sense of

sense of

This sense of

respect for others is generally manifested through obedience.

The

father or mother in the Puerto Rican family is the authority figure
(Battle, 1972).

A common occurrence is to witness Puerto Rican

children lowering their head and listening to the reprimand given by
the adult (Seda Bonilla, 1953).
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The attitude on the island of Puerto Rico toward
school is one
of deference to authority.

For Puerto Ricans in Puerto Rico, the

parent sees the school as the continuation of the home.

On the island,

school and home values are emphasized in both environments.

roles of the parent and teacher are almost identical.

The

Children are

expected to learn from teachers as surrogate parents (Bonilla, 1963;
Dulay and Schultz, 1972; Ogletree, 1975).
Do teachers have the time to establish family patterns of

control?

In the

have the time.

investigator's opinion, bilingual teachers do not
The researcher suggests that the bilingual teacher

training program is the ideal setting to assess, research, and

sensitize teachers to community child-rearing practices.

Ill

.

Administrative Needs

During the initial stage, the bilingual staff, in response to

What would

the question:

answered with

a

total

I

need to be

a

more effective teacher.

of 66 needs statements.

.

It became clear that

thirty-one of those were administrative in nature (Table

5,

pp. 44-45).

The researcher decided that an analysis of the administrative needs
did not lie within the dissertation's scope.

Briefly, the administrative needs, in the researcher's opinion,
are crucial in the total operation of the bilingual program.

The

expressed administrative needs left unattended can affect teacher
morale.

Teacher morale suffers because these administrative issues

are not directly controlled by the teacher.
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The administrative needs documented in this study
showed the

problems generated by different linguistic and cultural
factors

inherent in

a

bilingual program.

In the

investigator's view, these

needs must be met by well -trained administrators.

A training model

for bilingual administrators does not fall within the present
research

parameters.

The area of bilingual program administration is an area

for future research.
IV

.

Analysis of Instrument #3:

Teacher Descriptive Needs

Fifty percent of the staff responded to instrument #3.
terms of frequency,

40?4

In

of the twenty- two described situations were

termed administrative (Table 6, pp. 46-48).

These administrative issues

dealt with factors most easily handled by the program or school
directors.

Teachers complain of poor ventilation and lighting, high

noise levels, extra teaching duties, lack of planning time and

encouragement, and failure of the administrative staff to integrate
the bilingual program into the larger school system.

data, it appears that

a

Based on this

large portion of the teacher's time is

connected to non-instructional concerns.

The researcher feels that

these non-instructional issues serve to distract the teacher from

his/her pedagogical obligations, and they can best be met by the
school systems' administrators.

After administrative situations, the issues most frequently
facing the staff relate to two previously discussed areas:

methodology and culture and community.

instructional

More than one-third of the

staff described situations relating to instructional methodology.
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Specifically, they continued to describe situations dealing with

classroom management, teaching strategies, materials, discipline
and student developmental

issues.

In this respect,

teacher-described

occurrences closely parallel previously stated needs.
Cultural and community concerns reappear as problem areas for
some teachers in instrument #3.

In terms of frequency,

almost one

quarter of the situations concern culture and community items.

This

number suggests that a substantial amount of the reporting staff's
time was devoted to solving these issues.

In fact,

five situations

ranked the highest according to the staff liking/needing help shov/ed
three of these directly relate to the child's community and to the

staff's understanding of that community (Table 7, pp. 49-51).

These

three situations described students who are abused and suffer from

inadequate diet, medical care, sleep and
selves and others.

In

a

lack of respect for them-

the researcher's interpretation, the scope of

these described situations require coping strategies initiated by
the teacher, school administrators, school support personnel and

the parents.
V.

Interview Analysis

:

The interviews were conducted with twelve volunteer staff

members.

This number represents 34% of the total bilingual staff.

The interviews were conducted after school hours in the public schools

where the staff taught.

Using a tape recorder, the interviewer let

the interviewee choose the appropriate language, i.e., Spanish,

Portuguese and English for the interview.
and only one chose Spanish.

Eleven staff chose English
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The following analysis is based on the complete interviews
found
in Appendix

E.

Extracting key sentences, phrases or whole paragraphs

from the interviews, the researcher highlighted key issues facing the

bilingual/bicultural teacher.

The interviews gave each staff member

an opportunity to express herself in her own speaking style.

The analysis is divided into different sections covering the

most important teacher issues.

Discussing these issues, the staff

used up significant amounts of interview time.
a.

Attitudes on Bilingualism

What does it mean to be bilingual?

:

The discussion began with the question:
be bilingual?

In the researcher's opinion, most of the staff answered

the question in the standard manner:

languages.

what does it mean to

the ability to speak in two

While most expressed this opinion, others expanded the
For these teachers, the

definition to include social variables.

ability to speak in two languages meant the capacity to "communicate"
and "function well" in society.

When asked to elaborate on the terms

"function well" in society, some interviewed staff members saw the
bilingual defending himself/herself "in

a

conversation with

speaker," or "speaking with the people without having

interpreter,"

This suggested

a

a

native

to have an

high level of speaking and listening

comprehension in the second language.
language as

a

It also defined the second

means for societal self-defense.

Without prompting from the interviewer, over forty-two percent
biculturalism.
of the interviev/ed staff linked bilingualism with

teacher said:

One

also be
"you gotta know two languages but in there should
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bicultural."

Another added:

"it's not just a matter of being able

to communicate in two languages.

the bicultural factor.

.

.

more important, I'd like to add,

That's really important to understand the

culture of the people that you're dealing with.

.

."

This teacher

went on to explain "it's vital to my effectiveness in the classroom
to know about Puerto Rican people."

Two other teachers strongly shared this same attitude.

teachers both felt the child's culture ought to be understood.

As

One

of the two said:
It also means that you know something about where
these people are coming from; that your knowledge
just doesn't come out of a book, or out of a course.

The other teacher pointed out that it was important to experience the

bilingual's assimilation experience.

She explained:

"when a child

comes from another country before they (the teacher) will try to

teach them math or reading or whatever, they will need to understand

what he is going through."
A Puerto Rican teacher seriously questioned the appropriateness

of labelling some people bilingual.

She observed that many people

calling themselves bilingual are more English-dominant.

This Puerto

Rican teacher concluded:

Most of the people that are up here talking about
us "bilinguals" are professionally more English than
they are Spanish; they're not really bilingual.
In the

researcher's opinion, this teacher called the Anglos ability

to speak Spanish into question.
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In this

interview section, the staff demonstrated

of sophistication.

high degree

a

They consciously linked the concept of bilingualism

with biculturalism.

For them, it was important to see language as a

carrier of culture.

Teachers expressed the need to understand both

the language and culture associated with the child's communication

system.
b.

Attitudes on Biculturalism

What does it mean to be

:

bicultural
The attitudes expressed by the interviewed staff on biculturalism

were diverse.

Biculturalism for many meant something more than just

factual knowledge about another person's culture.

According to some

dialogues, there are processes associated with biculturalism which
"go beyond" knowledge.
in these ways:

A group of teachers described these processes

"not only knowledge of two cultures and differences

and similarities, but

a

feeling for them;" "that sensitivity and that

desire to learn about the other culture;"

".

.

.to have

a

feel

for

it, to have sensitivity toward the people and the customs and language,

the opinions;" "a comfortable feeling with the food, with the social

structure, everything, understanding the personalities of the people."
Some interviewed staff members described two processes to gain
that "feeling":

1)

a

person born and raised in more

tfian

one culture,

and 2) a person with a strong desire to learn about another's culture.
One staff member felt that

a

person must be "a native of one country

and have lived in a second country for

appreciate both cultures."

a

Another said:

good length of time to really
"a person who is bicultural
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has been raised and lived in more than one culture would be

They would have

comfortable feeling with.

a

.

bi

everything.

.

cultural.
."

.

Individuals who were not born or raised in more than one culture
could develop cultural sensitivity to understand his/her student's
values.

According to one teacher, "the most important thing though

really is having that sensitivity and that desire to learn about the

other culture.

.

to learn more and more at all times.

.

that's the key."

a

fully balanced bilingual individual.

Some staff members described

American."

think

I

During this interview section, the central issue

focused upon the existence of

description, the

And

bi

a bi cultural

In their

cultural person is "as much Latin as you are

He/she is "a person who has spent

the two cultures."

person.

a

fair balance between

Possessing this balance, the bicultural person

"would make an assumption as quickly upon their later background
as

they would on their North American background."

Some teachers

seriously questioned the concept of the balanced bicultural person.
One Puerto Rican teacher reacted strongly to the bicultural
concept.

She said the following:

...

don't know anybody who is.
I
have my doubts.
I
There are a lot of loyalties
It's very different here.
Mine is interrupted because I have strong feelings
here.
for the political situation of my land, and so, I have
not devoted any time loving and caring for the United States.
.

.

This teacher described an internal feeling which prevented her from
becoming bicultural.

She elaborated:

There's something that separates me from becoming
There is a culture
completely bil ingual/bicultural
it's part of
because
that I'm not accepting inside me
Most of my
wrong.
Don't take me
the enemy inside me.
.
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fri6nds ars Anglo-American here.
I
have very few friends
here, but there is one separation.
How far could I go
with them if something is interrupting me, and that
something has to do with my people.
I was
brought up to
fight for my people; to help my people in my house. So,
you can't erase those things from your life.
For this teacher, the

bi

cultural concept was non-existent.

Other Puerto Rican teachers expressed similar or differing
views on bicul tural ism.
".

.

culturally

.

I

One teacher raised in Puerto Rico said:

think that

lot of them are also more English

a

than they are Spanish because they were trained in American schools
and most were brought up in the American culture and were not really

being brought up in whatever culture it was.

."

.

This teacher

previously questioned the appropriateness of labeling English dominant

Anglo persons as bilingual.

she once again challenged

In this section,

the categorizing of a non-Hi spanic as bicul tural.

Another Puerto Rican staff member viewed the bicul tural process
Born in Puerto Rico, this teacher viewed

in a different manner.

bicul tural ism as a positive factor in her life.

don't have to deny my culture.
it.

She explained, "I

I'm proud of it and

I

feel good about

It's kind of like having extra things; not just being Spanish

but being English both at the same time.

.

It's being able to change

.

Although she admitted losing some

and still remain the original."

of her original values, she feels comfortable in two cultures.
added:

"I

know that

I

had to sacrifice something of my own Spanish

culture in order to become English but
bad things that

I

She

sacrificed.

I

I

don't think that it has been

think that

I

can still call myself

comfortable in an
Puerto Rican and feel Puerto Rican and can also be

English-speaking atmosphere without feeling inferior."
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ThG procGss of loss or sacrificG is also documentGci in

Portuguese teacher's views.

a

She recalled the time when she first

came to this country.

When

I came here for the first year,
I
can remember,
(I'll) never forget it.
My life was so different.
I
mean, your values are completely different than people
who is here.
.
I
couldn't communicate my feelings at
the time.
I
tried but they wouldn't understand it.
.

Since that first year, she has gradually begun to adapt to her new
culture.

what

I

She concluded:

mean,

I

I

but at first

said
I

.

.

couldn't accept.

to accept certain things.

bit, then

".

I

I

I

didn't want to accept, you know

I

mean

I

was here but

was resistant until

accept this,

I

I

I

didn't want

understand a little

accept that, and that was easier,

couldn't accept this.

.

Finally, an Anglo teacher discussed her opinions about bi-

culturalism.
bi

cultural."

She stated that she would "never be totally bilingual/

Although she saw some people as bilingual/bicul tural

"they always do favor some one over the other depending on what
areas they are talking about or whatever.

.

."

The opinions recorded by the interviewed staff expressed the
interpersonal or psychological factors involved in culture.

For

many, culture not only included the factual record, i.e., history,
art, dance, music,', religion and social customs, but it also contained
a

subjective feeling for the other culture.

In the researcher's

interpretation, that subjective feeling as described by the teachers,

prevented

a

person from becoming

a

balanced

always favored one culture over the other.

bi

cultural.

One person
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-Attitudes on Special Tr eatment for Spanish Speaking
Childre n:
Do you
^Psmsn-speaking children should have special consideration
and why?

The attitudes expressed in the interviews clarified,
to
Gxtent, the cultural and special needs concepts.

a

certain

Some interviewed

teachers described the special needs facing their children, but they
also made it clear that special needs didn't mean special education.

Staff members reacted strongly to the term 'special consideration'.
Bil ingual/Bicul tural

teachers see the importance of pedagogically

treating the LEP child differently, but they refuse to accept equating
their students with 'special needs'

children.

One teacher said:

"Many people say these students are handicapped.
capped.

They're not handi-

If they have learning disabilities, they just have learning

disabilities no matter what language they spoke."
get very upset when

considered

a

to handle all

I

;see a child

Another added:

I

who is not fluent in a language

special needs child because of the fact he's not ready
the curriculum in English.

That's not special needs.

.

and the confusion is that bilingual kids are dumb and have to go to

the resource room.

.

These teachers spoke out against the practice

."

of segregating bilingual

students into special needs resource rooms.

For them, their students were not slow learners.

They considered them

as children with different needs.

Many other teachers described the different
bilingual

student.

One said:

"I

mean he has

a

needs facing the

language need and all

language needs of all children are cared for so why shouldn't they
take care of theirs.

.

."

For another teacher, it would be absurd to

.
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place

bilingual student into

a

explained:
room.

monolingual English class.

a

She

"it would be unfair to them to just throw them into

a

It would be a little like my parents sending me to a school

where they only spoke Chinese.
unfair treatment.

."

.

In fact, LEP children did receive

A Puerto Rican teacher described that situation

with traumatic emotional effects on the LEP child.

She related the

following:
I worked in an
internship program and I had, I think, it
was ten little kids in a kindergarten, and there was nothing
for the needs of those kids.
Those kids were terrified,
totally terrified, at school because here they were, those
kids, that of course spoke Spanish at home with their parents
and they just pldpped them into this English program
for which the teacher just has no understanding of what the
poor little kid is going through and they were supposed to
be, you know, emotionally messed up and they weren't any
more emotionally messed up. They were terrified of the
whole school situation.
.

.

.

.

A small minority within the interviewed staff explicitly linked

the child's culture with special problems encountered in this country.
A Puerto Rican teacher defined the need for cultural pride in this way:
.
.
I
give my kids a heck of a lot of English because
the reality is that we are living in the states, and I
But, up here,
think you need two languages to begin with.
of what
sense
you have to survive and if you don't have a
much
how
you are the minute you get out there, no matter
English you know or how much you can assimilate to adapt
into the culture, you're going to assimilate ok, and the
minute they hear your last name, you're different and
unfortunately in the United States, they don't like anything that's different, so if you don't have a sense of
psychologically you're going to be
what you are.
totally messed up and that happens to a lot of those kids.
.

.

.

.

.

From the above statement, cultural pride was necessary to maintain

self-identity in the face of racial discrimination.

This teacher went
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on to talk of another kind of discrimination.

According to her, the bilingual student received
unfair treat-

ment due to his class position.
between non-bilingual and
positions.

She felt that the main difference

bilingual students is their relative class

Commenting on social class, this Puerto Rican teacher said:

I
think that it's not a matter of difference than them
being bilingual.
I
think it's a difference in them being
the lowest of the social classes in Puerto Rico, because
kids like Michael, kids like Chris who are upper class are
gonna make it, because the system is middle class and
they're middle class.
It's not that they, you know,
they're handicapped language-wise.
I think that they're
handicapped class-wise.
.

.

.

.

The researcher then asked her:

wise?

.

What do you mean by handicapped class-

She responded:

Trying to shove down middle class values into lower class
people.
which are the whole professional work ethic.
To them, it doesn't matter because obviously it's gonna
be very hard to get a job.
They don't have the social
skills to use and they don't have the education.
and
you're trying to shove down you know all this push, push,
push college.
mean that's bullshit. They're never
I
going to make it into college. They're going to make it
into some kind of trade.
And, we're not going to change
that unless you slowly change the kids in, you slowly
change their environment.
.

.

.

.

.

.

This teacher was the most vocal proponent of the effects of social
class on the bilingual student.

While most teachers did not talk

about social class, they did discuss the importance of bilingual

children receiving an equal educational opportunity.

For some staff members, the LEP child should have access to all

opportunities and activities available to the English-dominant student.
These teachers wanted their students to be integrated into the whole
school environment.

One teacher explained:

"They should be treated
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equally in everything that involves the school they are assigned
to,
from belonging to every organization to participating in every
activity,
to taking advantage of whatever is available in the building,

because they are special.

They are not.

but not

They're just children."

A

Puerto Rican teacher pointed out that she would give special

consideration to all children.

To her, any child who came from

"horrible" environment would receive special consideration.

a

She said:

...

I mean these kids have to have special
consideration
not because they're Spanish-speaking, it's because the
neighborhood they come from.
But, I would have the same
consideration for an Anglo kid who came from the same
neighborhood.
I mean they need the emotional
push, and all
the extra stuff we do for them, but not because they speak
Spanish, it's because the environment is hostile, and
you live on Pine Street, and some one is killing each other
in the middle of the street.
You know every other day, I
mean, I don't care if you speak Hebrew, you know you need
help.
.

.

One teacher charged the school system with unequal treatment
of LEP children.

She wanted the bilingual

student to "get at least

what the English-speaking students get, and that's something we find
we really have to push for."
that bilingual

On the contrary, this teacher feels

students "don't get access to other programs," or

"certain extra-curricular activities."

According to this teacher,

it is the bilingual educator who has to "go out" and "get" these

activities.

She explained:

We tend to be really isolated out here so we as teachers
have to really reach out and see what's really being
offered to other students outside in the regular school
to be sure that we are also included, and it's something
that makes it very difficult for us because it means
really staying in touch with other systems, and we tend to
get too involved just with our bilingual students, or biWe often don't see what's going on in the
lingual parents.
entire system.
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Other interviewed teachers saw some aspects of the
system which treated

Anglo students in an unequal fashion.
Some teachers expressed the need for equal treatment of
bilingual
students in all academic and non-academic policies.

Two teachers in

particular raised the question of equal disciplinary treatment.

While

both supported the bilingual program, they wanted to see uniform

disciplinary measures applied to bilingual students.
the point that, other than giving "special

language,

consideration in case of

don't think there should be any difference discipline wise,

I

or in terms of services.

You know, they should have all the service

available to the rest of the population.
set of guidelines for discipline, then

followed.

One teacher made

I

If there is a procedure, a

think they should be

."

.

The other teacher cited

discipline procedures.

a

specific example of unequally applied

She felt that the bilingual students took

advantage of special treatment, and went on to describe

a

particular

This teacher elaborated the episode:

situation.

one of the boys in the Spanish-speaking program was
expelled from school on an equal basis with another boy,
who was an American boy. The Spanish-speaking boy was not
required to have his parents come and bring him back to
The
He came immediately the next day to school.
school.
American boy had to wait three days, so, sometimes things
like that do happen, they do cater to these children a
bit more.
1 ittle
.

.

.

.

.

The interviewer also noted that it was important for the teachers
to make a distinction between physically and emotionally special

handicapped spocial needs children and the special needs of the bilingual
children.

According to the interviewed staff members, their students
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were not physically or emotionally handicapped on the basis of
nonEnglish speaking ability.

In

their opinions, their students had

different language and cultural needs which must be addressed by the
educational

system.

During the interviews, some teachers linked the special needs
of Hispanic children with the larger issues of contemporary Puerto

Rican culture in the United States.

The interviewed staff members

talked about the cultural discrimination experienced by the LEP child.

There was a tendency on some of the staff's part to fault the school
system for its lack of cultural sensitivity.

Attitudes on Parental Involvement
involved in the bilingual program?

Do you think parents should be

:

The interviews showed the teachers supporting parental involvement.

Most teachers felt that parental participation was important

for the successful implementation of the program.

Although they all

stressed the need for parental input, many gave different reasons
for its importance.

Three teachers spoke about the need to involve parents

One teacher was very clear on this point.

disciplinary process.
said:

in

the

She

"It's the basis for our disciplinary system here; and the basis

for instilling self-discipline in the child."

Another teacher saw

the discipline problem as a shared task between student and teacher.
She explained:

"I

have meetings also to deal with discipline.

having problems with

you have

a

a

group, and

I

called the parents, and

I

We re
said

responsibility to do something about it, but it won t work
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if you don't do it with me."

teacher explained:
that

I

Talking about her situation, an ESL

"Many times

I

have lots of discipline problems,

wouldn't be dealing with, if

they were my students.

I

work on

me, sometimes one hour a day.

with me, and so

I

a

I

were teaching in Spanish, if

pull-out basis when they're with

They don't really have an affiliation

really have to have a close tie with the parents.

It's important."

Some teachers wanted to improve the child's home environment.
In particular, two teachers felt that the home did not adequately equip

the bilingual child with positive attitudes and skills.

described her students' homes as "inconsistent."

One teacher

This inconsistency

meant that "school has to be very consistent for them to set something
up very well
a

structured for them, allowing room for freedom but within

structured setting."

She specifically described an unstructured

home experienced:

Some of these kids come in hungry, improperly clothed,
They didn't eat dinner this morning and
not bathed.
they missed dinner and no one gave them food last night.
Instead of giving them food, a mother gives them a quarter
Now,
or fifty cents and tells them to go to the store.
herself
get
to
mentality
the
have
doesn't
old
year
a six
They get candy.
a can of tuna or whatever.
.

.

This teacher added that "the majority of kids (are) not exposed to
social

been
graces and the turn-taking and the sharing, and they haven't

exposed to games and playing."

Another teacher saw
and their home setting.

a

link between her students low oral ability

This person said:

"'I

think that many children

come to this program with little basic experiences.

I

wouldn't say
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that's true of all children, but children who come here.

with very low oral ability.

.

.

tested

And, as far as I'm concerned, there's

probably not as much communication at home, verbal you know, reading
stories or taking so and so to the zoo.

.

."

To remedy this situation,

she went on to explain the importance of parents understanding "what

we're trying to do," so that "they can carry some of the things on at
home," and the children can "get the proper type of help from parents

The other interviewed teachers did not express themselves

at home.

in the same way as the two aforementioned staff members.

The other teachers described parents as unaware of teacher/
student learning dynamics.

Most teachers felt that the parents needed

to understand the workings of the educational

program; it was just

matter of communication between parents and teachers.

a

One teacher

explained that parental involvement was one of her most important
selected needs.
support.

"The attendance is based on parent

This teacher said:

If the children don't attend, then there's no way that they're

going to be able to have

a

program, an educational program.

Echoing those sentiments, another staff member said:

a child,

I

feel

I

The first thing to establish."

think it's the most important thing.

important thing because

So,

"It's the most

that in order to be successful with

the parents have to be involved.

parents are, the greater chances.

.

.

.

.

the more involved the

of being successful with a given

student.

According to some teachers,
child's family helps to create

a

a

positive attitude toward the

successful learning environment.

One
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staff member saw parents offering the school

something "in terms of

their experience, and in terms of how they deal with the kids
at home
and vice versa.

I

think there's

lot of room for sharing."

a

concept of sharing was also held by other teachers.

The

For them, teachers

need to sit down with the parent and share because "it helps them to

...

understand what is happening to their child
parents know what we are doing.

what he expects.

.

to listen to them.

staff see parental

.

.

to see what the

to see what the parent thinks and

It's important first to talk to them and sometimes

.

This is very valuable."

involvement in

a

It is apparent that most

positive manner.

A group of staff members noted the lack of parental

involvement.

For these instructors, parents were not involved in the program due to

their own attitudes and school policies.

One teacher commented:

don't think that they really don't care.

They don't either have the

initiative to care or the time or the confidence."
viewed staff member saw the lack of parental
something cultural.

algunas veces.

"

o es

involvement linked to

She said:

"nuestros

algo que nos aquanta despreocupacion

Taking another position,

blame on the system.

Another inter-

A Puerto Rican teacher's aide said:

latinos tenemos ese miedo

"I

".

.

.

a

Puerto Rican teacher put the

sometimes they don't know how

to respond or fight for their kids rights when they have been violated

because they don't know better.

They don't know the system."

At

times, parents don't know the teacher.

Some teadhers saw the need to break down the barrier existing

between teacher and parent.

Commenting on her colleagues,

a

teacher
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blamed her fellow workers for unconsciously intimidating
parents.
She explained:

"some parents are afraid of what the teacher is going

to be like, too educated^

To alleviate parental apprehension,

.

another teacher felt that it was important to demonstrate rapport
with the parent.

She wanted her students to see the "parent and

teacher have rapport.
or a warm smile.

.

.

.

.

even though it might only be

(to make them) feel

hand shake

comfortable in school."

expressed opinions show that teachers have

development of parental involvement.

a

a

The

role to play in the

Nevertheless, teachers must pay

attention to cultural factors involved in this interaction.

The Puerto Rican and Portuguese staff members spelled out
some cultural factors affecting parental participation.

A Puerto Rican

teacher with extensive parental contact outlined the teacher's role
in her ethnic community.

She explained:

The teacher from the Puerto Rican community is a key person
The parents put a lot of responsibility on
in any town.
them; they rely on the teacher for a lot of things because
they can't understand and so if the parents don't know
reading and writing, so, they will depend on somebody
who knows and who they can trust to do that for them.

The trust between the teacher and the parent appears to be built on
During the interview,

activities associated with community education.

she emphasized that parents needed to know their rights, and it was
She saw herself as

part of her job to explain those rights to them.
a

resource person helping the parent to file

Rican teacher added:

a

grievance.

This Puerto

"My job has been to try to train them to do it

or to ask for help, or they don't.

file a grievance for them but

I

Like filing

a

grievance.

can tell them the procedure.

I

can't
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Another Puerto Rican teacher presented

contrary opinion.

a

According to her, it was useless to get parents to participate
program.

in the

To her, parent participation meant changing cultural

attitudes.

Her explanation was:

think that it's too late, I think that's trying to
change culture.
Latins don't get involved in education,
none of them do cross-cul tural ly o.k.
Once the kid
goes to school it's the teachers' responsibility.
I

,

.

.

Later in the interview, she qualified her previous statement.
pointed out that it wasn't solely

was one of social class.

a

cultural problem.

She continued:

She now

The problem

"of course you should get

them to be a little more involved but that then is class-wise.

I

mean you have kids whose parents never went to school who doesn't
have any stimulus at home, he's going to have
it.

.

."

a

very hard time making

The program's Portuguese teacher also saw class and cultural

issues influencing parental involvement.

Portuguese parents often face the same class and cultural factors
in this society.

non-parental

In great detail, the Portuguese teacher talked about

involvement.

First, she pointed out that parents visit

the school "only when your child is in trouble."
to school

When the parents go

for this reason, the teacher, according to her, tells them

"It's nothing really big, and they say fine."

The next time that the

problem occurs the parents will not come "because he knows it
an emergency."

s

not

The parent will stay away.

class
Some Portuguese parents stay away from school for certain
and work-related reasons.

The teacher explained that certain Portuguese

parents don't really believe in education.

For them, work is more
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important.

She pointed out:

... I mean, at a certain age you go out to work, okay,
they don't care about it. They care about the school but
they don't care about education because they don't
believe in it, right? I work and he can work, too. He
will just work in some place.
but, if, like I say, there
is that difference when they want to be involved in education
they come.
If they don't, they don't.
Forget it, you'll
never get them over here.
.

.

.

.

This Portuguese teacher qualified some of her last statements by
explaining the predicament of Portuguese parents.

Some Portuguese

parents in this country and culture experience difficulty with their
She explained:

children.

Because
.
it's very tough to be a parent here, too.
they are in their thirties, forties, okay, and they come
over here and they don't know how to act with their
children, okay. The society tells them: you cannot spank
your child, okay, but the parent doesn't know other ways.
How to educate them, I mean how to give them respect for
adults or this or for that. And, comes to the point sometimes that all the parents let them do whatever they like
SomeWell over here it's fine.
and please and it's okay.
one
of
extremes
the
to
or
they
go
times that's the excuse
the
between
conflict
way or the other. Or there's such a
families and the children.
.

.

The conflict also exists between the bilingual program and the
The conflict is particularly acute for those

Portuguese parents.

families who she describes as "low class" without the ability
and write and speak sometimes."

to read

She talked about this conflict in

the following way:
the class that came from Portugal is the lowest
It's come a little more because of the
class, right now.
here
people from Africa who have no jobs, so they come over
for
little
care
They
cheap migrant labor.
the teacher speaks Portuguese right and
education.
Right? and when it comes to the point
asks a lot of them.
They say:
that it's too hard for them they give up. ..
from the bilingual
"I'm going to take my child.

...
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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(program) and they put him in a regular class because
they don't bother them. They cannot communicate with them.
So, you know, it's easier.
some of them just cannot,
you know, deal with it.
Especially if the child has
problems, and you have to call them, now, later and you have
to deal with this, you have to deal with that.
No way.
.

.

The interviewer did not try to determine the extent of Portuguese

parent antagonism with the bilingual program.

Hopefully, another

researcher can document the above described phenomenon more completely.
Finally, some teachers described their activities for enhancing
parental

participation.

home visit.

The activity most frequently cited was the

Home visits, according to one teacher, are important

because "they (the parents) feel that you care.

And

I

alsoi

that it's important for them to see that you are not just
but a person with a family, with a, with interests.

.

."

a

think

teacher

While some

teachers report making home visits, it is unclear as to the exact

number of visits made to the home.

From the interviews, it currently

appears that teachers would like to make more home visits, but they
Some teachers report making visits "at times," while others

do not.

report stopping home visits.

The interview section on parental involvement, in the researcher's
opinion, pointed out the need for further training in the child's

contemporary culture and methodologies to increase teacher/parent
contact.

There is

a

wide range of different opinions concerning the

child's cultural community documented in these interviews.

Some

manner while
teachers describe the child's home in an unfavorable
affecting the child
others talk about the social and class factors
family.

The attitudes expressed by the staff form

a

s

strong base for
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future training in home and community relations.

Attitudes on Teaching Techniques
What techniques have you developed
for dealing with Spanish-speaking children?
:

The teaching techniques generally developed by the interviewed
staff dealt with academic and affective strategies.

These techniques

were used by a variety of teachers in different classroom situations.
Some ESL teachers and bilingual teachers working in the early grades

reported activities which included music, dancing and games.
teacher highlighted one of her favorite activities:

singing.

An ESL

She

described this activity:

These kids really love songs, and there is a song about
every unit that I teach or more than one. And, afterwards,
we'll pick up the vocabulary and pronounce it better.
But,
they're happiest with songs that have movement in them.
Like there are songs about animals where they actually get
up and make believe.
They love charades, and movement and
music is what they really like.
.

.

Another ESL teacher stressed "drawing cartoons," and "acting things
out."

Two other bilingual teachers working with young children stressed

the need for "dramatization," "to do things to pretend," "a lot of

acting out, play acting.
and experience.

.

."

."
.

"the idea of letting them taste and feel

These techniques for working with children

in

ESL classes and in the early grades match up the suggested teaching

philosophy of Piaget and Olger and Olger.

Many of the interviewed teachers talked about techniques to make
students comfortable, respectful, obedient, trustful and confident.

Two teachers pointed out that

a

highly structured class makes their

students comfortable and respectful.

One teacher explained:

When

I
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work with tho childron, thoy know what to Gxpoct whsn thGy
here.

I

think that they feel comfortable about that.

coniG in

They know which

types of behavior are appropriate and which types are not."

Another

staff member said that a structured classroom leads to student respect.
She elaborated:
I'm very demanding but they respect me that much more for
I
find that if I stay to a structure and I, I say
something I follow it through.
I
think that's important
for these children. They need that because they have very
little structure at home, and they need this, everyday,
following a schedule because, you know that they know, that
at 11:15 every day they are going to do the same thing.
Once in a while, of course, you have to go off the schedule
and the kids are terrible all day. They just can't seem to
cope with that.
it.

The lack of structure in the child's home was previously expressed in
the interviews dealing with parental involvement.
in Instrument #3:

It was also documented

"What Teachers Face in the Classroom."

These staff

members emphasize structure, but other teachers utilize different
techniques to secure student trust and obedience.

Some instructors secure student trust through less structured
ways.

For a kindergarten teacher, student confidence meant becoming

"a little bit like them, like kids in order to help them to learn.

.

."

An ESL teacher stated that it's particularly important to develop trust

with her students.

She analyzed her position in the following way:

represent the other culture that
they're fighting. You know, they're having lots of
problems a justing to living in a new place. They resent
the fact that their roots have been pulled up and all of
foreign to
a sudden they are in a place that's completely
or in many
languages
own
them where they don't speak their
therefore,
and
language,
places unable to speak their own
they reject me, and many times they blame me for many of
(As an ESL teacher)

their problems.

.

.

I
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For her, the solution to develop trust is to use her students'

language.

home

She elaborated:

...

If I start dealing with them in Spanish then I start
to develop the trust, and then they're able to start to work
over into the English. Many people would disagree with
that idea, but I have found that my students would really
reject English at first.

Finally, strong student/ teacher relationships built on trust were

described by another teacher.
was

a

She felt that "strong relationships"

successful way to handle everything.

instructor didn't have

a

discipline problem.

Unlike other teachers, this
Her subjective attitude

toward discipline problems helped to solve the issue.
her, teachers should not categorize all

According to

student behavior as abnormal.

She explained:

... I feel that my students really respect me, and
it's not they are angels, but I would not consider the
discipline, any problem, that's because the things they
do, I think that's normal behavior you know and you can
talk about it, and it's not threatening for them to speak
about how they feel at certain times.
The teaching techniques used by the staff went beyond specific

methodologies to the affective variables influencing student behavior.
Some teachers did talk about specific classroom activities, i.e., games,

pattern drills, songs, dramatization and dances.

more discussed their opinions on student behavior.

wanted to create

a

Nevertheless, many
The teachers

classroom atmosphere characterized by respect,

trust, and discipline.
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Attitudes on Assessment and Testing

:

How do you assess your students?

Most interviewed teachers reported using their own
assessment
and testing instruments.

These teachers felt that standardized

assessment measures were inappropriate for bilingual students.
According to some, bilingual students were not "test-wise."

explained that

"I

can't use tests because very few of them know the

technique of testing."
I

A teacher

Another added:

"I

really never rely on tests.

had some tests the department gave me this year, so. I'm giving it

to them, but not as a test. I'm just giving it to them as worksheets."

One teacher admitted giving the Metropolitan reading test for practice
reasons.

She explained:

....

did give them the Metropolitan reading test.
I
did it more just for myself than I did to judge
them.
I
really gave it I guess more from the standpoint
for their becoming a little bit test wise. They'd never
taken a test before and I know that in the next two years
when they're integrated in regular school programs they're
not going to have much experience taking tests as other
students are and that's gonna really put them at a deficit.
I would never use those test scores to evaluate them, not
at all.
I'm really against that.
I guess I would have to
say that I evaluate them on my own perception in class.
I

However,

.

.

Most interviewed teachers evaluated bilingual students on their
own perceptions.

Without adequate assessment measure, teachers made

instruments "based on my own judgement," or, "what
One teacher succinctly stated:

I

picked up."

"We do our own thing."

Although most

teachers did their "own thing," two teachers working in the early

elementary grades used the BOEM test of basic concepts and the Peabody
Picture Test.

Recognizing the need for assessment, the majority of

interviewed teachers rejected standardized testing measures in favor
of evaluation techniques based on their own judgement and perception.

CHAPTER

VI

CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter,

suggestions for

a

the researcher presented his conclusions and

bilingual/bi cultural teacher training model.

The

investigator found that Framinghams' needs were also found in other
state and national needs assessment studies.

Based on those studies,

the training model and its implementation plan were designed to

balance in-service needs with pre-service training.
A needs assessment of those teachers who had regular contact with

Spanish-speaking students was conducted in Holyoke, Massachusetts
In comparing the results between the two needs assessment

in 1975.

studies, it is apparently clear that educators dealing with non-

dominant English-speaking children have much in common.

For example,

seven of the top ten needs identified by Holyoke teachers were also
rated and ranked in the top ten category by the bilingual staff in

Framingham.

Those

S£v.ent needs

shared by the two teaching communities

are:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

How
How
How
How
How
How
How

to diagnose student needs.
to instill self-discipline in students.
to motivate students.
to handle discipline problems in the classroom.
to work with Spanish speaking parents and community.
to involve parents in the bilingual program.
to develop appropriate materials.
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The above listed needs shared by the two Massachusetts communities
deal with training needs previously discussed in the dissertation.

Both bilingual communities need training in the following areas:
a)

instructional methodology;

and c) assessment.

b)

culture, school /community relations

In addition, both cities share other reported^

needs not listed above.

Here are some of the other reported needs

shared by the two teaching communities.

They are listed in rank order

in terms of importance.

Framingham:

Rank Ordered

The Need

Holyoke: Rank Ordered

1.

#13

1.

How to prescribe
learning experiences
for children based on
diagnosti cs.

1.

#7

2.

#20

2.
How to adapt
materials to the
classroom.

2.

#8

3.

#10

3.

How to provide
individualized instruction.

3.

#14

4.

#14

4.

How to evaluate
children who are not
up to their grade
level

4.

#15

5.

#17

5.,

How to work with
parents and community
in general.

5.

#17

6.

#18

6.

How to find new
materials for students.

6.

#22

7.

#19

7.

How to group
students in the classrooms

7.

.

#26
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8.

#12

8.
General Classroom
management techniques.

8.

#28

9.

#26

9.

The opportunity to
learn more Spanish.

9.

#32

10.

#28

10. A course on Puerto
Rican culture.

10.

#39

11.

#16

11. More flexibility

11.

#40

12.

#43

as a teacher.

#25

12.

NOTE

:

12.

How to team teach.

In Holyoke, teachers listed 48 explicit needs statements; in

Framingham the bilingual staff reported 31 explicit needs
statements.
Some of the needs documented in the two Massachusetts' communities

were also found in

a

national teacher needs survey.

In 1978, The Dissemination and Assessment Center for Bilingual

Education in Austin, Texas, published the "Summary Report on the
National Assessment Survey of Title VII ESEA Basic Project Director's
and Teachers' Needs for the Products and Services of the National

Network of Centers for Bilingual Education."
delineates seven training areas:

materials,

3)

1)

The Survey Report

adapting materials,

2)

developing

coordinating the bilingual program with overall school

curriculum, 4) diagnosing learning problems,

5)

bilingual teaching

strategies, 6) teaching reading in the bilingual program, and
7)

teaching content areas in the bilingual program.

Almost all of

Like the
the seven needs deal with instructional methodology.

Massachusetts bilingual educators, bilingual teachers nationally
stress the need for training in teaching methodology.
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The national Summary Report also documented
parental involvement in bilingual programs.

a

need to facilitate

The teachers in the

national survey gave that need a medium rating.

In the Massachusetts'

studies, the need to involve parents in the bilingual program received
a

high to medium rating.

Regardless of the need rating, it appears

that teacher facilitation of parental

involvement is an important

training consideration.

A Suggested Model for Bilingual Teacher Training on the Pre-Service Level

The teacher training model is primarily based on teacher needs

gathered from the dissertation's research findings.
to match existing bilingual/bi cultural

service training program.

It is an attempt

teacher field needs with

a

pre-

In the researcher's opinion, the proposed

pre-service model is not definitive.

The model suggests a training

framework stemming from actual documented teacher needs.

Primarily

based on empirical research, the model also contains elements gathered
from other needs assessments and from the competencies listed in the

"Summative Competencies for the Training of Bilingual/Bicul tural Teachers."
Nevertheless, the model's foundation is principally derived from the

priority competencies needed by teachers working in the field.
The bilingual/bi cultural teacher training model lies within

larger training matrix.

In the larger matrix, all

a

teachers, i.e.,

special
bilingual, early childhood, reading, science, math, art, and

ed

,

share universal knowledge systems needed in the profession.

researchers point out that all teachers require

a

Some

theoretical knowledge

1977).
based to meet various classroom variables (Smith,

Writing in
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the January-February, 1979, issue of "Educational Leadership," Carolyn

Snyder and Robert

J.

H.

Anderson label seven "essential bodies of

knowledge" in teacher training.

Snyder and Andersons' bodies of knowledge are related to teacher
role expectations and responsibilities.

According to the two authors,

these seven categories appropriate for all teachers are;

Learning theory (all major schools of thought and
their contributions to understanding learning processes,
rates, and styles); 2) instructional theory (various
teaching models as well as instructional variables and
how they foster learning); 3) curriculum theory (schools
of thought as well as issues related to curriculum
development); 4) classroom management (various approaches
for organizing learners, teachers, materials, space and
time); 5) individualization (approaches to personalizing
learning in schools); 6) educational philosophy, history
and sociology; and 7) leadership and management theories
(schools of thought on leading learners toward their goals
and managing the learning community environment so that
desired outcomes are achieved).
1.

In

the model's design, the above listed areas of general theoretical

knowledge are reference and departure points for the bilingual/
bi

cultural training program (later referred to as the Program).

The Program refers back and examines the areas of general
bilingual
theoretical knowledge for its practical appropriateness for

teaching competencies (See Illustration

2,

p.

98)-

The model shows

components
broken lines connecting some of the Program's training

with the general knowledge areas.

This indicates that the bilingual

knowledge about
teacher ought to be familiar with the accumulated
how students learn.

Program,
Once the bilingual teacher is in the

theory to fit practical
he/she adapts, discards, or creates new
areas.
learned through the three training competency

skills

The arrows from
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Teachers
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the Program's three competency areas shows
it adding to the body of

general

theoretical knowledge.

educational

It is important that bilingual

issues affect larger fields of theoretical knowledge.

Non-bilingual teachers need to be exposed to expanding general

knowledge areas influenced by bil ingual /bicul tural theory and practice.
The model suggests that bilingual education can enrich the general

knowledge base of the larger training matrix.

The Model's Implementation:
The models'

Structure

structure contains two general training sites:

the program, located in the institution of higher education (IHE), and

the field site, the student's cultural education community (CEC) (See

Illustration 3,

p.

100).

By definition, the students cultural education

community means places where the child receives academic
social

cultural,

and cognitive training, i.e., the local educational agency or

the home/ community.

The two training sites are not mutually exclusive;

they function to integrate pedagogical theory with teaching practice.

The implementation plan for the bil ingual /bicul tural teacher
training model consists of course offerings designed to provide the

competencies judged essential for future teachers.

Based on the

dissertation's research findings, the three essential competency areas
are:

1)

instructional methodology;

community.

2)

assessment, and 3) culture and

The objectives for these areas are found in the "Summative

Competencies for the Training of Bilingual/^icul tural Teachers,” (pp. 6-12)
the courses offered by the Program reflect those described competencies.
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ILLUSTRATION 4

Course Sequence for the Training of Bil inqual/Bi cultural Teachers

1st Semester:

2nd Semester:

Course Title/Credits:

Course Title/Credits:

1.

Intro, to Bilingual Ed.

3 cr.

1.

Assessment Issues/Instruments

3

cr.

2.

Methods/Material

3

cr.

2.

Methods/Material

3

cr.

3.

Classroom Management

3

cr.

3.

Classroom Management

3 cr.

4.

History/Cul ture

3

cr.

4.

Hi story/Cul ture

3

5.

Native Language Arts

3

cr.

5.

School /Community Relations

3 cr.

3rd Semester:
1.

Student Teaching

2.

Student Teaching
Support Seminar

cr.

4 th Semester:

1

1.

Curriculum Development

3

cr.

2.

School /Community Relations

3

cr.

3.

Self Assessment Seminar

3

cr.

4.

El

cr.

ectives
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Following

a

pre-planned sequence, the courses are offered at

the two parallel training sites (See Illustration
4,
two parallel

training sites offer

p.

loi).

The

chance for the student and faculty

a

member to blend theory with practice.

This is of prime importance

especially when the student must have first hand classroom and
community experience.

For example, the methods/materials, classroom

management, assessment issues and instruments courses should include
a

field based component located in

in the students'

a

public school.

Likewise, courses

history and culture, and school /community relations

ought to be taught in

a

community center or some other appropriate

site.

The sequence of courses are designed to give the student

exposure to field situations before the student teaching practicum.
Before student teaching, the individual should know various teaching

methodology, materials, assessment instruments, and classroom management strategies.

The student must also have

of the student's culture and community.

a

During and after the student

teaching experience, he/ she meets with faculty
to assess that experience.

In this way,

first hand experience

in two seminars

the models'

plan serves to deliver the necessary teaching skills.

designed

implementation
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FOOTNOTES

Past and present public school policies do not give strong
evidence of support for minority group languages and cultures. Some
researchers demonstrated that public schools functioned to eradicate
foreign ethnicity (Tyack, 1976; Karier, 1975; Fishman, 1966; Sanders,

2

Vol.

I:

United States Department of Commerce.
"Census of Population:
Characteristics of the Population." Washington, D.C., 1973.

3

Framingham Bilingual Program.
"Census Data of Bilingual
Students, 1979-1980." Framingham, Massachusetts, 1930.
4

Teacher aides were included in the statistical analysis.
In
this particular case, the six teacher aides who answered the demographic survey did not need state certification or a degree in
bilingual education.
Excluding the teacher aides, the number of
staff with full training is not drastically affected. The number with
full training rises to 26/i.
5

According to the demographic survey results,
of the
staff reported Puerto Rico as their place of birth, and 2>A% reported
Besides the Puerto Rican and Portuguese
Portugal as their birthplace.
born staff, there were other Hispanic peoples represented, i.e,,
2 Peruvian; one Mexican American; one Ecuadorian; one Cuban; and one
Chilean.
"A Framework for the
Viera, L. Squires, and G. DeGuevara.
Training of Bilingual/ESL Teachers in the Schools of Holyoke
Massachusetts." 3il ingual/Bicul tural Education Professions Training
Program, University of Massachusetts, 1975.

^S.

bibliography
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APPENDIX A

Letter of Agreement Between Researcher and
BILINGUAL DIRECTOR
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FRAMINGHAM PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Transitional BiUngual Education Program Office

140 Pearl Street
Framingham, MA 01701

Helen

F.

Brody

879-6230/31

Director
February 27, 1979

Mr. Marcel Rlngawa
25 Franklin Street
Northampton, Mass.

01060

Dear Mr. Rlngawa:
The intent of this letter is to confirm my approval to pursue
investigative research regarding Framingham Public Schools Transitional Bilingual Education Program personnel in the area of a Staf.
Needs Assessment.
I look forward to

meeting with you.
Sincerely,

Helen F. Brody
Director, TBE Program

HFB/jmb
cc:

Ernestine van Schaik,
Dept. Head, Native Language Instruction

GEN 82-B
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APPENDIX

B

Demographic Questionnaire
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1,

Position

3.

Place of Birth

5.

School where presently assigned

6.

Grade (s) presently teaching

7.

Subject (s) presently teaching

8.

On your last attendance to college, indicate:

2.
4

.

Sex

M

F

Citizenship

Degree
Area, Field or Major
Name of College

Year
9.

Are you presently studying in any college program?
No

Yes
10.

(check all taht apply)

If yes, which?

Undergraduate Program
Certification Requirements
Continuing Education Program
_''Special "Courses
M aster's Degree Program
Doctoral Program
(specify)
Other

n.

Do you hold a teaching certificate at present?

Yes_
12.

^

No

Massachusetts
If you have a certificate, and it is from the Commonwealth of
apply.
that
all
Check
include?
it
does
what areas
-

E lementary

Secondary-Engl ish
Secondary-Hi story
^Secondary-Geography
Secondary-Social Stidies
Secondary-Mathemati cs
Secondary-Chemistry
S econdary-Physi cs
Secondary-Biology
^Secondary-General Science
econdary-Earth Science
Secondary-French
Secondary-German
Secondary-Spani sh
^

—

^S
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S econdarv-Ital

i

an

Secondary-Russian
Secondary Polish
S econda ry-Portuguese
Secondary-Other Modern Language
^Seconda ry-Latin
Secondary -Greek
Special Subject Teacher-Health i Physical Education
Special Subject Teacher- Health
Special Subject Teacher- Business Subjects
Special Subject Teacher- Home Economics
Special Subject Teacher- Industrial Arts
Special Subject Teacher- Reading
^Special Subject Teahcer- Art
Special Subject Teacher- Music
Special Subject Teacher- Speech
Special Subject Teacher- Driver Education
Audio Visual Media Specialist
Teaher-Special Class
t eahcer- Speech and Hearing Handicapped
Teahcer of the Deaf
13.

How many years have you been

a

teacher, as of March 1979?

1-3 years
4-5 years
6-9 years
1 0-15 years
^16-20 years
Over 20 years
14. Do you think of yourself as a member of an ethnic group?

No

Yes
15.

If yes, which?

17. What languages do your students have as their first language?
16.

English
Spanish
French
German
Portuguese
Ital ian

Russian
Greek
P olish
Chinese
Other (please specify)

is other than
In your opinion, can the students whose first language
English?
in
classes
in
English also communicate effectively

over 90% CAN
from 65% to 89% CAN
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^from

30% to 64% CAN

^from 1% to 29% CAN

None CAN
18.

Do you consider yourself to be bilingual?
Yes

19.

No

In what language (s) can you converse?

(Check all

that apple)

^English
^Spanish
^French
Q eiman
P ortuguese

20.

Ital ian

Russian
G reek
^Polish

Chinese
Other (please specify)
In what language (s)

can you teach subject matter?

'

(Check all that apply)

^English

Spanish
F rench
German
P ortuguese

21.

Ital ian

Russian
Greek
Polish
Chinese
O ther
(please specify)
If you consider yourself bilingual, do you consider the second language
beneficial to your job performance?

Yes
22.

If you do not consider yourself bilingual, do you feel you could perform
more satisfactorily in your job if you were bilingual?

Yes
23.

Don't Know

No

Don't Know

No

Have you had professional training in bilingual education?
Yes

No
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24.

If yes, how did you receive that training?

(Check all

that apply)

Degree in Bilingual Education
U niversity undergraduate courses
University graduate courses
D egree in English as a Second Language
^In-service school district workshops
Pre-service school district' workshops
School district/university consultant sorkshops
Other (please specify)
25.

What were your reasons for receiving professional training in Bilingual
Education? (Check all that apply)
required by school district to keep a job
^in order to qualify for a particular position
to meet immediate needs in the classroom
oersonal interest

26. There are a number of places where people have experiences of differing
languages. If you have had experience in any of the following areas, check
all that apply, and indicate the number of years.

29.

years

previous teaching experience
in any language other than English
Government administration
Peace Corps
ASPIRA
Vista
American Schools Overseas
Other
Not applicable to my situation

years
years

States?
27. Have you ever traveled to a country outside of the United
No

Yes
28.

If yes, which country (countries)?

States?
Have you ever lived in an country outside of the United
Yes

No

If yes, which country (countries)

How long did you live in that country (countries)

THE END: THANK YOU

—

APPENDIX C
Explicit Statement of Needs
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Instrument ^2:

Training Needs

Here is a list of needs, handed in at
the March 29th meeting of the Bilingual
teaching staff. They are identified as
"training needs." Depending on the
teacher they are of relative importance.

RATING OF NEEDS

RANK

Please weigh each item, using the scale
provided
Of the ones which you check "most
importcxnt," rank them in the second
column in order of priority. Rank
only the top ten items that you consider
essential to improving your capability
for teaching Spanish and Portuguese
speaking children.

(U

u
c

IMPORTANT

(0

.u

u
o
a,

E
i-t

V

Items 32-36 are taken from a needs
assessment project in another
Massachusetts school district. Please
weigh and rank them in relation to
yovir stated needs.
1.

How to develop appropriate materials.

2.

How to find new materials.

3.

How to develop new teaching methods.

4.

How to be creative on

5.

How to team teach.

6.

How to teach both grade levels at

a

daily basis.

once.
7.

How to group students.

8.

How to adapt materials to the
classroom situation.

9.

How to speak in Spanish.

10.

.11.

How to speak in Portuguese

How to learn more about bilingual/
bicultural education.

12.

How to record my reaction in the
classroom.

13.

How to deal with the emotional
needs of my students.

14

How to apply psychology in the

.

’classroom.

O'

u
0
>

<

m

PRIORITY/"MOST
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RATING OF NEEDS

<u

u
c
iQ

U

(U

0)

u
c
nj

u

O
a.

O

e

a

iQ

V

o
c
(Q

P

•H

ITJ

s
CN

•—
L5.

How to work with Spanish speaking
parents in the community.

16,

How to involve parents with the
Bilingual Program.

17.

How to utilize teacher aids more
effectively.

18.

How to manage my classroom.

19.

How to learn more about English
phonics

20

How to discipline children.

.

21 .

How to learn about Puerto Rican
culture.

i22.

How to learn about Portuguese
culture.

:23,

How to learn about the goals of
the bilingual program.

'

I

24

.

How to learn about the goals
of my classroom.

125.

How to motivate children.

;26.

How to teach vocabulary development.

i27.

!

i

How to learn more about the
special needs of children of
Hispanic background.

28.

How to solve programatic
conflicts between monolingual/
bilingual children.

29.

How to learn about general
classroom techniques.

IMPORTANI

U
O

p

E

p

a

a

0)

C

RANK

u

c
(0

u
o
cu

E

nj
(0
14

0}

0}

•O

>

<

PRIORITY/*'MOST

O

Z
in
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RATING OF NEEDS

0)

u
c
la

u

u
o

a
C

E

H

lU

(U

u
c
10

o
c
<0
4J

Wt
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How to be a more flexible teacher.

How to provide individualized
instruction.

How to diagnose students needs
How to prescribe learning experiences
for children based on diagnosis

How to evaluate children who are not
up to their grade level.

«

How to instill self-discipline in
the students

«
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Instrument 42:

Administrative Needs

Here is a list of needs, handed in at the
March 29th meeting of the Bilingual teaching
staff.
They are identified as "administrative
needs." Depending on the teacher they are
of relative importance

Please weigh each item, using the scale
provided.
1.

Better communication with other
bilingual teachers

2.

An opportunity to share problems
with other bilingual teachers

3

More efficient secretaries to
handle administrative paperwork.

.

4.

Time to visit other bilingual
classrooms

5.

More storage space.

6.

More in-school planning time,

7

.

Less students per class

8

.

More money to use resources in
the Boston area,
To have a teacher's aid.

9.

10.

A better understanding from
the bilingual staff

11.

More time to run things off.

12.

More classroom space.

13.

Time to visit "regular"
classrooms

14.

Better facilities.

15.

More general classroom supplies.

16.

More communication between
regular and bilingual teachers.

17

More time for advocacy purposes

.

18.

A readily available social
worker to take care of problems
between school and home.

RATING OF NEEDS
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RATING OF NEEDS

Importance

I

vn

I

19.

Access to all extracurricular
activities for all bilingual
students

20.

Shorter class periods.

21.

Pullout teachers have their
own classes.

22.

More contact with the whole
bilingual program.

23.

Less administrative meetings.

24.

More time to attend conferences.

25.

More time to develop materials.

26.

More visual aids.

27.

More support for first year
teachers.

28.

More support from administrators
to handle pupil problems

29

More time to evaluate my
progress

.

30.

More workshops.

31.

More specialists in-tune with the
needs of children of limited
English speaking ability.
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Frequency

Present Capability

Each item listed below represents what one
teacher in your school faces in his/her
classroom.
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Assess your present capability for dealing
with it,
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1.

Class Attendance : Many times attendance is
fair to poor.
It creates more inconsistency
for the children in their lives than they
It makes it difficult for
already have.
the teacher trying to cover new concepts.

2.

Moving back and forth
Student Mobility
within state, country or Puerto Rico, i.e.,
children attend school four months and move
for the rest of the school year and come
back in September. Many times they move
and don t attend school
:

'

3.

Home situation : Home issues affect student
performance, i.e., appropriate nutrition;
medical care; lack of sleep; responsibilities of child at home, i.e., baby sitting
and cooking.

4.

Language Dominance: Child does not have
enough English or Spanish language
It's difficult to choose native
dominance.
language instruction or a complete ESL
program.

5.

Discipline Problem : Children have
difficulty with obeying and respecting
not only their teacher, but especially
other authorities,

6.

Lack of variety of
Lack of Materials
materials in native language to choose
This lack of available materials
from.
The
is worse for the slow learner.
Spanish materials usually have a fast
pace that's unrealistic for most of our
children.
:
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Occasionally

Frequently

Never

7

Lack of planning
Lack of Planning Time:
time due to the incredible amount of
meetings. Aside from that the paper
work from both the buildings were housed
plus the bilingual paper work is
atrocious.

.

More Cooperation: More cooperation and
integration in attitudes and duties
from the following personnel, i.e.,
secretary, nurse, principal and custodians.
They always seem to shove off work and
responsibilities using as an excuse the
lack of Spanish.

8.

I

19 .

Child Abuse: Children come with marks
on their bodies and they claim they've
been spanked by their parents.

10 .

Proper Clothing: Children often come
to school wearing skimpy clothes in the
middle of winter. The clothes they wear
It shows
are not shabby by any means.
be made
to
need
parents
that
however,
aware of this problem.

I

111

.

!

Necative Attitude Toward English:
Although there is consideraole variation from one year to the next, one of
the most common problems is a negative
attitude toward English (and the
culture?). This year we see it in only
a few students, but it is strong in them
and has been in the past in larger
numbers.

il2.
I

I

Two Cores in the Same Morning: This has
been a common happening since a large
number of our students are special needs
children. Other bilingual personnel get
upset when they are asked to cover for
cUsses. This was partially alleviated
notify
when the administrators agreed to
teachers of their coverage duties rather
than the teachers who needed the coverage
having to ask others to cover for them
as a personal favor.
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Frequency
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13.

There are rules
Extra Teacher Duties:
for the student to follow in the cafeteria
and in the busses. There is a system
designed for when a child breaks a rule.
Child X was supposed to come with his
mother/father to school. He came alone.
He has to go to the office and stay
there till the bilingual administrator
The principal did
takes him home.
not want to keep him in the office; the
bilingual administrator was not around.
The principal put the responsibility on
the teacher for dealing with the child
and for calling the bilingual adminiThe child ended outside the
strator.
teacher's room. He knew that we weren't
consistent and so did the other children.
.

14.

.

Children Lack Respect for Themselves
and Others
.

15.

ESL Teachers with Spanish background
is asked to take over classes she serves
The other classes
as a substitute.
miss their ESL time.

16. Work gets sent to classroom by ESL
It is sporadically completed.
teacher.
teachers back up the
classroom
Certain
ESL teacher while others forget or don't

make their students complete the work.
17.

Sometimes the noise level is high enough
to interfere with learning.

18. Staff rarely requires positive feed-

back for putting forth additional effort
to become involved in professional
devel opment.
19.

Students do not receive the basics which
other classes receive. Teachers
advocate things which other students
have.
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20.

effective oral classes
Nothing was
some renovating was needed.
Light and ventilators the same.
done.

21.

groups, sometimes
I work with very small
It is difficult to find more
one-on-one.
than a few children working at the same
level since their background and English
fluency and their needs are so varied.
Many of these children could be considered "special needs" children.

22.

In order to offer

Children are grouped in small groups
and kept together for all of
their activities because their needs
However, it breeds keen
are the same.
competition, arguing and poor attitudes.
(2 or 3)
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Teacher Interview

#1

Q.

How did you become

A.

When I was in college, undergraduate, there was a.
I
was
interested in getting a job, and since I spoke Spanish.
so,
therefore I went into the Framingham public schools and I worked
with the bilingual program and I liked it.
So, therefore I
became more and more involved with it and got my foot in
the door, but besides that, I worked with other towns in bilingual education, but Framingham was the one I liked most as
a system.
It was small enough.
there was still a certain
order. In some of the bigger programs like Waltham and
Boston, which are so out of proportion; there wasn't any kind
of connection or communication within the bilingual program.
That basically made me want to do it.
Besides that, children
seem to need more individual attention, and they seemed to
reward you more, maybe in the crazy
ways, but it was more
of a fruitful experience, than to be in a bilingual setting.

a

teacher in Framingham?
.

.

.

.

.

.

Another thing was the class sizes tended to be smaller, and as
a teacher with a smaller group I can do more, and so a lot
more progress than when you have tiwce as many kids in a large
The progress is not always academic, it's also a lot
setting.
of social emotional progress that people just take for granted
which doesn't exist anymore in the life styles of the children,
but that basically got me started.
bilingual teacher?

Q.

Did you specifically train to be

A.

Yes.

Q.

Where did you do your student teaching?

A.

In Framingham and in Spain.

Q.

Did you find your student teaching helpful
here in Framingham?

A.

a

specifically trained to be a teacher, but for early
input,
I took extra courses for bilingual
childhood children.
certification
get
a
You just
but it wasn't a bilingual degree.
by taking "X" amount of courses and taking the orals at Boston
State.
But it's not like a specialized degree that really exists,
because all you have to do is fill the certification requirements, besides your elementary certificate, or whatever.
I

to become a teacher

Yes, because it gave me a real input of how the teachers work
together here in Framingham, and it showed me, but maybe I had
exceptional cooperating teachers, but just the concerns and
children,
interests - rubbed off and his whole style of dealing with
their
into
come
to
open
and I got to see— and people were very
different.
classrooms and watch, and they all had a personal, very
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but it was almost an incredible concern that gets lost.
I've
seen get lost.
So, it was really helpful to be in Framingham.
So when I got my job here, it wasn't like I didn't know anybody.
I
knew every building where the bilingual program was
housed in because I used to sub for them. So, it was like
walking into a job that was very comfortable, almost like
going back home.
It was probably one of the ideal situations
you can have getting a job.
Q.

What were some of the things that lead you to work with
Spanish speaking children?

A.

When I was a little girl and came to this country, I didn't
know any English and I was 6 years old and placed into a first
grade.
I had schooling in my country in Cuba.
We left under
tragic circumstances, but I had a very wonderful first grade
teacher who didn't know Spanish. There was no such things
as a bilingual program, and she showed deep concern for a
person who didn't know anything about the language. She
showed such deep concern for me; she learned my words in
Spanish while I learned their words in English, and it showed
me that I made it and I also had a certain educational and
middle class upbringing which really helped, so I fit in.
They don't fit in. The teachers have a lot of prejudices.
Nowadays there are a few bad apples who give a bad stereotype
to a whole culture.

Q.

What are some of these stereotypes?

A.

They don't
For example, the Puerto Rican people are lazy.
They all live off welfare. The bit about the fathers,
work.
everybody having a different father. Their values are
different. Some of the kids are street kids; so the manners
They
that they don't have exposed to them in the home.
all
regurgetate
to
expected
and
are
grade
first
walk into a
I'm
sure
taught.
been
have
these names which they never
that they could pick them up. Given the time somebody could
"You
teach them. Right away, the teacher jumps on them:
should say please," "You should so this." For example, another
Puerto Rican children bow their head when they
thing is.
Lot of Anglo teachers take this as being
are being scolded.
Puerto Rican children tend to
disrespectful.
disobedient,
because of enthusiasm.
answer
an
spontaneously shout" out
you should raise
because
Well, that's really frowned upon
confused somereally
your hand, wait your turn. Things are
these
what
what and it takes, I think, some exposure to
a child
what
different things mean so that people can accept
really
not
Maybe his intensions are
is really trying to do.
what that adult thought. When I see these kids being placed
not ready for
in a setting that both the child and teacher are
parties.
or not exposed to, it can be disastrous for both
.

.
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Q.

Would you say that the bilingual staff or people associated
with bilingual education are more sensitive to these issues
or do they have these stereotypes also?

A.

I think that they are more sensitive to these issues
because we worked with them everyday. On the whole the
majority of the kids basically have not been exposed to the
social graces and the turn taking and the sharing and they
haven't been exposed to games and playing. They don't have
materials at home, so they're not exposed to how to deal with
these materials.

No,

But I just want to mention where the bilingual program are
housed for example at the Lincoln School, the people we
integrate are very aware of the kids and have shown concern,
and because of their concern they learn from us. They
therefore can understand a child's reasoning. They changed
I wouldn't
their habits and concerns to try to accommodate.
say changed, but modified their habit to say, "this child
you're not going to approach in the same manner" or trying
to explain giving a little more time, maybe he'll come around.
So, it's very popular here the teacher taking a concern and
trying to understand.
Q.

Did Framingham give you any special

training when you began

as a teacher?
A.

As a matter
No, they didn't give you any training at all.
lucky.
I was
teaching,
year
first
my
started
I
when
of fact,
I'm
a
and
things
of
lot
knew
a
I
and
worked
Like I said, I
understand,
don't
I
if
so
questions,
person who. asks a lot of
keep asking questions to get the right answer or to get
I
the i nformation I need , and some people sit back and wait for
it to be fed to them, and sometimes encounter difficulties

because they didn't meet
or for this and that.

a

deadline for passing something in,

think in the last two years from what I knew before, when
student taught and worked in Framingham, it's really become
I
working^ on
a lot more organized due to the fact that we're
We re
teachers.
and
communication between administrators
something
into
program
working on just organizing this whole
with,
concrete, different categories, that we can associate
beneficial.
and its lots of work, but it's been very
I

Q.

did you have
What other kinds of experience besides teaching
with Spanish speaking people?
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A.

was brought up in a Spanish speaking culture.
I
traveled
lot to Spanish speaking countries, Europe; it doesn't just
have to be Spanish speaking countries,
Italy, Germany, France,
they all have different cultures and I lived there. So that
you have to change and adapt somewhat. You cannot expect to go
someplace and live there. The life you lead that was acceptable
in one society is not always the norm in another.
And, either
you're strong enough or stubborn, whatever you want to call
it, stick to what you wanted to do or you try to understand the
society in which you're living in is all about, but that change
is sometimes difficult and not everybody can handle it.
Some
people really need to understand what they do and what their
culture is about and how this culture works and how I'm going
to integrate into it; how I'm going to fit into this.
Do I have
to give everything up? You usually don't.
You usually keep most
of your values.
I

a

Q.

What does it mean to be

A.

A person who not only has a knowledge of two cultures and the
difference and similarities, but a feeling for them. The other
processes that go behind something. The emotional aspect, the
social aspect, the cultural, moral issues are very important
and somehow they are always overlooked. Those moral issues and
those religious issues,
.1 mean.
some people don't understand why a parent won't sign for a child to have a seven day
resendential program.
For them, their religion says that they
must go to church on Sunday and this is the only church on
I
mean they have their own feelings. Something they
Sunday.
have been brought up with for a few generations. You first
I
mean you have to try and
can't chuck that out the window.
understand it and I'm sure there's a give and take.

bi

cultural?

.

.

.

To be bicultural truly, it's not just the knowledge and the
exposure; it's to understand all the feelings and processes
behind it and try to work both sides.
Q.

What does it mean to be bilingual?

A.

To speak two languages, to read and write two languages and be
able to function within the society of each language. Almost
not completely, but is if you speak English, but can't barely
read or write it, well, a Latin person in an English setting,
how are they going to get a job, when they go to the store the
persons says it's so much and it really isn't, and they get
I
they have to be able to function.
gyped, or whatever.
mean a decent survival.

Q.

What do you mean by

.

.

a

decent survival?
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A.

Some people look at function in terms of such basic needs. To
me it's almost non-existence.
It's almost just like non-existing;
food, clothing, and this.
I
look at a decent survival.
not only can you provide food, clothing and shelter, but that you
can take some kind of initiative to go to participate, to extend
yourself as a person a little bit, so that you're not cooped
up in one area; I only know how to function to get my food from
the store.
just a little bit more.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Q.

What are some of the techniques that you developed in dealing
with Spanish speaking children?

A.

Well, one of the first things I developed is to train them in
some of the social graces to fit into the school.
They have to
walk, they have to say excuse me when they bump into people so
that they won't be misinterpreted. When a teacher says come
here, they have to acknowledge her as quickly as possible.
Things like this, ortherwise I wouldn't be doing my job to
integrate them into any kind of school system or society. We
work on that. We work on basic behavior and respect, which is
something hard to develop, and once it's developed, it's hard to
transfer to any other adult. We use a lot of rewards and a lot
of verbal comments:
"I know how hard you tried," "You're trying
Some things that I've developed are around feelings,
to do that."
expressions of anger or any kind of feelings.

Q.

What made you develop those specific teaching techniques?

A.

The child couldn't read, write or learn until they mastered other
I
mean, how could you ask a child to write
basic skills first.
if he's not sitting down, or basically sitting still? So, it
was certain basic skills they needed instead of academics to
function, to fit in first. Once those set in, we began to work
If I didn't work on these things first, all
on everything else.
the kids
I would do is to get complaints from other people about
themselves
But, the kids
and that would take its toll on me.
would never feel comfortable; would never want to come to school
would never have a positive experience. That's one of the aims
of my class, to have the kids have positive experiences.
The class I have, the kids are always well known for being absent
now.
at least three times a week, and my kids never miss a day

Q.
A.

What kind of techniques did you develop to meet those situations?
more
Behavior modification, long term rewards, and making them
things
Because we start with materialistic edible
intrinsic.
Intrinsic rewards for
and we work from low level to high level
a record
example, they go to the library and have a story or
.
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and th6y gst to listan with hoadphonas up thera, or thay
gat to
visit othar paopla's classas, or mayba an axtra gym.
I
lika for
tham to faal good about doing somathing by baing abla to do
somathing; by baing abla to ramambar not just by baing abla to
gat somathing; not just by ramambaring that thay 'll gat somathing matarially.
In tha long run that's what sociaty is about.
You should faal good or rawardad by somathing bacausa of an
action not always rawardad by doing somathing good.

Anothar thing that I'va dona with tham is to davalop a lot of
visuals; a lot of visual aids avarywhara to ramind tham of tha
rulas to tha way tha classroom functions, bacausa thay saam to
ba vary short on mamory of auditory things.
Tha mora thay look
tha mora thay start to transfar. Thair styla of laarning is
probably vary diffarant from a middla class child. A middla
class child is already attunad to listening to being able to sit,
to be able to have a lot of these basic skills which we take
for granted, for a kid supposedly coming into the first grade,
and they don't have it.
Q.

Do you use standardized tests?

A.

The only test that I have been giving to these kids is the BOEM
test in kindergarten which is basic concepts:
"under," "over,"
"besides,".
Things like that which is language concepts. Most
of the children in my class are very weak in those.
did my
I
own kind of inventory; my own thing.
For example, I would create
my own kind of checklist of things that I wanted to check off.
If they were really weak
Their knowledge of colors, numbers.
Let's say with numbers,
in one area, I would try another method.
they couldn't identify it visually, but could count up to it and
For example, I never taught sight
use a method to remember it.
I
used phonics. This year with three kids,
words last year.
phonics were out of order, and I'm not going to hit my head
against the wall and make them hit their heads against the wall.
I'm going to work with them little by little until I can bring
them to a level where they can integrate and transfer things.

Q.

Do you think that special

consideration should be given to

Spanish speaking children?
A.

Whenever you say that it makes me think that they should be
considered special needs. No, I think being bilingual is a real
asset and not a handicap. They should have a special consideration only in the sense that they are offered a program in their
native language so that they can learn just like any other child.
I would
But I'm not sure I call that a special consideration.
not
fair.
it^s
mean,
I
consideration.
think that as a basic
But the majority of kids we're getting
Some kids can do tt.
just
are from low socioeconomic, very unstable homes, and they re
^
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not going to be shoved into the regular curriculum and swim.
There will be a small percentage who make it, but if they can
feel that they're learning and doing something while they master
English, then it's a start.
I get very upset when I see a child
who is not fluent in a language considered a special needs
child.
Because of the fact he's not ready to handle all the
curriculum in English. That's not special needs. We'll just
have to work on the language until he can function in it. And,
the confusion is that bilingual kids are dumb and have to go to
the resource room.
It's very different reading
That's not true.
and writing English, and speaking it, then to have to learn all
your materials and new concepts in English. You could read and
write in English and you could speak English and Spanish ok in
both languages, but before you jump into new concepts in English
you have to have some really strong basis already in that English.
It's different than just doing readking skills.
Q.

Whar are the effects from coming from lower economic classes
and success in school, in your opinion?

A.

One of the biggest effects is the inconsistency at home. They
don't have a follow through between school and home. We try
so very hard to get parents involved and parents to really.
don't think that they really don't care, they don't either have
I
The
the initiative to care, or the time, or the confidence.
why
That's
inconsistency in home is very different for them.
something
up
school has to be very consistent for them to set
but
very well structured for them, allowing room for freedom,
within a structured setting.
,

.

some of these kids come in hungry, improperly
Other effects:
They have a lot of things to contend with.
bathed.
clothed, not
She smells; she reeks of
One of my little girls has a problem.
her.
I don't blame children.
Kids don't want to get near
urine.
Kids come in
issues.
There's a lot of basic
She knows it.
hungry, and
still
Kids get breakfast here, but they're
hungry.
eat
didn't
you wonder why they're still starving. Well, they
gave
ever
until this morning, and they missed dinner, and noone
Instead of giving them food, a mother
them food last night.
to the
gives them a quarter or fifty cents and tells them to go
get
to
mentality
the
have
doesn't
Now a six year old
store.
candy.
get
They
himself a can of tuna, or whatever.

Another thing is the way they think.
QT +ho>r* ovnr\cpH

tn thincis.

Jhe way these people are

No medical or dental care.
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It's something said:
"You have to do this, you have to do that."
It causes tension between school and home.
It's very hard to get parents to come in and cooperate with the
school.
Most people just get complaints from school. We're
trying very hard to get positive experiences and letting parents
know how wonderful your child is doing. So that they won't feel
so threatened and overpowered by school
For them to come to
school is just one of the most scariest things, they've ever done,
because some are illiterate and they're afraid
you'll put them
down because they can't read and write.
Some of the parents
have been in jail and everybody knows about it.
It's ok for
them to deal with it within their own community, but God, to go
to a strange person called a teacherl I work very hard in
developing a relationship to parents because once I do that,
then you get a lot more done.
The results I've got from parents
in the spring as opposed to fall is incredible.
Parents are
very threatened when people say:
"You're not doing your job as
a parent.
You don't know how to be a parent.
You don't know
how to do this." That's our values that we're putting on them,
and that's not fair.
There are things that you may consider
inhumane, but maybe they just don't know how to go about it.
"How do I do this? How can I deal
Most parents come and say:
with a kid when he does this thing?" I tell him that I'm
going to buy him a toy." Did you ever tell him, you know, that
you're taking a walk with him? I said, I'm sure what he wants
You've got two babies and he's probably very jealous
is your time.
that you give him so much time, and they find that things like
But most of them don't
that work and they feel very comfortable.
feel comfortable until that relationship is developed.
.

When I have parent support, I have such a plus. What I can do
with a child with parent support is like I can move mountains.
When I don't have parent support, I mean, I could have 20 million
It wouldn't get me anywhere.
dollars.
teaching?

Q.

What would you do if you were to quit

A.

I'd like to work in some type of capacity like counseling or
something with the community, or developing programs for the
Something that's overlooked all the time. Something
community.
Something that kids could use
we don't give much thought to.
Working with people that's definitely what
in their homes.
and I always
I couldn't be away from people,
I would have to do.
more
would want to do things to expose myself to more and
different situations and being exposed makes one grow as a

person.
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Teacher Interview #2

1st Grade ESL teacher

Q.

How did you become

A.

I was
very pushy and I called and they said they didn't
need
anybody.
I
said I'll be in tomorrow to speak to you about
that, and I want to bring my resume, so I'll be by
to talk to
you about the fact that you don't have any positions. So, I
came by.
when I got there they had a panel to interview me
which meant that I wasn't far from wrong.
.

a

teacher in Framingham?

.

Q.

Did you specifically train to be a teacher?

A.

Yeah, I did. Although the program v^asn't as intensive as some
teaching programs I've heard about. Still it was a teacher
training program.

Q.

Did you train to be a bilingual/ESL teacher?

A.

Yeah.

Q.

Where did you do your student teaching?

A.

In Holyoke.

Q.

Did the student teaching help you?

A.

Yes, just because it was experience, but no, in the sense that
it was with fifth graders, and I've been working with first
graders ever since.

Q.

So, would you say that the experience there (Holyoke) helped
you in Framingham?

A.

I'd say in the long run, no.
The stuff that I'd learned in my
student teaching and education didn't relate very v/ell to what
I've ended up learning and using.

Q.

Be more specific to what you didn't learn in comparison to your
student teaching, and what you encountered in the classroom.

A.

There wasn't enough stress in my schooling as to what being a
teacher every day means, what you have to do. No one talked
enough about lesson plans and stuff like that; about making
bulletin boards; about the nitty-gritty of what you're evaluated
on as a student teacher.

Holyoke they were kind of up in the clouds about making fancy
I just didn't have a
science programs for upper grade levels,
anything it was too
than
more
that
guess
I
chance to use it.
theoretical
In

.

.
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Q.

How would you balance that off with more practical things?

A.

I would say that a person needs a longer.
what was it, a
five week minimum.
it should be a much longer time than that
for a person to be tn the classroom every day.
They require only
eight weeks, and ft should be longer than that, for one. For
the other, more things should be brought up about how basil
reading can be made more interesting because those are the
materials that everyone has to work with, and most people don't
get the fancy,
you know.
you don't get into language
experience too much.
you don't have a chance to get into the
more elite learning experience based on expensive readers.
You have English around the world and you have a curriculum
that's pretty structured, and ways of making the most basic
reading concepts portable and ways of making bulletin boards and
phonics games.
Very practical things.
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

a

teacher of Spanish speaking

.

Q.

How did you decide to become
children?

A.

went to Mexico and then I worked with Chicanos in Denver,
I
tutoring, and after that I saw a need for learning more Spanish,
so I went to South America and taught adults and children in
Columbia and got experience there.
I'm interested in the practical application of cultural
anthropology and I became interested in Spanish populations,

Q.

Did Framingham offer you any training in your first year?

A.

We've had conferences here and the most helpful
No, not per se.
one was on teacher made materials, and it was also on chants,
jazzy chants, things that people had picked up in the practical
aspect of the English teachers conference in Boston, and they
brought it back here and shared it. There's been a couple of
other workshops. There was one on curriculum that was helpful,
but I would say that it was a supplemental workshop, but it v^/as
never sit down and we'll talk about curriculum, that would have
been very helpful,

Q.

A.

When you say that certain workshops were helpful, what do you
mean specifically?

motivating
That you get to work on making your classroom more
isn t very
rsslly
that
it
to
get
for children, and if it doesn't
more
it
making
with
If it doesn't have to do
good to me.
understanding the children better and working
or
interesting
all.
with their emotional nature, it doesn't help at
^
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Q.

What do you mean by emotional nature?

A.

With what is going on in the child's head, and with what
they
come from home with. The tools that they come with, the
feelings
and hangups.

Q.

What other experience besides teaching did you have with Spanish
speaking children?

A.

I
lived with a Columbian family for six months, and then lived
with single women in a large pension for three months.
I
also
went to a university in South America.
I
lived with a Mexican
family for a short time.

Q.

What does it mean to be bilingual?

A.

It means you are able to communicate and defend yourself in a
conversation with a native speaker, and it also means.
communication not only verbally, but it also means that you
know something about where these people are coming from that
your knowledge just doesn't come out of a book, or out of a
course.
.

.

Q.

What does it mean to be bi cultural?

A.

It means I think, to have spent half of your life in a Latin
American culture and half of your life in an American culture,
and there are very few people who fit into that category in my
mind.
To be bicultural it means you have to be as much Latin as
you are American. A person who has spent a fair balance between
So that they would make an assumption as
the two is bicultural.
their
Latin
background as they would on their
quickly upon
North American background.

Q.

What techniques teaching have you developed in dealing with
Spanish speaking students?

A.

I
don't think that there's nothing new under the sun that I
I would adopt some things
haven't taken from somewhere else,
liked was structured
What
I've
liked.
I've
for myself that
children are
monolingual
English
free play environments where
short period
for
a
invited to play with Puerto Rican children
of time through free play and natural interaction between
Language is passed most
monolingual and bilingual children.

easily that way.
Q.

Would you please highlight some other techniques that you've
developed or liked?

A.

Although I can't use it in this
love language experience.
room because the children in my classroom can't write or read
I
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in English.

Sight words.
I
can use sight words with them in
English and I can get them to tell me more about dreams.
They've
had crazy ideas, they've had, or something sad or happy, and
get them to draw a picture of what they envision, and then
describe it and talk about it, and then I would choose one
crucial word, a theme type word, and write it there and that
would be a stght word for them in English.
Q.

Why did you like structured play?

A.

I believe that children naturally pick up language.
It's
something you don't have to teach them, it happens.
I
like to
be a facilitator and not the big policeman as I would be in a
drill or game environment.

Q.

How do you evaluate your students?

A.

Very imprecisely.
I just do kind of a general
description of
where they were and where they've come to based on my own insights
and what I've picked up from other English teachers.

Q.

Did you find standardized tests useful in evaluation?

A.

I've never had the opportunity to use them.
For oral English,
we've never been given any to use here.
I
don't think that
they've found any to be satisfactory. When children come into
the program, the Peabody Picture test is used and also activity
cards are used which show verb actions, and they use these as a
drill format to place the child and that's about the extent of
our testing or oral stage.

Q.

Where do you get your resources to teach?

A.

I'd say
The school pays for Peabody kits and reading books.
I
get most of what I've learned and made has been stimulated
from conversations from other teachers, and by visiting their
rooms and seeing what they do. That's why I'm one of the people
who wants to visit other classrooms and see what they're doing
and how they're using things.

Q.

Do you have much contact with student's parents?

A.

It's the basis for our disciplinary system
Very, very important.
here, and the basis for installing self-discipline in the child.
They know there's a common value system between home and school,
and if there isn't that understanding the children don't develop
They are
a value system that they carry from home to school.
from
start
to
have
they
school;
really lost when they come to
with.
work
to
children
scratch, and these are the very hardest
parents.
So, yes, it's very neceessary to work with the child's
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Q.

Can rapport with the family help the learning and teaching

situation?
A.

Ok, it helps with discipline and it helps with rapport, but as
far as concrete learning of English, that I do.
I wouldn't
say it helps.
I
mean that it helps with the attitudes.

Q.

Do you feel

A.

I
don't like the word special because it has all kinds of
connotations.
I
would say, different. Yes, that they are
different, and that's understood. That (it's understood) that
you can't evaluate them in the same way, you can't expect the
same things from them across the board.
Maybe later on in time
when a child has spent a minimum of five years in the school
system, then you can begin to expect the same things. Children
are coming from two different worlds.
Anglo and Hispanic
children.
You have to have two.
you have to understand
that in order to be around these children.

that Spanish speaking children should have special
consideration?

.

.

Q.

What would you do if you were to leave teaching.

A.

like to be a combination artist and
I
like to be an artist.
I'm really thinking of art therapy
cultural anthropologist.
and working with bilingual children.
I
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Interview #3
Q.

How did you become

A.

I never wanted to teach when
I
matriculated in college,
wanted
I
to be a language major, and I was not accepted in the liberal
arts program, and I was accepted into the School of Education.
So, r started from their and took a lot of language courses,
French and Spanish, and I had a lot of background in languages,
and I was still not excited about teaching high school Spanish
or to teaching Anglos and bilingual education was very new at
that time.
Well, that was when I was a freshman, eight of nine
years ago; it was just beginning. By the end of my sophomore

a

teacher in Framingham?

year, I heard about bilingual education and that sounded really
exciting. And I heard about this program.
I v/as planning to
a) get married and b) move out of the city, and I heard
Framingham was a nice place. So, I decided to call up and was
able to student teach here. And it was quite new when I came,
maybe it was only three years old when I came, and they were
growing very rapidly. And, at the end of my student teaching,
they offered me a job for the next year, and I was a second
grade bilingual teacher.
Q.

Did you specifically train to be a teacher, and specifically
train to be a bilingual teacher?

A.

Yes.
and

well, the university didn't have a program at that time
took a lot of language
I
sort
of made up my own program,
I
and all of my interncourses,
education
the
courses and all of
kids.
Hispanic
with
done
was
ships and student teaching
.

.

Boston, I did student intern where they had the methods
Instead of doing it at the university they did it in the
course.
field. They rented out a classroom in the elementary school in
downtown Boston. And they gave us new and innovative things to
Say you would be with your professor
do for three hours a day.
from 9-12 and then you'd go into the classroom from 12-3 which
would be within walking distance. So there were like, 5
elementary schools within walking distance of the place. I was
Hispanic
placed in a school where there were about 25% population
There
program.
bilingual
students. Cathedral Grammar school, no
nuns
the
of
one
And
was one ESL teacher who pulled kids out.^
the
happened to be innovative and she had this room called
do
and
week
learning center where kids could come in once a
work
seat
experiments 'cause in the classroom they did a lot of
big Puerto
And I interned with her and created a
and paper work.
who were very unRican discovery day with 7th and 8th grades
indy i dual reading
some
made
up
motivated in the classroom and who
thy
involved
I
But
programs with some specific students.
who
students
Hispanic
through 8th ^grades in that school who were
In
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I
pulled out of the classrooms.
In an amateur hour all
different things, from plays that I translated, Puerto Rican
folklore, dances, to 7th and 8th graders wrote their own plays
and performed them and did their own dances.

Q.

Did your student teaching help you?

A.

Extremely. My cooperating teacher was excellent.
I
was able to
choose between 3 or 4 different teachers and then they let me
choose which one I felt comfortable with. And I v^alked into a
room (cooperating teacher's) a lot of good things were happening,
and it just seemed like a good relationship was going on; the
kids seemed happy and it seemed a good atmosphere to be in.
I
did some observing to begin with, but I started in right away
with activities in Spanish, but I did a lot of observing of
English and how oral English was taught. She was so creative.
still use some of the songs that she used plus, it was a good
I
environment. Since she was very creative, I also created a lot
of things that year and I was given a lot of leeway to try new
things.
She was very open about me not sticking to her
If I were teaching a basic concept I would bring
curriculum.
in games that I made up and she was extremely receptive to any
kinds of activities that I would bring in.

Q.

What were some of the things that lead you to become
of Spanish speaking children?

A.

I
think it's more than just saying you want to be a teacher.
field,
bilingual
the
going
into
people
especially
think that,
Sometimes it's kind of corny to
have more of a commitment.
say, but it's like really angry at how much this group of people
is being taken advantage of, and I really wanted to do some little
thing about it by helping them in some way. And also besides
doing my student internship when I was in B.U., they have a student
volunteer service and for two years I was with a Cuban family.
They lived close to my dorm and I would go there two times a
week straight for two years, from 3-7 at night, and I did things
like social work, help to get places and find out things about
Both had been lawyers in Cuba, they had a physical
the community.
problem with the child which was why they came to Boston, to
take her to Children's Hospital in Boston. And right now they
still see them and I still get
I
call me their Jewish daughter.

a

teacher

I

together with them.
always loved languages, and I felt that languages
And I
me up to new people and learning about other cultures.
that
enjoyed
I
and
families,
with
lived in different countries
I

a

lot.
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Q.

Did Framingham provide any training v/hen you first started to
teach?

A.

No.

So I had everything to teach.
Sometimes I used Title I to
do one reading group for me; Spanish reading group where I
wouldn't meet with that group because there wasn't time in the
day.
If I was going to do social studies and all the other
things.
And also I was team teaching in my first year, and at
that point they've changed their philosophy a lot, now, as
opposed to five years ago. Five years ago they were very strict
about having a large percentage of the day done in Spanish.
So they wanted science taught in Spanish, social studies taught
in Spanish, math, they wanted everything in Spanish except reading
and oral English.
So what I would do is to take the two groups
and the other teacher would be there for support.
But I did a
lot of planning and carried out those extra lessons because I
spoke Spanish and she didn't. So it was a lot of work for my
first year.
I was only observed once, which was completely wrong; you're
I had one observation.
supposed to have three observations.
I
wasn't
given enough support,
year.
first
difficult
a
very
I had
and I
everything,
guides
for
teacher's
and I also didn't have
now that
things
lot
of
didn't have specific reading programs. A
I
was
young,
so
are coming together because the program was
without; and it was a lot less structured,

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

What experience besides teaching did you have with Spanish
speakers?
One summer I went on an experiment in international living and
I meet people from
lived with a family for one summer in Mexico.
go out now
would
I
friends
and
their
the Cuban family. I'd meet
and probably
here,
out
came
I
family
and then. And then from that
this
from
come
have
the rest of my friends and acquaintances
program.

What does it mean to be bilingual?
at me when
It's funny, because I have a friend who was laugiiing
filled the thing out, and said that I was bilingual. Well
I
fluently speaking
in the strict sense of the word it would mean
into it li^e
more
lot
I guess you can put a
two languages.
word bicultural.
the
using
being bicultural , but then you're not

four's saying bilingual.

.

.
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Q.

What does it mean to be

A.

Maybe it would mean that you really have to be a native
of one
country and have lived in the second country for a good length
of time to really appreciate both cultures.
Either, Anglo living
in a Hispanic country or being Hispanic and living
here in the
United States for a long time. But one thing that upsets me
when people talk about bilingual programs, and they say that
this is the ESL teacher and this is the bilingual teacher;
that is kind of weird to me because sometimes the bilingual
teachers are— quote, unquote— "bilingual teachers" really are
the Spanish teachers.
They're very much toward their own
language.
They're not completely bilingual and so on the other
hand, ESL teachers, like myself, obviously I speak much better
English than Spanish. Although I have a proficiency in the
language, it's not native by any means because I'm not native,
and I've never really lived in a situation.
Where I got the
most language input was the family that I visited constantly.
Even more so than two months in Mexico, because that was two
years of constant being with them. And you're depending on
how relaxed you are, your language comes out better too.

Q.

What techniques have you developed to teach Spanish speaking
children?

A.

That candy jar up there.
It doesn't have any candy in it because
we talked about junk food and stuff, but it has peanuts or
things that don't cause cavities in it, and I use it for
I
try to work on the positive
reinforcement of good behavior.
When I work with
structured.
possible.
I'm
very
as much as
the children, they know what to expect when they come in here.
I
think that they feel comfortable about that. They know which
types of behavior are appropriate and which types are not.

Q.

Which types of behaviors are not?

A.

Shouting. Maybe hitting somebody or bothering somebody when
think any normal type of thing
I
someone else is not speaking.
The worst things are hitting
about.
think
would
that any teacher
lot of things I'll make up
a
songs;
of
I
do a lot
one another.
kids
like
to do action and music
on the spur of the moment and
They seem happiest
a lot when they're learning oral English.
and they like a mixture, something with art, so it's not too bad.

Q.

A.

bi

cultural?

What made you use those kinds of techniques?
Well, I think that children are happier when they have a structure,
There was a lot of nonand won't end up with a headache.
situation where, when
classroom
structure. Also, I'm not in a
an activity center
have
was in a classroom situation I would
I
where they could do things when they finished with their work.
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but I'm not in that situation at this point.
I
have them in the
palm of my hand for 30 to 40 minutes and they have all my
attention for that time. So, and since I am supposed to teach
them English, we do pattern drills, we do games, we do conversations, sometimes they'll help me make up conversations, and I
use telephones, they like that. Anything to motivate them to
speak English.
I'll bring in dolls and anything they want to
talk about.
Q.

What do you feel has been your most successful technique in
teaching English?

A.

These kids really like songs, and there is a song about every
unit that I teach, or more than one. And afterwards we'll pick
out the vocabulary and pronounce it better. But they're
happiest with songs that have movement to them. Like, there are
songs about animals where they actually get up and make believe.
They love charades, and movement and music is what they really
They like listening to songs and watching filmstrips
like.
as, you know, that's good reinforcement after they have a certain
amount of vocabulary. But whenever the filmstrip is over, I
stop and go back over the pictures to see how much they understand and pull out the English from them.

Q.

How old are the children you teach?

A.

Well, I work with children from 1st to 4th grade this year, so
English with all of those
I don't do strict oral
it's ages 6-11.
Some of them, many of my students are into real
children.
language arts and reading programs. We do creative writing
and spelling and all the structured things that go into reading.
Then I have young groups, 2nd graders who are into structured
I've developed quite a number of
phonetic reading programs.
games to teach the different skills and other linguistic and
structural analysis skills.

Q.

Where do you get your resources?

A.

Some of them are ordered and others are teacher made. The ones
you get most excited about are the ones you make up yourself.

Q.

What makes you make up your own things instead of ordering them?

A.

In fact,
Probably my training. B.U. was into home-made things.
things
making
were
it was and when I came here a lot of teachers
creative
whole
that
And I guess I was really motivated into
up.
one game I made up which
I have signed a contract for
thing.
It's in three languages
hasn't come out on the market yet.
It's in French, Spanish and
teaching children how to use money.
around the
It's just a simulated game where they move
English.
store, or a ban
board, and they could go into a store or a candy
^
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It s very good for a) oral
focus is on teaching money
if its oral English you do
the role playing being the
They have a lot of fun.

English, and b) teaching.
If your
you do it in the native language, and
it in English and have the kids do
grocer, the banker and the vendor.

Q.

How do you evaluate your students?

A.

When they come in?

Q.

Yes.

A.

We have a special, actually. I'll be working on a committee
this summer for testing.
Normally we have a letter form to fill
out, that just started last year, where it will say, and I was
never clear with this, you just take the child when he enters
and speak to the child and say basic things to the child, like,
touch your nose, what color is that, and keep going until you
see how proficient in English that child is.
Right away, if
you say: "say nose," and the kid says, "say nose," I know
I
have to start at basic English. This is a very subjective
thing and oral ability is a very difficult thing to judge.
Reading knowledge is much more concrete and like I said, there
is a test that never has been passed around that well.
It was
I
just saw it for the
made up by the head of the ESL program.
first time a couple of weeks ago. We'll probably work on that
and change it, or not.

Q.

Do you feel

that parents should be involved in the bilingual

program?
A.

Yeah, extremely important because children are only here 6 hours
don't know if I'd
I
a day and they're not here in the summer,
think the most important thing is that
I
say participation.
parents understand what we're trying to do, and that if they
So that the children
can carry some of the things on at home.
and
get help, and get
home
at
experiences
certain
have
would
think that
I
home.
parents
at
from
help
the proper type of
experiences.
basic
little
with
program
this
many children come to
who
children
but
children,
I wouldn't say that's true of all
And
as
ability.
oral
come here that were tested with very low
communication
far as I'm concerned, there's probably not as much
at home, verbal, you know, reading stories, or taking so and so
to the zoo and working parents, whatever, have those situations
to face.

Q.

the
How can the school help parents to become more involved with
program?
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A,

Ue have Project Pride right now.
And I haven't been involved
as much since I've been an ESL teacher.
Not being a classroom
teacher, sort of, removes you a little bit from the parents
because I have so many students.
I
have 50 students a day,
basically.
So if one student bothers me. I'll talk to the
classroom teacher. A lot of times the parent, classroom teacher
and will I get together , or just the classroom teacher and the
parent.

Q.

Do you think that special consideration should be given to
Spanish speaking children?

A.

I
think that they deserve the bilingual program.
I would think
that you'd call that special consideration. A child comes to
school with 5 years experience in a language, and it's not fair
to drop all those years of experience and make them start from
zero.
Especially in the program we're in now, where it's very
transitional. We are using the strengths of the child in order
to build new strengths, rather than totally scaring the child.
Many people say these students are handicapped. They're not
handicapped.
If they have learning disabilities they just have
learning disabilities no matter what language they spoke. But
the ones who do not have learning disabilities need a year at
least, well, three years, in this program anyway. There's
specialized people like myself who can give them specific input
It would be unfair to them to just
as to how to learn English.
It would be a little like my parents
throw them into a room.
sending me to a school where they only spoke Chinese. Also the
large majority of the students here are Puerto Rican, and Puerto
Rico is a part of the U.S., and so they should have the same
They should have the same advantages.
rights as others.
.

Q.

What would you do if you were to leave teaching?

A.

Publishing educational materials
I'm interested in publishing.
My husband's been in politics, and I've run a few
more.
campaigns myself. And I would be interested in organizing that.
Those would be two things. Sort of maybe getting into an adult
Possibility teaching adults or teaching in a
atmosphere.
I guess there are a lot of options in my life.
university.
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Interview #4
Q.

How did you become

A.

came to watch my brother play baseball for the Red Sox and
met some people in Worcester.
I
was on my way to Detroit; I
was hired to work in Detroit at the Detroit Expo, but I met some
people and I stayed with them through the whole summer. And
that was in 1972.
In 1972 I didn't accept the job in Detroit;
I went to teach in Puerto Rico.
I was a
teacher in the school
for the gifted in Mayaguez for 3 years.
I went back
to finish
my job there and resigned.
I returned that summer to see my
brother play again and spend the summer with my friends, and
they knew Mrs. Mullen and they told Mrs. Muller about me. And
I called Mrs.
Muller and she asked me to come to Framingham for
an interview and she described the situation to me.
The program
was brand new; the law had just a year in practice.
I was
interested; it was a challenge for me. So I wrote back home
and I dropped my things and I came up here.

a

teacher in Framingham?

I

I

The first two years were very, very painful, and very difficult,
and so I thought I wanted to return back home to teaching.
I was so happy before with kids who could do almost everything.
They had problems learning because they were talented, and they
also had their own problems, but they could do everything.
Then all of a studden I found kids who could not read or write;
kids who could not do a thing; could not communicate regularly
either; kids that were isolated with no language at all; kids
that had been neglected in school before, and it just was painful,
but it was my motivation to stay.

was highly gratified when I was the teacher of gifted because
they accomplished a lot and they gave me back success all the
These when they achieved something and when they succeed
time.
in something was enough for me to make me very happy, to do
something else with them. The myriad of problems that they faced
was enough to make me go on from year to year without making a
decision if I wanted to go or stay. And I found myself, this
year, that I have real roots here, that I like working here, and
I
stayed. This is my sixth year.
I

teacher in Puerto Rico?

Q.

Did you train to become

A.

Yes,

Q.

Did you student teach in Puerto Rico?

A.

Yes,

Q.

Was your student teaching helpful?

I

I

a

did.

did.
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'\.

It was.
The two teachers that I was assigned to were excellent.
They were very good. See, my career and my profession was
guided by good educators ever since I went into the
education
department of the University of Puerto Rico. I hated school
when I went to the university.
I went to the
university because
that was the best place to meet a guy and I was interested in
that, and dating.
But I met good people who guided me in my
studies.
So, when I did my student teaching I did it with an
excellent teacher, and she gave me a group of talented kids to
work with.
I had a kid there with special needs because he was
handicapped, physically handicapped. He had a disease when he
was 3 years old.
He was 26 when he was in my class, and a very
talented kid.
In that group, really taught me what a teacher
was supposed to be.
That group was very mixed.
I
had these kids
considered gifted who were not doing very good work. It was
fascinating working with them and their teacher.
I
really began
liking and wanting to be a teacher that particular year.
During
the weekend I worked with upward bound projects at the InterAmerican University at San Germain, Puerto Rico, which was
another special needs to bring them back to school. I liked
that too.

Then my second semester one of the 12th grade teachers got very
sick and it was important for me because she had the best
students of the school, and they were given to me, so they trusted
They kept supervising me very closely, and I think that was
me.
provided with everything
I was
heavy; it was very interesting.
that I could think of to become a teacher.

training from Framingham when you

Q.

Did you receive any special
first started to teach?

A.

No.

Q.

What teaching strategies did you develop in teaching Spanish
speaking children?

A.

I'm certified in
I'm supposed to be a language arts teacher.
Spanish as a Spanish language arts teacher. But at the same
time that I've trained for that, I have been training myself to
work with all kinds of kids in a regular situation. Because they
have a myriad of needs, it can go from speaking, to writing
their own name to high literature. So, I believe that teaching
language should be a useful life experience, beautiful, it should
be fun, that kids learning what an adjective is should have a
useful life.

Q.

How do you make it useful?

A

activities that they
By incorporating into my classroom a lot of
So we do a lot of creative writing, even
face in everyday life.
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if they have to write a word, we would develop that
class in a
form that word could be beautiful.
I
do home economic units in
my class.
I do nature and science lessons
outside, and I try
to bring language to real life,
Q.

What does it mean to be bilingual?

A.

I
don't consider myself bilingual because I have one language
and I'm developing another.
And I have one culture and I am
~
not acquiring another.

Q.

What does it mean to be bicultural?

A.

I think of the word culture as a lot of knowledge, and
I
do
have a lot, but if we take it in the sense of th,e things that
represent your background and roots. I'm really Puerto Rican.

Q.

Is

A.

don't know.
I have my doubts.
I
don't know anybody who is.
It's very different.
There are a lot of loyalties here. Mine
is interrupted because I have strong feelings for the political
situation of my land, and so, I have not devoted any time loving
and caring for the United States.
have my problems dealing
I
with that.
I
enjoy freedom here and I enjoy what I'm doing
here, that is working with my people; doing something for the
kids.
I'm not participating in the political situation in the
U.S.
So, culturally I'm not involved with that sector of my
life.
I'm completely involved with my land.
Even if I have to
lose my job and go to Washington to do something about it; it's
always on my mind. .There's something about it; it's always on
my mind. There's something that separates me from becoming
There is a culture that I'm
completely bilingual/bicultural
not accepting inside me because it's part of the enemy inside
me.
Don't take me wrong, most of my friends are Anglo-American
here.
I
have very few Latin friends here, but there is one
separation. How far could I go with them if something is interrupting me and that something has to do with my people? I was
brought up to fight for my people; to help my people in my
They=
So you can't erase those things from your life,
house.
Rico and
between
Puerto
are there and in that political situation
It's
the U.S. have not changed at all in the 60 something years.

it possible to balance the two cultures?

I

.

not 60, it's 81 years.
"Look
A lot of people say:
A lot of people can't understand.
anything
doing
they're
think
don't
I
is
doing,"
what the U.S.
It's
and I think that my people should do something about it.
it's
a
with
us;
do
to
want
not a matter of what the Americans
to
close
I'm
very
matter of what we want to do with our land.
my
to
close
very
I'm
I'm very close to my language.
my island.
mono-cultural.
writers, to my theater, to my music, and so I'm
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Q.

How do you evaluate your students?
tests?

Do you use standardized

No.

I
can't use tests because very few of them know the
technique of testing. But, a test is an abstract thing for
them.
I'm not very worrted about that because they're
constantly evaluated and placed according to scores on those
tests for which they have no skill.
So, it worries me and I
think, I will have to do thinking on what I will do in my
classes to improve them somehow.
Because I think it's a part
of reading and comprehension in the test; there's a lot of
that involved.

Q.

Do you think parental
is important?

A.

I would do anything at all without the parents
involved about
evaluating the kids.
I
keep folders.
I will give a period
of time for the parents to come and send a letter home saying
that I'm not going to evaluate your son or daughter until you
come and sit down in class and have a discussion with me.
I
get very good response for the second month, almost all the
parents come. The second step after they have been there,
and I send the folders home with the kids, and will ask the
parents to check out what's in it with the kid and sign it.
And if they have anything to say they should write it or call
me on the telephone.
I
like to get parents involved in the
activity that I do with them in the class. There was a time
when they could come into class when we were doing cooking,
Some of the mothers would come and work with
arts and crafts.
have also, on my own time at night, met
me and the kids.
I
with them to explain to them, things that we're doing at school
to make them aware of the things that they should know and
sometimes they don't know how to respond or fight for their
kids rights when they have been violated because they don't
know better. They don't know the system. So, at the beginning
of the year I have a meeting with them explaining what is going
to happen to the records, what is the rights, what is supposed
I have meetings also to
to be done, what is going to be done.
with a group, and
problems
having
We're
discipline.
with
deal
to
responsibility
a
have
you
said,
and
I
parents
the
called
I
do
it
don't
you
if
work
won't
it
but
do something about it,
with me. So, it won't work if you don't do it too, together.

Q.

/\.

involvement in the bilingual program

Some people say that Spanish parents aren't interested in
There is no interest from the parents in participating
school.
in school
The teacher from the
It depends on the attitude of the teacher.
parents
Puerto Rican community is a key person in any town. The
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put a lot of responsibility on them; they rely on the
teacher
for a lot of things because they can't understand, and so if
the parents don't know reading and writing, they will
depend
on somebody who knows and who they can trust to do that for
them.
My job has been to try to train them to do it, or to ask for
help, or they don't.
Like filing a grievance.
I
can't file
a grievance for them, but I can tell them the procedure.
Responding from a note from the teacher, a note from the principal,
responding to an activity in the school.
I think that if they
see and receive communications and they know that the teachers
really care. Some of them will not respond because they just
don't care.
Like in any group.
I
have two parents that didn't
do anything for their kids, and their kids are really a mess.
They didn't answer any of my letters; they didn't do anything.
That's the problem; that's their kids. We're doing everything
we can.
A lot of time it takes a long time to feel a little comfortable
to come and talk to somebody about what's happening,
I think
they will.
In my case a lot of them have come to me just for
help, even with their own personal problems at home.
I
know that a lot of teachers have trouble getting them to
come to parent conferences.
There are a lot of things. Many
parents don't have transportation. Some of them have weird
working hours; the ones that work. A lot of them have little
children at home. One thing that happens in Puerto Rican
communities is that they don't trust, and don't hire baby
sitters.
So, they'll carry their babies wherever they go, and
It took me a lot of work
that makes them very uncomfortable.
and a lot of exposure, and they began trusting me and relying
For a year or
on me and depending on me for a lot of things.
two, I did a lot of work so that they can learn the best way,
I invited them to meetings and
and I did a lot of meetings.
we did in the beginning work very close together, and now,
just a note and they will respond. There is a lack of trust,
The Anglo teachers have not received the same welcome.
too.
A lot of parents don't express it orally because they don't
want any trouble. They don't want it anything to do with^
They don't know because of that they're damaging
that Anglo.
and also their education
the relationship between school.
else to communicate,
is
somebody
there
if
But
complete.
is not

—

.

.

they will.

have my problems because I think that there is one thing
that they have not leaned to do, and it is to write their
complaints when they have them, and they are very frustrated.
Their kids need the parent backup when they have problems they
didn't create in school. And I have not received a very good
response to that.
I
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Our kids have trouble dealing with prejudice, dealing with
teachers, dealing with administrators, and they took these
problems home, and the home took care of the kid and did
nothing about the school. And I worry about that. Because
if we all assume that attitude we'll never look at the problem.
We'll never solve it.
And we teachers cannot take it all on
our own.
Parents have to do a part of it. The parents have
to be involved in it.
One of the cases, she came to me and said:
"I don't know how
to write."
I
say that there is a program downtown that can
help her and I send her there.
So, the kid who was one of our
best students, one of our best athletes, came back and for
the remainder of the year had a lousy time.
And when I asked
him what happened, he said my mother failed me. He could not
understand.
He was smart enough to know the problem.
Our community needs to read.
Unfortunately a lot of them don't
stick to the programs. They're not here long enough to get
to like it, and become involved.
think Framingham, even
I
though we have a parent involvement program, they are not
actually involved in school activities on their own. We have
We are in that process.
But the
to drag them, still.
community lacks leaders, lacks people to unify them and they
lack training and leadership. A parent will come and talk if
So, we have to do something
he is lead to do so, guided.
think in
I
think that we have come a long way.
I
about that.
school
average
response
to
we
have
an
middle
school
the
problems. When I write letters, I write them in a way that
So that they'll respond by any means,
will make them angry.
by writing a nasty letter, or complaining to my boss.
lot of things to be done with our parents. There
There is
is a lot of things to be done with our own parents.
a lot of awareness to be developed there on their own, of what
they're supposed to be as parents.

There is

Q.

a

Do you think that Spanish speaking children should receive

special consideration?
A.

think that everyone should look at everybody's problem,
if there is a problem, and that everybody should be provided
with the best service that is available. But not singled out
he has a language
I mean,
because he is Spanish speaking.
are cared
children
all
of
needs
language
the
need and all
They take
theirs.
care
of
take
they
for, so why shouldn't
culture, to
their
in
pride
develop
courses that they need to
skills in
good
get
to
language,
learn the proper use of their
because
that
think
don't
I
their language, to be bilingual.
is bilingual
He
bilingual.
a kid understands two languages he is
No.

I
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if he can survive with two languages well, and he can isolate
one from another.
If he mixesi the two of them he is not
bilingual.
So he needs very good skills.
But I think they
should obey the same rules. They should be treated equally in
everything that involves the school they are assigned to, from
belonging to every organization to participation in every
activity, to taking advantage to whatever is available in the
building, but not because they are special. They are not.

They're just children.
Q.

What would you do if you were to leave teaching?

A.

I
want to have a private business where I'm my own boss; I
don't have to report to anybody, I don't have to live up to
anybody's expectations.
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Interview #5
Q.

Como vino usted

A.

Yo fuj i^comendada por Ernestina.
Ella me llamcTa mi casa para
si queria trabajar como ayudante al maestra en 1971.
Entonces,
empeze trabajar con el la en esa tiempo.

Q.

Recibio"*

A.

No.
Porque anterior ti^abaje"" en Nueva York como ayudante al
maestro. ^Ante, no tem^esos requisitos como ahora,^ asi" pues,
el la hablandome si queria trabajar pero antes no habia
entrenamiento para trabajar.

Q.

Entonces, usted tenia experiencia antes de venir aqui?

A.

/
/
Si, un poquito.
Habia trabajado como seis meses como ayudante al
maestro en Nueva York en tercer y cuarto grado.

Q.

Como tenia ese interes de

A.

Bueno para mi. Al^principio era muy penoso y fuerte. Yo creia
llegd" al conclusion
para me que^no podia hacer ese trabajo pero
tern
a
bastante
base
esto
de
que me gusto mucho ^porque en
experiencia para mi personalmente y como madre de hijo que soy yo
me ayudaron bastante.

Q.

Creia usted que como madre de familia esa dio mucha experiencia?

A.

Cuando yo empeze como
Porque asi ^na aprende.
Mucha experiencia.
hijos
mis
tenia
Yo
maestro.
ayudante al
y a base de lo que_
en mi casa con mis
experiencias
tener
podido
ha aprendido, yo he
hijos.

a

trabajar aquf en Framingham?

usted entrenamiento de ser ayudante

al

maestro?

trabjar en una escuela?
>

/

.

Q.

.

Quantos anos tenia aqui trabajando como ayudante

A.

Yo llevo ocho anos.

Q.

El

A.

No.

Q.

Quiiere

A.

(
Si ,

Q.

En que areas?

sistema aqui le dio un tipo

de entreniamiento?

usted recibir entrenamiento?
*

a mi.
*

(

me gustaria.

*

al

maestro?
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A.

En areas como por ejemplo, como ur^ puede trabajar con los
materiales de la escuela. Tambien, como uno puede para^ ninos
de problemas que algunas veces surgen verdad como uno mas o
menos tener mas experiencia tocante en esa area.

Q.

Siempre ten/a buenas experiencias trabajando con la maestra?

A.

Si, he

.^iprendido algo.
/

Q.

Piensa us ted que un asistente
grande?

A.

Yo creo que si.
Hay ciertos casos que no puede hacer en una base
de maestra porque para eso uija esta para a^udar la maestra e una
tiene mas que introducerse mas aprender mas como maestra.
Porque
algunas veces una tiene que hacer el pape de la maestra.
Algunas veces la maestra tiene que salir al oficina o llega un
poquito tarde o hay caso en que se presenter y la maestra no
esta^ en ese momento.

Q.

En su opinion, que^'quiere decir por una persona bilingue?

A.

Bueno, una persona bilingue debe saber los dos idiomas tanto ingles
como aspanol.

Q.

En su opinion,

A.

Que la persona tenga bastante culture en su lengua y en su
nacional idad.

al

maestro debe llevar un papel

ma^s

If

/

Q.

que'*

quiere decir por una persona

cultural?

Piensa usted que la parti cipaci on de la communidad Hispana con la
maestra es importante?
Es bi^eno tener 1 a comuni cacion entre
my importante.
el maestro porque asi es mas union y se puede trabajar
a ver una ayuda entre estudiante, el padre y el maestro.
muy importante.

A.

Oh, sf, es
el padre y
mejor para
Yo creo es

Q.

Existe esta cooperacion hoy en

/

/

A.

bi

dia?

Porque algunas veces los padres cuando los
No, no hay mucho.
maestros ^
maestros pi den la ayuda los padres no dan la ayuda que la
No se
debe
de
Entonces, pues, no hay esa familiaridad
espera.
o es
miedo
ese
por qua. Porque muchas veces nuestro^s Latinos tenemos
algo que nos aguanta o despredcupacion algunas veces.

Q.

debeji recibir
Piensa usted que los ninos Hispano parlantes
educacion?
su
de
consideracion especial eh terminos

A.

Yo creo como esta dando, esta bien.

y
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Q.

Listed ha

de nir^o

notado algunas destrezas de tener cuando esta ensenando
Hispano parlante?
/

A.

Yo creo que si deben tener destrezas de nines el ciertos mnos
de problemas que surgen y algunas veces si la maestrajio tenia esa
capacidad o algo que verdad para trabajar con este nino. Yo creo
es importante de tener la destreza en esto.
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Interview #6
Q.

How did you become

A.

How,

-

.

a

teacher in Framingham?

did you get to Framingham or how did

I

get to be here.

.

.

Q.

How did you get the job?

A.

How did I choose it, ooh? A heck of a lot of stuff when I first
came to this state my cousin happens to be Maria Luisa, who's
the only bilingual special ed. person, right, and she said, oh great
we need substitutes, so she put me down.
So I started subbing for
her, and I started subbing for Dianna Platz, and I was teaching
special ed. so it was basically every time they needed to be out
they would ask me because I was the only one that could handle
their kids, so I got to like Framingham, nice people here, nice
place, and I always assumed that I was going to get a job here.
I
mean, I just figured.
It was going to rain on me here (laughter).
I
just figured it was gonna rain on me but it was like everbybody
was scrambling for a job and Helen Brody came up to me one day when
I was
subbing for Maria Luisa and said we don't have any special
ed. jobs open, but we have four bilinguals.
Do you want one of
I
those, and I said sure, and she said, read the application.
didn't officially go through the process. They came to me.

teacher?

In your undergraduate.

Q.

Did you specifically train to be

A.

Yes, I started out as a TESOL in Puerto Rico, and when I got up
here I found that TESOL you had to be a native and that all of my
credits from Puerto Rico would put me through bilingual fast because
in other words, in BU they really were starting the bilingual
So, si nee
So they didn't have anything for me to do.
program.
in special
everyting
took
they didn't have anything for me to do I
two
first
the
taken
Because I had
ed. and got certified in both.
years in Puerto Rico and transferred over.

Q.

Where did you do your student teaching?

A.

Where?

Q.

Did you find that your student teaching was helpful in becoming
a teacher, to be a teacher?

A.

No, Yes.

Q.

Yes and no?

A.

Urn,

a

Boston, Brighton.

shouldn't do because I went into
She was
BU.
student teaching with a friend of mine who I met at
heck it
figured,
I
so
friends,
in TESOL and so, you know, we were
it taught me everything

I

.
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it's a friend, we're gonna have a great time student teaching.
Turns out she was great as a student, and great as a friend, but
the most horrendous person I have ever met in my whole life.
.

Q.

A.

.

What was she teaching?
(whispering)
She was horrendous, horrendous, horrendous, and so
learned everything you shouldn't do.

I

Q.

For instance, what?

A.

She screamed all the time she didn't give a damn, she felt that
the kids didn't need bilingual education, she felt that after three
years they had learned enough Spanish.
Uh, I have a very good
way of convincing people otherwise that year those children would
not have had any Spanish, they would not have had any culture, they
would not have had any science, because she just had them working
their work books every day.
It was like, open to such a page
and do it, and she would scream at kids right in front of everybody
else, really put them down.
It was like, you idiot, you're a
stupid idiot.
I don't buy that you know,
and she didn't try to
understand the problems that these children were having, or where
they were coming from, you know, and she was brought up, she was
in South America and was brought up in the States, so she was
basically very American. And when I came in there it was like
heaven came down on these poor little kids because I mean, they
really clung to me because I could speak their language, and I
really cared, and I understood where they were coming from because
You know, inner city kids,
had been working with bilingual kids.
I
doing TESOL over there
Rico
was
Puerto
worked
in
I
before I had
kids like, you know, I
these
knew
what
So I
at the University.
had also worked in Puerto Rico, not as a teacher, but in "Cursio
de Christian Dair"with very poor people, and behind my house was
a whol e "casorio." Un, in Puerto Rico so I knew what these people
were like, and I knew what they were going throgh, moving up here,
and on the whole I think it's gotta lot to do with the socioeconomic and the way Puerto Rico is run. They make them think that
That does great for their
this is heaven, they ship 'me here
get
up here and they find
people
when
and
unemployment levels,
else they can't cope
everything
of
that it's worse, and then on top
So, uh, I really
anything.
with the weather and the clothing and
Most
kids.
poor
try hard but like, what can you do with these
over
substituting
of my experience of really teaching I got from
at
classes
here.
So I got to the point where I dropped a lot of
and
BU, you know, I cut like mad, to come over here and work,
every time I got a chance I was over here working, and not over
there studying.
.

Q.

Uh-huh, what led you to become
chil dren?

a

teacher, then, of Spanish speaking
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became, well, I didn't start out being a teacher of Spanish
speaking kids up here that's what they needed, I mean, I'm
obviously Puerto Rican, so, and, but I started on TESOL, and I
started out on TESOL because in Puerto Rico that's what you really
need.
I
had, like, ten different teachers throughout high school,
and I knew more English than they did, and it got to the point
where it was ridiculous. What am I doing here when I should be
out there teaching them English.
Then I came up here and I found
out that, heck, you know, we better teach them Spanish and they
really need, they really need to have a sense of where they came
from, or pride.
I
worked in the south end in an internship program
and I had, I think it was ten little kids in a kindergarten, and
there was nothing for the needs of those kids. Those kids were
terrified, totally terrified at school, because here they were,
those little kids, that of course, they spoke Spanish at home
with their parents, and so poorly, didn't learn English, and
they just plopped into this English program for which the teacher
just has no understanding of what the poor little kid is going
through.
And they were supposed to be, you know, emotionally
messed up and they weren't any more emotionally messed up, they
were terrified of the whole school situation. So when I went
there, you know, I could speak their language, and they had, and we
had a great time.
It was very short.
I

'

Q.

Could you explain what you mean by pride?

A.

Okay, that means that even when I give my kids a heck of a lot
of English because the reality is that we are living in the States,
and I think you need two languages to begin with, but up here you
have to survive, and if you don't have a sense of what you are,
the minute you get out there, no matter how much English you know,
or how much you can assimilate, to adapt into the culture, you're
never going to assimilate. Okay, and the minute they hear your
last name, you're different, and unfortunately in the United States
they don't like anything that's different. So, if you don't have a
sense of what you are, and being Puerto Rican is ok, even though
I
know English and even though I can fit in to your customs, you're
not going to make it as a person because psychologically you're
going to be totally messed up. That happens to a lot of those
And that goes beyond being just Puerto Rican, because if
kids.
mainly their handicapped, ok? And it's like what would you say
there
have a gripe up here which is trying to show these people out
average
Protestant
Anglo-Saxon
in the world everybody is not white
That there are people who are deaf. There are people
American.
well, and
who are blind, and there are people who don't speak very
heck of a lot
you better learn to live with them because there's a
But I've also
of them, and they have a right to be out there too.
kids, and it s
worked with deaf kids, and I've well, for handicapped
different,
They're always scared of anythi ng that s
the same thing.
good.
or
bad
s
it
that
and I think it's a lot of, it's not really

—

—
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or that the society is bad, it's that I think people are scared
of being known, and uh, when you show them, and if you expose them
to something that's different, eventually you'll become normal, and
then you know they won't feel so bad about it, and they'll accept
it.
Q.

Did Framingham provide you with any special
first started your teaching?

A.

Frami

ngham— No.

Q.

Ok.

What does it mean to you to be bilingual?

A.

A person who is bilingual, well, you gotta know two languages, but in
there should also go bi cultural.

Q.

Ok.

A.

Ok.

Now what does it mean to be bicultural?

Uh, that you can function in the two cultures of the two
languages, that you know and that you also are faced--of bilingual
listening you can be more bilingual.
mean, you can know more of
I
one language than the other, and I think that most of the people
that are up here talking about us "bilinguals" are professionally
more English than they are Spanish. They're not really bilingual
and culturally I think that a lot of them are also more English
than they are Spanish because they were trained in American schools
and most were brought up in American culture and were not really
So they're not
being brought up in whatever other culture it was.
anybody
that's
anything
there's
don't
think
really bilingual.
I
know.
theoretically, you
who's perfect bilingual.
.

Q.

training when you

.

Anddidyou have any special training, any,

in Framingham since

you've been here?
been to or have they given me.

A.

Have

Q.

That they've given you

A.

For what?

Q.

For you, because you're

A.

Q.

I

a

.

.

workshop?

a

teacher?

We had an effective
For teaching, bilingual, uh, not really.
any kind of training,
really
not
of
kind
was
that
workshop, but
trained in
I was
because
boring
very
was
as such, and for me it
anything.
me
So it didn't tell
special ed.
with
What kinds of techniques have you developed for dealing
techniques
by
mean
I
teaching Spanish speaking children? And, what
of
kinds
what
behavioral techniques,
I mean learning techniques,
speaking
Spanish
with
things have you developed yourself in dealing
^

chil dren?
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A.

What do you mean have

Q.

Have you developed any techniques that you, have you, what
techniques have you used in dealing with Spanish speaking
children?

A.

What have

Q.

Yeah, what kind of techniques do you like?

A.

Well, I am a behaviorally marked person, and that's what they call
me around here. The behavioral lady.
I
used to be straight, and
I
lay the facts down, like Pavlov almost, and uh, but besides
that, besides that, because I think that behavior modification
works. But culturally, that's my hang-up, you really got to know
your kids, and you really got to know where they're coming from,
urn, how to be strong, when they need to be strong, and how to be
their mother when they need a mother.
Because bilingual kids are
different from the American kids. These kids are, I think it's
more social than it is bilingual.

do?

I,

I

developed myself?

I

don't understand.

What

What do you mean by social?

Q.

How are they different?

A.

Social class, I think that it's not a matter of difference than
think it's a difference in them being the
I
them being bilingual.
Iwoest of the social classes in Puerto Rico, because kids like
Michel, kids like Chrise, who are upper class, are gonna make it.
Because the system is middle class, and they're middle class, I
think that for instance in these kids it is that it's not that
they, you know, they're handicapped, languagewi se, I think that
they're handicapped classwise.

Q.

What does it mean specifically to be handicapped classwise?

A.

Trying to shove down middle class values into lower class people.

Q.

Which are.

A.

.

.

Which are what, which are the whole professional work ethic. To
hard
them it doesn't matter because obviously it's gonna be very
And they
for them to get a job, as it's very hard to get a job.
the
don't have the social skills to use, and they don't have
it into
make
to
going
they're
that
way
Then there's no
education.
all
know,
you
down,
shove
to
society at all, and you're trying
re
They
bullshit.
that's
I mean
this push, push, push college.
into
it
make
gonna
never going to make it into college. They're
And we're not going to change that unless
some kinds of a trade.
thei r environment.
you slowly change the kids in, you slowly change
because the kids stay
If they put up this great big forest, if
well, to them that s
home because they have to be a baby sitter,
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important, and of courso, thoy'll bo out of school bocause they
need the money.
They need to survive.
Because that's their way of
surviving.
It's very nice for you to say, well you kids should
learn more, should go to college, but when it comes down to food,
I mean
I'm sorry. I'd do the same thing.
Why am I in bilingual
special ed« masters? Because I could have a chance of getting a
scholarship.
Because I would like to do speech therapy, but I need
the money, and I cannot quit working to go do clinical work.
And
that is it.
Q.

Do you feel

that the participation of the community, speaking of the
Spanish cormiunity» in Framingham is important of the bilingual
program?.
A participation ini. the program, in the bilingual
program.

think that it's too late.

A.

I

Q.

In what way?

A.

Latins don't get involved in education.
None of them do cross
culturally.
kid
Ok, once the
goes to school it's the teachers'
responsibility, not mine, ok, and you get that because classwise
in Puerto Rico too, because you look at very rich kids who are
sent to Catholic schools, so that they become Catholic, but
So you get the same
their parents don't teach them that at home.
problem whether they're upper class or lower class. So that's
It's not, I don't think that it's a class
a cultural thing.
Of course you should get them to be a little more
problem here.
involved, but that's when it's classwise, I mean you have kids
whose parents never went to school, who doesn't have any stimulus
He's
He's going to have a very hard time making it.
at home.
only in school eight hours a day.

I

think that's trying to change culture.

Q.

Do you feel that it helps you as a teacher to have parents come
in and talk to you about the problem the child is having?

A.

As a teacher?

Q.

Why?

A.

Urn,

Q.

What kind of behavior modification techniques do you use?

A

Urn,

No.

because, since I use behavior modification, urn, it works as
Of course the minute they get home I
long as they're here.
can't deal with the environment out there.

into
well, we start out with tangible rewards, and then we go
individuals,
them
making
into
And
the praise and things like that.
because I
and I've tried to make the kids work for themselves
So, unless
home.
at
know that they're not going to get any support
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my kids come out of here working with the self-worth that my
stuff is good, and I gotta do this for myself, then they're not
gonna make it, and that's the way I think it can slowly change
them.
And you can't, urn, movethem out in two days.
Q.

How do you evaluate the progress of the students?

A.

What kind, academic, or emotionally?

Q.

Both.

A.

The classes I've had so far are learning disabled, and with
emotionally disturbed, so what we do is we start out working first
with the emotional and academics.
Second if the kids can't make
it he's not gonna care whether he reads or not, and I don't care
whether he reads or not.
If he can't even sit down to begin with.
So, I've gotta give him a sense of self worth, and in the beginning
of the year they come in and they're just all over the place, and
I start out making charts of what they do.
This year it worked more
because I had a student teacher, and it was marvelous, because
she was student teaching.
I
could sit back and watch, and I also
tried to make them more independent so that when they're off working
I'm not doing nothing. I'm sitting back and watching and seeing what
And I do write it down, and see what I can do
it is they're doing.
with my notes. This kid is doing this, and all of a sudden he's
changed, and of course you've got to do that for the special ed.
kids.
But I do it for the other kids too.

Q.

What age groups do you deal with?

A.

I

Q.

They're all special ed?

A.

have the third and fourth grades, so they start from seven to ten.

The others are not cored or some are processed,
Fifty percent.
or some are getting help, any, psychologically, or speech therapy,
they all do something besides me.

Q.

Do you think that Spanish speaking children should have special
consideration? And if so, why?

A.

Some consideration, for what?

Q.

You tell me.

A.

What do you mean by special considerations?

Q.

Well, as compared to an Anglo child?

A.

How do you want to compare it?

Q.

Well

,

what do you think?
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A.

Q.

What are the considerations, they're kids (excited).
I mean
these kids have gotta have special consideration for, not because
they're Spanish speaking, it's because the neighborhood they come
from, but I would have the same consideration for an Anglo' kid who
came from the same neighborhood.
I mean, they need the emotional
push, and all other extra stuff we do for them, but not because
they speak Spanish.
It's because the environment is horrible, and
you live on Pine Street and someone is killing each other in the
middle of the street, you know, every other day.
I mean, I don't
care if you speak Hebrew, you know, you need help.
there's
I mean,
a lot of kids in the other classes that are like that, except I
don't teach them.
One last question.
Ok.
you prefer to do?

If you were to lieave teaching, what would

were to leave teaching,?

A.

If

Q.

What would you prefer to do?

I

would never leave teaching.

A.

I

Q.

Never in a million years?

A.

li

I'm an idiot (laughter)
It's so exciting, you love it so much.
I
laughter).
(more
do
work
you
all
the
for
paid
you don't get
started
I
like.
whole
my
taught
always
wouldn't think that. I've
used to tutor
I
teaching when I was in seventh grade in school.
think that
don't
I
my friends, and that's how I started teaching.
Everything
Nothing.
What else would I do?
I would ever leave it.
No.

else is boring.
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Interview #7
Q.

How did you become a teacher in Framingham?

A.

First,

I
worked with neighborhood youth core and I was a bilingual
counselor for kids who worked in the summer program.
Somebody
from Head Start approached me from that program that
summer, and
then I worked for Head Start for 2-1/2 years, and
then I stopped
working with Head Start because the kids were too young and
I
wanted a change.
Then I heard of a vacancy here, and I cam here
to ask, and that's how I got the job.

Q.

Did you specially train to be a teacher?

A.

Yeah, but not early childhood.

Q.

Did you train to be

A*

No.

Q.

Did you do student teaching?

A.

Not to become a teacher here.
formally.

Q.

How did you become

A.

Well, my experience in Head Start was good.
But there are a lot
of things missing administratively in the Head Start program, so
I wasn't getting a lot of things
and I liked the kids.
I wanted,
So when they had this job I thought I would have the same kids;
the same kind of children, but a little older.
So, that's how come
I
came to investigate, and I just like the kids in particular, and
I
the community, and I knew the community well, and they knew me.
made a lot of home visits and people got to knoe me that way.

Q.

How long have you been teaching here in Framingham?

A.

Three years.

Q.

Did Framingham give you any special training when you began as
teacher?

A.

a

I

was supposed to teach high school.

bilingual teacher?

I
trained to be an art teacher, and I took a minor in Spanish
because it's my native language.
I
trained in New York, and they
didn't have any use for an art teacher at the time.

a

I

never did student teaching

teacher of Spanish speaking children?

a

First of all, I wasn't
it was absolutely horrendous.
and I had no idea of what
teacher,
education
early
be
an
trained to
and my experience
sense
common
my
use
had
to
So I
was going on.
Because in the
mother.
a
with Head Start, and my experience as
a special needs
mother,
bilingual program, you're kind of like a
No.

No,

teacher, all

those things combined.
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Q.

Did Framingham provid© you with any spacial workshops?

A.

I

Q.

Were the workshops any good?

A.

This year they had a couple of inservice workshops that were
excellent.
They included my doing something with the direction
of the teacher in charge; I had to experience something.
Lots of times we just have lectures and they don't help a lot.
Sometimes what they talk about is so much different from the
classroom.

Q.

What does it mean to be bilingual?

A.

think that it means being sort of a person who can change
I
language and culture, and who can experience both cultures and
languages very well

Q.

What do yo mean by experiencing them both very well?

A.

Being able to think that to speak and to feel in both languages
and cultures.
Like for me I'm able to think and speak Spanish,
And
and I'm able to live some of my cultural values in Spanish.
I
can do the same thing in English.
It's like being almost having
extra little gifts about yourself.
It's like being able to get along
with a lot of different people. On both sides of the spectrum.

have taken some courses and I have been to some workshops to
help me know the curriculum better.

can get along well with English speaking people, and I can
speak English and I can sort of think and feel a lot of good
things about the English culture, arid also about the Spanish
I'm proud of it,
don't have to deny my culture.
I
culture.
It's kind of like having extra things;
and I feel good about it.
not just being Spanish, but being English, both at the same time.
It's being able to change
I don't know if that's clear or not.
know that I had to sacrifice
I
and still remain the original.
something of my own Spanish culture in order to become English,
but I don't think that it has been bad things that a sacrificed.
think I can still call myself Puerto Rican and feel Puerto
I
Rican, and can also be comfortable in an English speaking atmosphere
I

without feeling inferior.
A lot of my values, like being brought up in a traditional family
unit and being brought up with both mother and a father and being
brought up to like good things like good music, good food, and
think that a lot of those things I
I
art and stuff like that.
I'm not saying that you couldn't get it from
got from my parents.

brought up
an English speaking parent also, but since I wasn't
J^^t
parents.
here that much I thought that I got it from my
the
like
liking the kind of things that maybe are old fashioned,
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idea of being a family person, the idea of keeping the family unit
the idea of being married, by raising children, that will have
similar values to you.
Not necessarily controlling them so that
they'll be exactly like me, but that they'll have some of the good
things I've got from my own traditions.
Q.

What are some of the techniques that you have developed
Spanish speaking children?

A.

I
learned to use a lot of music, dancing, and gamesiin particular
with the child in order to get them comfortable to enjoy the
learning situation, and I think that I have had to sort of become
a little bit like them, like kids, in order to help them to learn,
because I've had to get their confidence and I've had to sit on
the floor with them.
I've had to crawl on the floor with them
so that they would feel comfortable doing things.
But a lot of
dramatization is something that helps get through to them. They
like to do things, to pretend.
If you put them on a spot they
don't do something, but if you sort of pretend that you're doing
Through music
something else.
And the music, they love music.
I've been able to teach them a lot of things, like math, and
stuff like that.

in teaching

Q.

How do you evaluate the progress of your students?

A.

At the beginning we give them a BOEM test, which is to see what they
Then throughout the year, I have
know and what they don't know.
cards with little squares, and I write down concepts which they're
supposed to know by the time they go to first grade, like numbers
check them throughout the year and at the end of the
and colors.
I
check out what they do know and what they don't know I
year.
I
I also do a check list which I do at the beginning
leave blank..
It says, progress evaluation, and it has things like,
of October.
positive self attitude, needs improvement, progressing, or doing
At the beginning of the year you'd have to find out where
well.
they're at and at the end of the year they usually progress pretty
wel

Q.

A.

1

Do you find that having a teachers'

aid helps you?

It would be difficult not to have one, and
Oh yes, absolutely.
But she helps to evaluate the
have to do all these things youself.
kids too.

Q.

training?
Do you think that teachers aids should receive more

A.

Yes.

and in
Especially in any kind of early childhood courses,
that
think
Some of them are lacking in English, but I
English.
have
much they
they're learning very quickly, considering how
to do.

I.
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Q.

Do you think that parents should participate in the bilingual
program?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And this is happening now?

A.

It's beginning to happen now very much.

Q.

Why?

A.

Because we've been pushing it like crazy.
Because we're used to
making home visits, and we stopped, and now we put the parents into
a position where they have to come and because we have the backing
of the administration to get these parents to come.
Like the
social worker goes and the community worker and goes and visits
them and tells them to come and there's project pride; it has

We've been trying for years to get that to happen, and I
think it's beginning to happen now.
I
think it's important for
the parents to know what he's learning, and not to think that
kindergarten is just a big game, but that it's important that
children learn some basic things in kindergarten and it's
important to see what the parent thinks what he expects, and it's
important just to talk to them.
Sometimes to listen to them. This
is very valuable.

helped.

teacher?

Q.

Did you used to make home visits as

A.

Yeah, in some cases we still do because we have parents that never
anwer; that never come, and we have to kind of go over there and
have them meet us and say, well, maybe I will come because I know
the teacher is going to be like, too educated, there's that sort
of attitude.

a

Q.

Do you think that special consideration should be given to
Spanish speaking children?

A.

Yes.

think that all
I
Particularly children with special needs.
and whose
language,
native
the children who speak Spanish as a
have any
don't
who
Spanish is stronger than their English, or
able to
being
English, do definitely need to have the comfort of
with
common
set on somebody's lap that they know has something in
them, or just any little bit, or tell them what's wrong.
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Interview #8
Q.

How did you become

A.

interviewed for the job two years ago, and this is my second
year, end of my second year in Framingham.
I
was teaching in a
bilingual program in Braintree, Mass, before I cam to Framingham.
That program was becoming smaller, the numbers were diminishing
and so for that reason I made a decision to switch to another
program.

Q.

Did you specifically train to be

A.

Originally I was a Spanish major and when I grduated from college
took a job teaching Spanish in a junior high school, and I did not
have any teaching courses at that time.
I
received my job on a
waiver and then I began taking teaching coursds.

a

teacher in Framingham?

I

a

teacher?

No.
I

Q.

Are you a certified bilingual

A.

Yes.

Q.

Where did you do yout student teaching?

A.

I

Q.

What led up to your being

A.

Well, since I was teaching Spanish in the junior high school I
realized there that I wasn't getting enough contact.
I wasn't
improving my own Spanish skills, and I could see that they were
And at the time--after my three years
going to be going downhill.
teaching, which was in Braintee, Massachusetts, I moved to Washington, D. C.--and that's where I was lucky enough to find a job in
the Spanish speaking community there and ultimately became the
director of a day care center in the Hispanic community. And so
didn't have any bilingual training
I
I
really learned on the job.
had worked in neighborhoods in Boston during
I
really, beforehand.
I worked for something called the Boston
my summers in college.
Migrant School which was funded through the State Department of
Education, Migrant Program, so I had several summers doing that.
had had contact with bilingual education before but when it came
I
didn't find anything in the bilingual
to a full time job, I had.
field, so I went into regular teaching, but then realized after a
course of time that really what I wanted to get into was working
So when I moved to Washington, the
with Spanish speaking people.
opportunity came up, I jumped at the chance, and since then I ve
been dealing with bilingual education.

Since then I've taken

great number of educational courses.

a

didn't do student teaching.
teacher, of Spanish speaking children?

a

.

Q.

teacher?

.

Did you receive any special training when you began to work here?
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A.

No.

Q.

What do you teach now?

A.

I

Q.

You've mentioned that you've received some workshops here in
Framingham?

A.

We have those inservice training days Thursday afternoons, and
really I guess, mostly from other staff people, that I get ideas.
I
cannot think of any time that someone has come in from the outside to give us actual workshops.
I also am an active member of
MATSOL.
And, so I have friends that are there and I often meet
with them to get new ideas and so on.
So I'm active in and of myself
with other outside organizations, just with the many friends who
are in bilingual education.
People that are still working in Woburn,
people that are working in Washington, D.C., urn, but here in
Framingham I guess I could say I haven't really received any formal
workshiops inESL training. Walter McCellan is certainly very helpful
so on a one on one basis--yes I did receive training because I
did not have experience teaching elementary age students in ESL
my experience had been with junior high and high school students,
and son on a one on one basis he gave me a lot of feedback and
a lot of suggestions as to how to present a lot of material.

teach English as a second language.

Q.

Do you remember when you went to workshops that you considered to
be excellent?

A.

That was given here in Framingham?

Q.

Or anywhere.

A.

Q.

A.

f

I
don't think so.
Nothing, you know, we do have workshops from
time to time, noting in particular, no.

.

.

Well, I went to several at the TESOL convention that were very helpful,
and, but I had to pick and choose from the number of workshops
There were very few that really were gonna be
that were given.
practically useful in my classroom.

Could you elaborate on that when you say 'practically useful'.
you think that's a prime ingredient of a workshop?

Do

when I choose a workshop at a large convention like
Definitely.
will just
that. I've been to many conventions so I know often times it
feelings,
real
any
be theory and I will really come away without
after time
you know. I've heard the same thing and reiterated time
what
know
I
and you know, don't want to waste my time in that.
know.
you
my philosophy is, and I don't need to hear it restated,
I want
when
lecture like that, but
I mean it's enjoyable to attend a
ideas.
with some new
to go to a workshop I really want to come away
.

.
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So

I m pretty
good at being able to choose the workshops that's
going
to give me something really what I can
grasp and bring back to the
classroom with me, so at this last convention, for example, I
v/ent
to the, to things like songs in the classroom where I knew
I'd

come
away with a specific song that would help me teach a certain
structure
in the class.
And sure enough, I did, urn, so those are the things
I
really find where I really learn the most is from my teaching
friends.
Q.

What other experiences besides teaching have you had with Spanish
speaking people?

A.

Well, for instance, working in Boston during those summers I was
not only teaching I was also a program where in the mornings I was
teaching, in the afternoons I would spend time compiling a directory
of services available to Hispanics in the South end.
That was in 1968,
and there was very little available at that time.
And so I was doing
a lot of community work, going into homes talking with people, and
that's why I guess I got so interested in bilingual education, because
I
don't view it just as being a teacher.
It's also being a community
person,
really got interested in social work, something that I
I
will perhaps go into in the future, and so any job that I have right
now I'd like to have contact with families.
So in Boston I had that
contact.
In my job in Washington, D.C. I was really a resource person
in the Hispanic community.
I directed the day-care center,
but through
my contacts with parents who were bringing their children to the
center, it turned out to be more than a pre-school, it also turned
out to be sort of a gathering point for parents and a place to discuss
issues other than education. .'In Woburn my position there, I was
really more social worker than I was teacher, because it was a very
small program and I was the only bilingual teacher at the secondary
Also, I was really
level, and so my job was to teach during the day.
spending a lot of time with families getting them to support me
and to be sure that bilingual education was offered for their students,
for their children, and also I was very deeply involved with an
agency in the community there that was working for, you know, a dropin center for students, and also for parenting groups for adults,

things of that type.
Q.
A.

In

your opinion, what does it mean to be bilingual?

It's not just a matter of being able
It's a very difficult question.
although that is the first thing
languages,
two
to communicate in
that comes to mind, is that you're able to adequately comprehend
and to express yourself in two languages, but more important I d like
That's really important to understand
to add, bi cultural factor.
And ^although
the culture of the people that you're dealing with.
I'm always^
Spanish,
in
well
relatively
I'm able to express myself
that I m
groups
Hispanic
of
trying to learn more in different types
Rico.
Puerto
in
time
working with and that's why I've spent a lot of
Rican
Puerto
And a lot of time working getting to know more of the
vital to my
people here in the Boston community, because it's just
effectiveness in the classroom.
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Q.

What does it mean to be

A.

Oh, having a good understanding of both the culture from which
I
am from and the culture from which my students are coming,
meaning

bi

cultural?

that I have a good grasp on not only on their language, and their
language certainly has a lot to do with that undeniable linkage
between language and culture, there's no doubt about it, but understanding their economic background, their political background, if
they're coming from whatever country it is they might be arriving
from.
Q.

Do you think that there is such a person as a

A.

Definitely.'.
However, there are different grades to it. A lot of
people say bilingual/bicul tural , and I really doubt it. And I
could never say, if anyone ever asked me if I was bilingual. I'll
say well, I do speak Spanish, but there's always room for improvement
and I really am jealous of people who can really coordinate
bilinguals and I do, there are people that are bilingual / bi cultural,
but they always do favor someone over the other depending on what
area they are talking about or whatever.
I
think the most important
thing though really, is having that sensitivity and that desire to
learn about the other culture.
I will
never be totally bilingual/
bicultural, but I will think that I have the sensitivity and the
desire to learn more and more at all times. And I think that that's
the key.
know people that supposedly are bilingual and bicultural
I
but they certainly speak a lot better than I do, and they come from
a background where they're grown up in a Hispanic country and have
So they really have had the
lived here for a great number of years.
opportunity to grasp, but sometimes they really don't have the
sensitivity for either their own group or for the other group in order
to bring it together.

Q.

What techniques have you developed for dealing with Spanish speaking
children?

A.

bi

cultural

person?

Especially as an ESL teacher, to develop trust in them. For me that
So I am trying not to push them too hard
takes a long, long, time.
I
am sensitive
I want them to realize that, you know,
at first.
with at the
dealing
they're
to their needs, and to the problems that
teacher I
ESL
an
think It's really helpful that as
I
present time.
if
it's^
am bilingual, and that I can work with them in Spanish
Many times, especially in terms of students that I'm
necessary.
dealing with where they have many emotional and learning disab-jlities,
Their skills
Spanish.
I really need to start almost completely in
able to
they're
then
and
trust
the
in Spanish many times develop
with
disagree
might
people
Many
start to work over into the English.
would
particular
in
that idea, but I have found that my students
And we've worked a great deal on
really reject English at first.
The team,
that rejection of English during these last two years.
first year
Diana and myself, work together as a close team and the
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it was difficult for us because we were new to each other during
the
first semester. The second semester she was on leave. And so,
really, it's just been this year that we've been effectively been
able to pull things together with the students, can see that
she and I work closely together, and she and I communicate in both
languages and therefore they are getting a better feeling for the
ideas, of speaking the two languages.
Q.

What is their problem with trust?
on that?

A.

I
represent the other culture that they're fighting. You know,
they're having lots of problems adjusting to living in a new place.
They represent the fact that they've been, that their roots have
been pulled up and all of a sudden they're in a place that's completely
foreign to them, where they don't, aren't able to speak their own
languages, or in many places, are unable to speak their own language,
and therefore they reject me.
And many times they blame me for
many of their other problems also. And so it's been very difficult
for me too.
We've talked about this in a group with Miriam Havens
who is a social worker at Youth Guidance. And it's a very interesting
The fact that they reject English, and they reject me
question.
as a way of really righting the fact that they're here and it's
a difficult issue for me to cope with. I am still dealing with it,
even with some of my students who have been with me for over two
years.
If they're feeling insecure that immediately comes out in
English class.
And I'm this time of year is a perfect time, two weeks
ago when we first told them that, you know, here's where you'll be
going next year that this school is closing they're going to a new
schools, and many of them will be going to schools where Diana and I
Their immediate reaction was to reject the English,
will not be.
Would not do their
they came to me and wouldn't speak any English.
work in English class, and they generally were being nasty, you know,
towards me, and sort of using me as a scapegoat for their other
problems.
I think many of the ESL teachers really didn't know how
to deal with that.

Q.

A.

Q.

Could you elaborate a little

Do you think that participation of Spanish speaking parents with the
school teachers is important?
If you
think in my list of needs, that was one of my top needs.
even
can't
you
partents
can't, if you have no communication with the
The
thing.
think that is the most important
I
start a program.
attendance is based on parents' support; if the children don t attend,
program,
then there's no way that they're going to be able to have a
thing,
an educational program, so I think it's the most important
the first thing to establish.
I

with Spanish
Have you yourself developed strategies for dealing
speaking parents?
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A.

Yes,

Q.

Do you visit now?

A.

Yes, oh yes.
I have.
that's one of the first things I do in the
Fall, get the parents, we well as the students, where they live,
because I need my students to know that I care about their home,
and I've got that contact with their parents.
Urn, that's vital to
me in my classroom. As I said, they reject English.
Many times I
have lots of discipline problems that I wouldn't be dealing with if
I were
teaching in Spanish.
If they were my students.
I work on a
pullout basis when they're with me. Sometimes only one hour a day.
They don't really have any affiliation to me, and so I really have to
have a close tie with the parents.
It's very important.

Q.

Do most of your teaching colleagues do that?

A.

Most of us in the school do because we see the importance of it.
That's why it's so important that I speak Spanish and that I
communicate with the parents. And it's difficult, it makes our days
very long, and I often feel guilty that I don't have any more contact,
you know, it's something as I'm sitting here saying it, know I'm
thinking--gee I really should've been to visit more, you know, and
it's very difficult, very difficult.

I

visit with parents frequently.

.

.

,

Q.

Do you think that Spanish speaking children should have special
consideration?

A.

As.

Q.

As compared to Anglo students.

A.

What do you mean by 'special considerations'? I think they should
get a least what the English speaking students get, and that's something we find we really have to push for. And I think that we should
get some, I think they do need the extra understanding of people that
don't think that just
I
are well trained to deal with their needs.
students are
speaking
English
that
programs
same
the
offering them
programs.
special
have
have
to
They
enough.
be
getting is going to

Q.

A.

.

.?

Elaborating on the first statement you made that they should have
have
access to, in a sense, any other regular programs that Anglos
them?
to
access
having
not
access to. What do you mean that they're
programs,
that many times they don't get the access to other
so
population,
peer
the
from
n our situation here we're isolated
fifth
and
fourth
as
graders
fifth
hat my students who were fourth and
activities,
curricular
iraders are supposed to get certain extra
here, so we as
hey don't get it. We tend to be really isolated
being
really
s
;eachers have to really reach out and see what
schools, to be
iffered to other students outside in the regular
something that makes it very
;ure that we also are included, and it's
feel
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difficult for us because it means really staying in touch with
other
programs, and we tend to get too involved just with our bilingual
students, or bilingual parents. We often don't see what's
going on
in the entire system.
Q.

Your

A.

Well, this year has really been very good in that most of my students
are from Diana's fourth and fifth grade bilingual classes.
I
also
do have some students from Miss Conner's class.
She deals with the
self-contained fourth, and fifth grade ESL classes. And I've pulled
students in from her clases.
Also I have one class that is just her
Portuguese students, and for reading, but then my other oral ESL
classes I'll have two of her students included with Diana's clases.
The only class that I have that does not include students from
Miss Conner's class is a reading class for beginning students, and
a remedial oral class where I really need to use a lot of Spanish.

Q.

How do you evaluate the progress of your students.

A.

By using standardized tests.
We do give the Metropolitan reading
test.
Last year I didn't use it because none of my studetns were
able to really read in English.
This year I have students that are
a little bit more advanced.
They came to me with a much better background in their Spanish reading, and so I was able to start immediately
with them in English reading or at least after the first couple of
months of oral ESL. The older students that were able to learn
through reading, and I did give them the Metropolitan reading test.
I
However, I did it more just for myself than I did to judge them.
really gave it, I guess, more from the standpoint for their becoming
They'd never taken a test before, and I know
a little bit test-wise.
that in the next two years when they're integrated in regular school
programs they're not going to have as much experience taking tests
as other students are, and that's gonna really put them at a deficit.
No, not at
I would never use those test scores to evaluate them.
to
say that I
guess I would have
I
all.
I'm really against that.
can see their growth
I
evaluate them on my own perception in class.
in class, and I'm, in the oral part of the ESL class I can, their

a

pullout program.

How many existing groups do you deal with?

growth is very evident.
Q.

A.

Q.

Are you particularly fond of using one teaching technique over
another in ESL?
It seems that every class that I
It depends on the class I have.
And I found that even though I've taught so many
have is different.
ESL classes in the last 6 or 7 years, every year it's completely
different technique that I choose.

And one last question from you.
would you do?

If

you were to leave teaching, what
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A.

would still use, I would still be involved in something where I
had my ties with education, probably, I know that I would be working
with Hispanics in a community agency. Probably working more from
the social worker point of view, but still having a tie in with the
education since I've been teaching. This is my tenth year of teaching.
I'd want to use the experience in that I've had with the public
schools in whatever job that I do.

Q.

Ok.

A.

No.

Q.

What do you mean?

A.

Just that when I started in bilingual education it was the late 60'
early 70' s when people were really excited about the ideas, urn, of
bilingual education, and just in these last few years in the last
two years, we've been getting a lot of negative press.
And of course
the question of money is being, what they are right now.
don't
I
know what kind of funds will be allocated for bilingual programs.
I'm
I hate to see it as being one of the things that's cut out.
still hoping.
I'm hoping that it will be seen--bil ingual
bilingualism will be seen as an asset, something that we can't let.
And I hope to see bilingual programs
deteriorate at this point.
I'm a little
number,
rather than decrease.
in
and
increasing
improve,
reading
been
what
I've
Just because of
bit pessimistic right now.
or people
Washington,
and from what I hear from people that are in
budget
what
our
that are in the government will perhaps determine

I

Would you like to add anything?

Just that I feel very dedicated to bilingual education.
little bit concerned what it's future is going to be.

I'm a

.

will

be in the future.

.
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Interview #9
Q.

How did you become

A.

Well, I was looking for a job when I first came
to Boston, and
just happened that Framingham had an opening, and it was
closer
than Worcester that I had a job offer.
And Boston didn't get
themselves together and they only called me a week after I was
already teaching in Framingham.

Q.

Did you specifically train to be

A.

Yeah, I had a.
well, my, I graduated with a sociology degree
but then I went back and got a teaching degree to.
So when I came
to Boston I was certified already, not in bilingual, not in bilingual education.

Q.

Then what did you teach?

A.

I
was a social studies teacher, and
school

Q.

I
see.
Where did you finish student teaching?
do student teaching?

A.

Well, yes, it was a special

Q.

That's where you did your student teaching? Did you find that
student teaching helped you to become a teacher?

A.

No.

Q.

Why.

A.

The special project that is on my transcript
Well, let me phrase it.
is student teaching, wasn't really teaching, so I've never gone
I mean I've done student teaching
through the experience of teaching.
as you know, I was really teaching at the time, that's why.

Q.

As a social

A.

Yes.

Q.

Did you find being a social studies teacher helped you to be
bilingual teacher here in Framingham?

A.

Uhh, not necessarily.

Q.

In

.

what way?

a

teacher in Framingham?

a

teacher?

.

project.

I

had taught before in

a

regular

Excuse me, did you

It was in Mexico.

studies teacher?

The social studies part,

just'. ha-vtug

a

taught!
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A.

Well, I knew what the classroom was.
I
had also taught in Harlem
before coming here. And, urn, I was dealing with kids
that had
limited English speaking ability and yet I was supposed
to teach
them English.
So could I understand some of the class.

Q.

Where were you born?

was born in Lima, Peru.

A.

I

Q.

When you first started teaching here in Framingham, did Framingham
give you any special training?

A.

No.

Q.

How long have you been teaching here

A.

This is my fifth year.

Q.

Fifth year.

A.

And it's hard for me.

Q.

And you're

A.

Right.

Q.

Has Framingham given you any kind of training during the five years
to be a bilingual teacher?
In terms of workshops?

A.

Not any more than any other teachers. There are other workshops for
teachers in general, but nothing specifically designed for bilingual
teachers.

Q.

Would you like to receive some workshops

A.

You mean Framingham, doing that sponsoring? Yeah,
be good.

Q.

In

A.

A bilingual

Q.

Yes.

A.

it means that you are able to communicate in both
languages, and understand both your culture and the others' culture.

Q.

What does it mean to be bicultural?

A.

To me, to be bicultural, you can function adequately.
Ok.
in either of the two cultures.

a

bilingual

in

Framingham?

teacher?

in

bilingual
I

education?

think that would

your opinion, what does it mean to be bilingual?
person?

In my opinion,

You know
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Q.

What does it mean to function adequately?

A.

Urn, to have a feel for it.
To have sensitivity towards the people
and the customs, and language, the opinions.

Q.

What techniques have you developed in teaching Spanish speaking
people here in the bilingual program?

A.

Well, one thing is flexibility.
I mean, first of all,
to be able
to openly give your energies on the spur of the moment.
I
would
say that's number one.
And number two is have to develop almost
1 i ke
survival skills..

Q.

What do you mean?

A.

I mean by that when you have put,
this is what happened to me.
My
first year I was put in a classroom of twenty-two kids that first
day out there. There was nothing then so those kind of survival
skills in terms of materials. That's no longer true for me.
have
I
passed now.
But at the beginning that's what I had to deal with.
Urn, lack of information, there wasn't enough said about human
assistance in general to be able to start working with it.
.

Q.

How about some of the techniques that you have found to be successful?

A.

Interesting.
.develop strong relationships with them, and I
think that's when a successful way to handle everything, whether it's
learning, they always want to learn because we get along so well.
I don't really have a discipline problem per se, within the classroom,
or the teaching situation, because there's just no room for that.

Q.

What

A.

And it's not that
Well, I feel that my students really respect me.
problem,
discipline
a
the
they are angels, but I would not consider
behavior
normal
that's because the things they do--I think that it's
you know, and you can talk about it. And it's not threatening for
them to speak about how they feel at certain times.

.

.

is the normal

discipline problem?

'

Q.

A.

How do you get your students to respect you?
can only keep
I
Well, that's something that people have asked me.
think
that they
don't
I
that
is
pointing that one thing I can point
asking
are
what
you
know
I
just respect me, and they love me.
know about
I
me, I don't know how to pin point certain things.
And I couldn't tell
how I really don't have discipline problems.
I
think that's it.
I
you except we have a good relationships.
carried^
have
year
I
first
my
after
year
each
don't know, it's like
that you re
over, the children, so those kids influence the newcomers
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just getting the same pattern.
So I don't have to fight for
their respect, you know, I mean, it's like very nice.
I
mean.
I'm interested in them, I like to visit homes a lot.
Q.

Do you go and visit their homes?

A.

Uh huh.

Q.

Why, why do you feel that's important?

A.

I

think that's important because they feel that you care. And also
think that it's important for them to come and see that you are
not just a teacher, but a person with a family, with a, with
interests, so there has been those kind of exchanges. What I was
gonna say is that even on vacations, I mean, I don't live too far,
I live
in Boston, you know, if I don't have any plans. I'll come
in the middle of the vacation and visit.
And it's easy to visit
them because they all live in the same place.
I

Q.

Do other teachers do that?

A.

I

Q.

Do you think that other teachers should do that?

Q.

Q.

A.

think so.

I'm not so sure that everybody does.

Visit families?

think so, but if not, not in the way, if you don't feel like
doing it then I'd rather say, don't do it, because it's obvious that
you don't enjoy it.
I

How about some of the other techniques that you use in your classroom, what age groups do you have?

Right now I have eight, nine, ten and eleven; third, fourth and
New arrivals--! ess English than any of the other children in
fifth.
.and skill wise they can range from
the bilingual program.
kindergarten up.
.

Q.

A

How do you deal wi th

al

1

of them?

I
So that helps.
usually have an aide for certain periods.
are, and some
just, I group them, you know, according to where they
did much
at the beginning when I first started teaching I
or herself,
himself
rhythm
doing
individualized, almost all one kid
might be
skills
their
although
and then later on I just combined,
was
there
that
thought
under a little bit at different levels I
inere
both,
do
I
now
something missing by not working as a group, so
then
everybody does, and
is a certain amount of work that
You know, and the kids teel goo
difference.
it doesn't make any
they don't complain about more
I mean,
about it.
^
too.
academically,
think they know where they stand
I
work harder.

I
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Q.

How do you evaluate students?
do you go about it?

A.

I
really never rely on tests. On, just from the home work and
the work in the class I can see it doesn't take too much to know
what I can do. Their tables, or not, or whatever, they don'd understan, the grammar and anything they write.
The writing style,
without having the standardized tests or even a teacher may test,
this year I just had some tests the department head gave me this
year, so I'm giving it to them, but not as a test.
I'm just giving
it to them as worksheets.

Q.

You do think it's important to have Spanish speaking parents involved
in the bilingual program?

A.

Sure.
I
think it's the most important thing, because I feel that
in order to be successful with a child, the parents have to be
involved, you know, the more involved the parents are, the greater
chances , you know, of being successful with a given student. And
think they have a lot to offer in terms of their experience, and
I
in terms of how they deal with the kids at home, and vice versa.
I
think there's lots of room for sharing.

Q.

Do you find that having a teachers aide is helpful?

A.

Are you talking concrete terms of the teacher aide

Q.

Yes, what you have now.

A.

Urn.

Q.

How could it be more helpful?

A.

Well, one way it could be more helpful is if both her and I had
more time to communicate. We have scheduled times to talk about
As it is we're just inundated with
what's happening in the class.
meetings, and sometimes that doesn't take up a priority--meti ng
So that's one accommodation we put forth in
with a teacher aide.
set times at least once a month to
the teacher aide evaluations:
work--not about work--not about what we're going to do--not only
about what the teacher aide's going to do, but just feedback, you

I

Do you use standardized tests, how

think it's helpful at times.

I

have now?

At times it's nice.

know, back and forth.
Q.

Do you think teacher's aides should have more training?

A.

Yes.

Q.

In

what areas?
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A.

More than anything, in my experience, it would be in assertiveness
training.
There is too much of the teacher's aide syndrome or
complex.

Q.

You can answer this question any way you want.
Do you think that
Spanish speaking children should have special consideration?

A

You're just leaving that vague on purpose. Ok.
think they need
I
special consideration in cases of language.
If the child does not
speak English, I think that that's why the bilingual law was given,
so that they can be involved in this bilingual program.
Other than
that I don't think there should be any difference, discipline wise
or in terms of services, you know, they should have all the services
If there is a procedure-available to the rest of the population.
a set of guidelines for di scipl ine--then I think they should be
followed.

Q.

One last question.
do?

A.

That's what I've been thinking. You know. I've been considering
counseling and I've thought of going back to school for counseling,
Not quite made up my mind yet. And then another teacher
social work.
and I have been involved in writing some materials, so that's another
Basically that.
possibility.

If you were to leave teaching, what would you
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Interview #10
Q.

How did you become

A.

I
was a teacher in Hudson before, as a bilingual teacher, who
was
hired from Portugal as a winter teacher, and then I went
to college
over here to be certified as an elementary teacher.
Then I
became a teacher.

Q.

You got this job?

A.

Urn

Q.

So you have specific training to be a teacher?

A.

Ah ha.

Q.

You have bilingual certification?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Where did you do your student teaching?

A.

Right here.

Q.

Did you find that the student teaching helped you to become
teacher?

A.

Yes, but

a

teacher in Framingham?

hm.

also have bilingual

I

certification.

In Framingham.

had experience, you know, lik, in outside I was in
I
different classes, not by myself, but through the other teachers.
In the first year that I arrived I went to different schools, like
a sub in the high school, and then I moved, like, to a kindergarten
teacher and a first grade teacher for a few months--because it's
so, the first year was more
different, you know, the methods and.
or less visit--you know, the other teachers, and worked with them.
And then when I came to have my student teaching, the college said
since you have so many experiences already, you work with soo many
teachers, they just decide to give me specific hours, like, in my
free time, to go to the other classes and work with them.
.

.

It was helpful?

Q.

That was very helpful.

A.

Oh, yes.

Q.

What were some of the things you learned?

A.

.

.

Well, you know, to me, was to see the difference be^een the methods
It was not that I didn't know
in Portugal and over here, ok.
about.
anything about teaching, or
.

Q.

a

Right.

.

.

.
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A.

But was very helpful to me to see the difference.

Q.

Tell me.

A.

(laughs)
Well, the behavior of the students.
that shocked me
little bit.
But I figured out later about why, and that shocked
me a little bit. Well, it's completely different, right.
.

.

.

a

Q.

How was it over there?

A.

Well, you know, you have a set of attitudes to a teacher, like over
here, like, you know, you never.
it's like being in trouble
forever.
I mean, just get away with
it.
I
know over there now
is changing.
I
don't want to say it's still the same, it's not any
more.
It's very different.
Another thing.
the methods and
the materials, I mean over here you have two's of materials, twos.
Over there you have to make your own.
If you really need to have
something in your classroom, like the audio visual, it's nothing
over there, and over here you have a lot.
And the methods are a
little different.
And over there you learn more.
The methods are
European,
ok.
I
know that they are not trying to use the methods
from the United States, like France, England, they try to copy
those methods.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Q.

What are those methods like?

A.

Well,

(laughs) they use more, the outside learning, and you know
mean by that. And they use more of the nature than here.
And here, it's more like material stuff, like audio visual is a lot,
and it's more on the side of the room, I think, and over there
Lost of
it's you know, you try to be out as much as you can be.
big trips.
want to say, go farther, you know. A lot of places
I
have no money for that sort of thing, but the teacher tries t lot to
be out, like not big trips, a river or something, she tries to get
the kids out.
And that's the way, at least over there learning to
more individually, look
be a teacher, that's how my professor,
at them individually, what was different from before, because before
It's
it's one teacher for 40 kids and you know, it's impossible.
different
there
it's
over
because
very hard now to explain the whole,
than it was before, and I was just caught in a transition, when the
and that's
thing was passing from one to another, and I was.
did was
I
What
never taught over there.
I
where I think it's good.
Was
here.
finish my certification over there in July and then came
And then I went to the classrooms over here. And it
so quickly.
way, you know, I think it was great.
one
in
was good

what

I

.

.

.

.

.

Q.

Did you think that you'd be teaching Portuguese children when you
came to this country?

A.

That was the only thing that brought me here.
to come here, and when I came was not to stay.

I

would never want
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Q.

When you started to teach here
you any special training?

A.

Well, no. When I was in college, at that time,
course to finish, you know, to be certified.

Q.

Have you attended any workshops here? Did they give you any workships since you've been teaching here?

A.

Well, you know, all workshops they give are for most of the teachers
not just to me specifically.

Q.

What does it mean in your opinion to be bilingual?

A.

The most important things is to live in this culture, and to me
especially when a child comes from another country before they will
try to teach them math or reading or whatever, they will need to
understand what he is going through.
Suppose that they come from
Portugal, and uh. they find that it's completely different.

Q.

In what way?

A.

I mean, most of them that come here come from rural
places.
This
place is so confusing, you know, we don't have as much cars, you
wal k a lot, the buildings here, the people talking different to
you, and customs.
This person doing this, that person doing that.
You always think, you know, this is normal over here.
Let's just
try to do the same.
Just copying, right? And they don't understand
You can name it, you know, from education
one bit what is going on.
And such a conflict, you know, between
at the house to the outside.
I
For the parents, for the children.
the house and the outside.
mean to me the most important thing is to try to really understand
if you can, you know, what is going on in their minds, first of all,
then carry them, try to make a transition.

Q.

What does it mean to you to be
bicul tural

A.

Framingham, did Framingham give

in

bi

cultural?

A.

just got one

A person who is

?

Well, to be bicultural, first of all you really have to
(Sighs).
know the two cultures the way it is, right? And that's very hard.
say this not just about children, it is very hard for myself when
I
came here for the first year, I can remember, never forget it.
I
mean, your values are completely
I
My life was so different.
different then people who are here.
.

Q.

I

.

Give me an example of one of the difficulties.
most difficult in terms of values.

That you thought

I mean, you don't, you
Adapting to the other people.
the other person thinks differen..
and
way
sometimes you think it one
.

.
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or every, this is (laughs), I would be, well, like, suppose when
I
came I was, I didn't get around me, people I could communicate my
feelings at the time.
I
tried, but they wouldn't understand it.
I
mean you start with the food, to the style of, you know, different,
the way you live, I mean it is so completely different, I think.
Q.

Do you think a person can be bi cultural?

A.

Well, in time, yes.
Not from that day but in time.
Like right
now, I don't think I'm completely, but I think I am.
I
understand
more why this and another thing. That I want to say is this:
I
didn't want to accept, you know what I mean? I couldn't accept,
I mean,
I was here but I didn't want to accept certain things.
I
was resistant.
Until I understood a little bit, that I said I
accept this, I accept that, and that was easier, but at first I
couldn't, I just couldn't accept it, NO way!
think that was the
I
most.
the hard part.
For myself, I, you know, this cannot be
true for everyone, I didn't want to be here okay? That was the first
things (laughter) so when I tried to understand this and then you
start to accept things around you.
Each child is different, I mean, if
If a child
the child is here longer, you get a different way.
just arrived you get a completely different.
.

.

.

.

of a child who just gets here.

Q.

Give me an example

A.

Well, most of the children that just get here, they don't have any
I have a child
Until like, U just.
They don't.
problems.
I mean,
right here, not in my class, he is so confused right now.
cafeteria.
the
in
downstairs
is
this
downstairs,
like he was
Everyone was going, you know, out of his mind, you know, running
back and forth, playing the piano, and he was the one who was
Everyone
telling me, you know, he said, "I thought it was okay.
play, too"
and
piano
was doing the same. Why shouldn't I go to the
he^
because
And he was, he got himself in trouble. But he did it
shouldn't
didn't understand. He saw everyone else doing it so why
Later in the day I was
He just went along and did it.
he do it?
He
talkig to him, they said look, if you do this, this happens.
I
Portugal,
from
things
those
know
"I
said,
and
he
said, he looked
you
it,
doing
else
everyone
I
saw
but
never did it there before,
know, he'd say the same thing, I saw everyone else doing it, so
The funny thing; he said, I really agree with you, that
did it.
I
It looked like
is not nice (laughter) you should see that child.
right. ^And
was
what
he was right, telling me what was wrong and
doesn't
he
so this child he got himself in trouble not because
the
know what is, what he should do or shouldn't, but because^
What.^
He just said
society around him does it, he does it.
as well, you know, join
might
I
myself
I'm not going to be here by
the whatever.
.

.

:

^

.

Q.

.

who has been here for
How do you deal with the child from Portugal
a couple of years already?
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A.

That.
it's a little hard, I mean, you know, he comes from the
house that he grows up in with different values, okay. The father
says you do this and you'd better do it, and otherwise, who knows
what, and he comes to school and he tells you right away, you
cannot do that to me, he tells you!
I mean,
until he sees that
because everyone else tells him that the teacher cannot do that
to you, you know, what I mean? Everything else is fine, so if I
go to the office that's allright, and until they learn that I am
able to go downstairs and let their mother and father know, you
know, it doesn't work.
You know what I mean? When they found
out that I really do it, I mean, your father and mother are going
to know this, you are going to get yourself in trouble, in your
way, not just going to the office.
You're going to your house
and you'll get very punished for that because, like, when a teacher
tells the father and the mother in Portugal that, especially he
doesn't behave, I mean, it's allright if you don't do the work or
read the literature, but if you don't behave; oh-oh!
then you
are, there's always exceptions, right? but in general, that will
happen. Then the thing is most--80 percent of the childre, you
know, the problem is solved.
But you usually get to know what is
going on at the house and what is important for the child because
if you're going to say certain things to, even myself, I don't say,
what is truly going on because the parents, that's the way they
grew up, that's the way they think, that's the way they were
It's not because they
educated.
That's the way they think..
will kill their children, it's not because they, you know, it's
just the way, they never knew better, all right? Just like for
some children over here if the father looks at them with eyes open
But in the house, if
they, you know, they don't know what to do.
So what?
deal.
big
scream,
they
So
they do that--big deal.
different,
really
nothing
They scream all the time, so what? It's
if the
different
really
you know what I'm talking about? But it's
So
different.
that is really
father goes and wakes him up and.
m';!
that's what they are scared of.
.

.

.

.

Q.

A.

.

.

Do you think that it's important for Portuguese speaking parents
To have contact
to be involved while in the bilingual programs.
with the teachers?

Not just the
No question about it.
No question about it.
it's the first
mean,
I
general.
bilingual, but with education in
teach
I mean,
families.
thing they should do is the educate the
them the values over here.

Q.

Do you have contacts with the parents?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Do they come to see you in the school?

Portuguese parents?
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A.

Well, there's always another thing, you know, you just go to school
when your child is in trouble, okay. They come here once and
you tell them it's nothing really big, and they say, okay, fine,
and the next time it's hard for him to get over here because he
knows it's not an emergency.
My child is not that bad, she just
wants to let me know what's.
and that is not that important,
you know what I mean? For them.
For the others they are really
involved, really care, I mean, I don't want to use the word care,
but in a different way, okay, if they really are involved with
their children's educaton, if that education for them is important,
if for the children, going to college is important, for some of
them it's not, then they come and find out.
There is the other
ones:
school, it's not important, I mean, at a certain age you
go out to work, okay, they don't care about it.
They care about
the school but they don't care about education because they don't
believe in it, right? I work and he can work too.
He will just
work in some place.
but if, like I say, there is that difference,
If they
when they want to be involved in education, they come.
don't, they don't, forget it, you'll never get them over here.
And, uh, what was the question? I forget.
.

.

Do you feel

A.

Oh, yeah.

Q.

Why?

Q.

A.

Q.

.

that Portuguese speaking children should have special
consideration in school?

Q.

A.

.

Especially if they grow up here, it's hard because it's a difference
Right? Still, they are
between the house and the outside world.
able to, you know, distinguish sometimes, okay, the difference.
However, if the child comes at a certain age it's harder until they
really, you know, get to the, understand, you know, the culture,
and the you know, how they lived around here, uh, oh, better
give me the question.
If they should have special

consideration.

Yeah, and if the teacher, you know, have to understand the child.
If the teacher tries to listen to
That is to me the key, okay.
to find^
the child, if that child acts this way sometimes, tries
its
because
just
not
a reason, okay, not just because it's done,
the
for
family,
the
sometimes, it's okay, you know, for them, for
not.
s
it
here
over
way they've been raised, okay, to act that way,
and
this
the ways,
So, okay, if the teacher tries to understand
that, that's very helpful.
students?
How do you evaluate the problems of these
standardized tests?

You use
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A.

Well, you know very well day by day.
I
mean there is no,
there is no better test than that. Work with a child
day by day,
you know, you can see the progress.
I
don't have any tests in
Portuguese.
The ones I have are for myself.
It is not to
.

used.

.

be

.

.

Q.

You made them up?

A.

Yes.

Q.

You use them in just your class?

A.

Yes, just in my class, for my own information, and sometimes even then,
you know, I don't know, don't really believe too much, especially
for bilingual children.
I
don't believe too much in tsting, so, so
ambiguous.

Q.

One last question.
you do?

A.

Oh, gee, I don't know.
I
don't know,
by surprise.
I
have no idea.

Q.

Did

A.

Well, there was something that I really wanted to do, say, but I.
about the families.
That it's very tough to be a parent over here,
too.
Because, they are in their thirties, forties, okay, and they
come over here and they don't know how to act with the children.
The society tells them, you cannot spank your child, okay, but the
parent doesn't know other ways.
How to educate them, I mean, how
And comes to
to give them respect for adults or this or for that.
the point sometimes that all the parents let them do is whatever
Well, over here, it's fine.
they like and please, and it's okay.
Sometimes that's the excuse or they go to the extremes of one way
or the other.
Or there's such a conflict between the families and
the children.

Q.

What role should the school play?

A.

It's you know, really hard to say, what do to because if the parents
are willing to do that, to go out and get all, and learn all these
things then, you know, they got to work eight hours a day and they
have to come home and you know, take care of sometimes with six
You have to understand, you have no time to
or seven children.
think it's very hard to work in
I
and that.
this
do
and
really go
and
to come home a grab all these
hours
eight
a factory and to work
like to always have their
Portuguese
The
five or six children.
house neat and that is really something they have to do and there's
and
still the thing that the father, the mother has to do this
understand
to
try
the other has to do that and, I mean, if you really

I

If you were to leave teaching, what would

I

mean, you just caught me

leave anything uncovered?
.

.
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it's really hard to do it.
Would you do it? Would I do it?
Would anyone do it? Cause it's hard to learn. And some of them
over here they don't, they have a hard time reading. And because
the class that came here from Portugal is the lowest class, right
now it's come a little more because of the people from Africa
who have no jobs, so they come over here. So, coming a little
more people. A little more.
cheap migrant labor.
.

.

Uh, they care a little for education.
But before, it was the
really low class, some of them didn't know how to write or read and
speak sometimes.
It's just that their Portuguese is very low, you
know, what I mean? And it's hard, I mean, so many things that we
have to compete with, that most of us just gave up.
And there are
other things too, we are bilingual, just the teacher, like, the
teacher speaks Portuguese, right, and asks a lot of them, right?
And when it comes to the point that it's too hard for them they give
up.
But that's it.
They say:
"I'm going to take my child and
that's it.
From the bilingual and they put him in a regular class
because they don't bother them. They cannot speak to them, they
Most
cannot communicate with them.
So, you know, it's easier.
of them, some of them, I don't want to say most, some of them just
Especially if the child has
cannot, you know, deal with it.
problems, and you have to call them, now, later, you have to deal
with this, you have to deal with that, NO way.
Q.

Is that it?

A.

That's it.
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Interview #11
Q.

How did you become

A.

I
recently read about it in the newspaper. And I knew Audrey, so I
called her and asked her about the program and she suggested that I
go and speak to the director.
I was
interviewed by her and she asked
Audrey if she could work with me and she said yes, and here I am.

Q.

Have you had experience as

A.

Not directly.
I was in Girl Scouts and Cubs, and I'm
six, that's what it was.

Q.

Did you receive any special training from Framingham to be
teacher's aide?

A.

No.

Q.

How long ago was that?

A.

Eight years.

Q.

You started with the bilingual program?

A.

started with the Multi-Community Language Center.
with.

Q.

Now, yoii f^ll

A.

ESL, not bil ingual

Q.

Have you had any training from Framingham in ESL?

A.

In Framingtham,

I

a

teacher's aide?

a

teacher before?
a

mother of

a

was the original teacher's aide.

I

started with the program.

I

That's what I'm

under the bilingual program?

no.

I

went to Boston State this year and took

a

methodology course in ESL.
Q.

Find it helpful?

A.

was beyond most of it.
resume, (laughter)

Q.
A.

Q.

I

At this point. But it looks good on the

What led you up to teaching ESL?*
good part time job.
wanted to get a part time job, and this is a
children and I have some feeling,
ftnd I felt that I could work with
spoke other languages.
sympathy and understanding of people who
I

kinds of contact with
Besides teaching, have you had any other
English.
children who speak other languages besides
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A.

We've had children stay in our home from other countries, and I
had hoped originally, before I got married, that I would work in the
U.N.
I was taking courses at the time at Hofstra.

Q.

Have you had contact with Spanish speaking people?

A.

Yes, one boy from Madrid, who stayed with us was from Madrid.

Q.

What is your definition of

A.

Well, I've heard different definitions.
To feel comfortable speaking
both languages that they speak in, or multiple languages, whatever.

Q.

What do you mean, to be comfortable?

A.

Comfortable to go to the country and speak with the people without
having to have an interpreter, or speak with people in your own
country without having to have an interpreter.

Q.

What do you mean by

A.

all right, urn, a person who is bi cultural has been
raised and lived in more than one culture, would be bi cultural, they
would have a comfortable feeling with the food, with the social
structures, everything, understanding of personalities of people.

Q.

A.

a

a

bilingual

person who is

bi

person?

cultural?

Bi cultural,

What are some of the techniques that you've developed in working with
Ones that you prefer, ones that you've learned on the job?
ESL.
Well, since we work with very young children, we do a lot of acting
out, play acting, performing which is the best part of what we
do.

Q.
A.

Q.

A.

How old are your children, what age?
So we just can't discuss things, you've got to
Four and five.
actually have things, if you're teaching about fruits and vegetables
don't
you've got to have a set of plastic fruits and vegetables, you
of
idea
the
and
just say this is an apple, give them the apple,
techniques.
letting them taste and feel and experience are the best

Why do you feel
sensations?

it's important to do that?

To have tactical

child, is that s
Because that's one of the predominant of a primary
always the hands on,
how they first learn is through tactile, it's
abstract one, I
the
and the oral and then you can go to more of
to do simple reading
also like when they get a little more language
the stories.
stories and have them answer questions about
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Because it gets them interested in books which
most important things to do.

I

think is one of the

Q.

Are there any other techniques that you would like to have that you
have developed?

A.

No,

Q.

Do you think that it's important to have parents of Spanish speaking
children make contact with teachers in bilingual, multi-language

I

think that's predominantly for that group.

program?
Y

.

A.

Yes.

Q.

Why?

A.

Because it helps them to understand what's happening to their child
as the part of the day that they're away from them, and so that
the parent knows wha we're doing, and especially in our level kindergarten is just a lot of play, but when the child sits down for about
an hour of Enlgish as a second language, that't not play.
And so
the parent has to understand what's going on with them, and to just
even sit with them and talk with the parent, you have to get a feeling
of what the parent is like, and you can handle the child better, and
they know that you're better, and you can, they can handle the child
better at home.

Q.

Explain that

A.

All right, like this child that we've talked with today, uh, we can
get, we can explain the problem with the child, and we can see what
And he's able to,
his reaction is to what we tell him about the child.
can go to him
we
reaction,
by
his
parent
this
know
that
we
you know,
he's
not going
and
problem,
behavioral
child
is
a
another time if the
cannot
we
that
parents
other
had
Well, we've
to beat the child up.
and^
time,
first
the
go to because, unless spoken with them for
we've seen that what happens to that child. We have to deal with it
Another parent, you know, as I say, thought the
a different way.
school was just play until we sat down and showed him exactly what
his daught went through in the daytime, in our classroom, and he
gave more respect for what she was learning, and he understood what

a

little bit more.

the program was about.
Q.
A.

Do you visit parents?
the childrens'
Yeah, we go to the, in fact, we go into almost all of
we have
homes through the years that have not come to us, so that
If we're not able to get the
seen them in their own atmosphere.
about, this is a good
feeling
parents in, to have some kind of
thing.
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Q.

Are you bilingual

A.

I

Q.

How do you handle it when you visit the families?

A.

usually if they're Spanish or Portuguese, we, Audrey Speaks
Spanish, so, uh, or we have an interpreter with us, in Portuguese.
If not, some of the older children in the family may translate for
us.
The other children who are not Spanish ot Portuguese have
an interesting time, we just, you know, do it through sign language
and through, whatever.

Q.

You've gained a lot of experience in the field, is your knowledge
that you've learned through experience and as lately as a teacher's
aide been respected?

A.

Yes, but I've fought for it.
I
personally do not sit back and let
the teacher walk over me, and I come to the meetings and I speak
up for the meetings where some of the other women are a little
hesitant, to do that.
I also have a co-worker who respects me as an
equal , and that makes a very great deal of difference to me.
am
I
not considered a person who cleans brushes and picks up papers.
I do
which, the term aide implies, and then given the responsibility of
And in the
part of the classroom for part of the day, and I do it.
In
multi-lingual group peer, the aides are treated that way, now.
think that the teachers who
the bilingual, I really don't know.
I
handle them give them the responsibility, but they do not give
them respect.

Q.

Do you feel

A.

Uh, well.

Q.

Do you think there are special needs that teacher's aides have?

A.

Patience, with the teachers.

Q.

Do you think that they could advantage from further training?

A.

I

A.

Are they?

Q,

?

am not bilingual.

Urn,

that you can use more training?

I've gone back to college, and I'm also taking these ESL
courses and things like that.

think they should be trained equally with the teachers.

a
Sometimes, yes, sometimes, I personally have, if I find out about
are
who
teachers
workshop and I'm interested in it, some of the other
true of sOTe
stronger in Spanish than the English, which is partly
because the
partly
think
I
of our bilingual aides, urn, don't, and
enough, and
strong
isn't
language isn't strong enough, the English
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English and I think that's where unfortunately
in
they re held up, but the
rest of the, you know, I personally, I
qo
cause I say, I‘m a little bit different than
the other aides, and my
older, and I'm able to take classes where a
couple of
+
the other people have younger children, who
are, because two of us
who are predominantly English speaking aides, and
the rest are Spanish
or Portuguese.
Q.

We're talking about seven or eight aides?

A.

Uh huh.

Q.

Nine.

A.

There's one aide, she's actually a reading teacher, but they didn't
know what to do with her so they put her in a bilingual program.
She's also English, predominantly, English (speaking), and there's
one Portuguese aide, and the rest are Spanish.

Q.

Do you feel that Spanish speaking, or Portuguese speaking children
should have special consideration from the school?

A.

I
think they should if they have, if their Spanish is dominant over
their English, and they're not able to function in their regular
school program.
But I think that upper level is if they're given a
special treatment they sometimes take advantage of it.

Q.

In

A.

Well, I would give a for instance, in that my son was in high school
and there was a Spanish speaking child there.
One of the boys in the
Spanish speaking program was expelled from school on an equal basis
with another boy, who was an American boy. The Spanish speaking boy
was not required to have his parents come and bring him back to
The American
school.
He came immediately the next day to school.
boy had to wait three days.
and came back in, and so sometimes
They do cater to these children a little
things like that do happen.
bit more.
Uh, that's, looks bad because the other children, the
English children, look at this and say, well, how come they get
The younger kids, I think they need the extra help
away with it.
don't know exactly the difference between
I
especially the Spanish.
The Portuguese seem to blend in easier
them and the Portuguese.
than the Spanish children do.

There's (counting) five here and there's two at Lincoln, and
there's one at Farley.
Ok.

what way?

.

Q.

A.

.

Dealing with so many children, how do you evaluate the progress of
your students? Do you use standardized tests, or do you do your
own thing?
No, we do our own thing.
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Q.

What do you do?

A

Urn,

Q.

Are they mixed with Anglo children?

A.

Our children are, oh yes, we have only have three Spanish speaking
children with us, and we have four or five Portuguese children, the
rest are Vietnamese, Chinese, Italian, Japanese, three groups, so
our class is multilingual, that's the difference between our group
and this particular program, from the regular bilingual program.

Q.

And you still attend bilingual meetings?

A.

We're paid under.
you know, we're paid by the town, we are
not paid federally, so have to be very careful (laughter) so it's
originally started where Title VII program, it's a multilingual
children, that is now a proposal, for three years it was funded, but
after the third year Framingham picked it up and put it in with the
bilingual.
Technically we are not bilingual.

Q.

One last question--if you were to be

A.

I
haven't found another thing at this point that I would like to do
am fascinated by the experience with the people
I
other than this.
would
I
and working with you know, the families and children.
probably like to go in to something that would continue with multicultural people.

Q.

we have, how they can manage through the curriculum, we have
set up for them and their English, the advancement of their English
in the classroom, how closely they can relate to English speaking
children, and when they are asked questions, how well they can
answer them back in a sentence form.

.

.

,

teaching, what would you do?

Is there anything else that you would like to add about being a

teacher's aide, or training, or anything else?
A.

Well, urn, I think that the teacher's aide program has advanced from
when it started, but they, you know, have, they're starting now to
used to first call the other
I
I mean,
realize that we exist.
we don't have any aides, you know,
well,
they'd
say,
and
departments,
they couldn't have any
didn't,
they
that
and here I was, and so
were there. Within the
we
know
didn't
training for us because they
coming, and the
started
have
past couple of years these things
were given state
we
reason why I took the ESL course was because
a
funds, and the aides were picked to go to college, you know,
to
pertained
that
college course, and I chose that one course I felt
you
children,
And uh, the, you know, as far as teaching and
my job.
plus an
basically give them a regular kindergarten curriculum
other programs
the
of
most
what
intensified English program which is
in this school are trying to do.
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Q.

Do you have any other closing remarks, looking at all
aides and recommending a program for training?

A.

I would hope that there would be some way we could get the bilingual
aides a little bit more confidence in themselves, and I think that's
the most important thing going, that they are equal and not subservient.

Q.

What kind of things would you stress?

A.

I would stress that the teachers and the aides together goes to
something, similar to the project of.
where they would learn to
express their feelings to each other, that's the first step. Because
of course, the teachers are working with the bilingual ones Spanish,
so that they would be able to communicate comfortably in their own
language, and once they've gotten that feeling of confidence, able
to speak to the parson that they work with, then hopefully they
would be more confident in speaking to the superiors. But that's
the most important thing, they should have sit down workshops you
know, like they all get together and just realize that these aides
are persons.
.

the teacher's
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Interview #12
Q.

How did you become

A.

Well, I had, this was my ninth year teaching, and I had just returned
from a year in AT tas where I worked with Mexican migrant and Indian
children in a regular classroom situation. And I was just there for
a year, and I returned here and I was gonna get my masters fulltime and I stopped in Framingham public schools to sign up for some
substituting and they were- just putting together a bilingual program.
They v/ere just getting started, I was the first teacher in the bilingual
program under Mrs. Rittenberg, who, she was hired to do the Spanish,
but she did not have a teaching degree.
She wasn't certified in the
state of Massachusetts, and I was, so they asked me if I would mind
working with her until they got started, until they could find someone.
And I got involved with it. This vjas like, in the latter part of
September, and then Mrs. Rittenberg had to go into the hospital, so I
was there alone, and I really did not speak Spanish that fluently at
the time, I did not, and that's how I started. They just asked me
to stay on.
Now this is my tenth year here.

a

teacher in Framingham?

Q.

Did you specifically train to be

A.

Oh yes, yes,

a

teacher?

in elementary education, just a regular classrom teacher,

nothing with bilingual.
Q.

Are you certified bilingual?

A.

No.

Q.

You' re an ESL?

A.

I'm an ESL teacher.

A.

Did you receive training through ESL?

A.

time I
Most of my training is actual classroom experience. At the
time
the
at
had taught in 6 different school systems, and because
in
the
my husband was in medical school and intership in resedency
different programs
service, so I had an opportunity to work in a lot of
six.
through
on
I worked in grades
and school systems.

Q.

Did you do student teaching?

A.

Oh, yes.

Q.

Did you find that helpful?

A.

the schooling, but until you
Very much, yeah. To me you can have all
get into the classroom, It's really nothing.
learning from the books.
experience it doesn't matter what you're
I

think.
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Q.

What made your student teaching so valuable?

A.

I
had a very good situation.
I was in a third grade class in Worcester
where I lived.
I was working with an older experienced teacher, and
she just let me come right in.
And after a few days she let me
have my own groups.
She was very demanding, as far as reports,
and keeping close records about what I was doing.
And I find that
very helpful.
And I had a lot of difficult problems at the time.
It was a mixed group, lot of different levels, lot of different
emotional and academic problems, and I found that very helpful because
I
had to deal with those things right off.

Q.

What lead you to become

A.

I was not really going into that.
I was
getting my masters at the
time, and I had planned to go back to a regular classroom situation,
but I had worked in New Haven with Portuguese children when I was
teaching there doing ESL besides my regular classroom job. And then
when I was in Oklahoma I sort of did my own ESL. There really was
no ESL classes, per se, it was my own thing.
sort of developed a
I
little program myself, and when I came here I enjoyed working with
these children, and I decided to continue, and I took more courses
At that time
in ESL, a little background in Puerto Rican culture.
I was mostly working with Puerto Rican children.

a

teacher of Spanish speaking children?

Q.

Did you receive any specific training when you came here to Framingham?

A.

No.

Q.

What kinds of contacts have you had besides teaching with Portuguese
Or Puerto Rican children?

A.

Well, I've been to Portugal, and last summer I spent several weeks in
the program
I went with one of the Portuguese teachers in
Portugal.
it was
and
culture,
the
of
a
lot
saw
I
with
us.
who is no longer
I
that
before
years
two
also,
And
I
very beneficial to me.
spent some time in Puerto Rico in the summer with a native speaker,
So, and I also did some work
and a person that was living there.
with the Spanish community while I was living in Framingham.

Q.

What does it mean to you to be bilingual?

A.

equally
Well, I'm not bilingual, but it's someone who can function
well in two languages.

Q.

What is your definition of

A.

Urn,

a

person who is

bi

cultural?

equally well in
someone who has two cultures, or can function
two cultures.
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Q.

What does it mean to you to be function equally well in two
cultures?

A.

Well, someone who could say, ok. I'd say that someone that could
move to say, Spanish speaking fluently, could move to Puerto Rico and
function equally well, maybe the next month move back and here
function equally well, and not feel any kind of a lapse between one
or the other.

Q.

Over the years that you've been teaching, what techniques have you
developed for dealing with teaching Spanish speaking children,
especially in ESL?

A.

Well, I relate teaching ESL that is kind of unique because it's
something I've done for years, and I'm sort of the only one that does
it.
do a lot of it through drawings on the board, cartoons, and I
I
use a lot of that with my classroom now.
I have seven or eight
different nationalities, and three Spanish children. And it's very
difficult because they're all on different levels, and they all come
to me at times during the year with speaking different amounts of
English.
Besides, I don't have an aide, so I mean, I have to find
something I can use almost with my whole class, regardles sof their
level of English.
At least one or two times a day. I've used
drawing, cartoons, and acting things out.

Q.

And you cactually draw on the board?

A.

do a lot
I
Yeah, the kids love it.
Yeah, it gets the kids involved.
jumping
and
the
running
the
like
know,
urn,
you
with
them,
of cartooning
that.
and in, on, under, things like

Q.

What was your rationale for this strategy?

A.

Just, uh, after, actually I sort of used it when I was first thrown
into this program, as I was, and I really didn't have that much work
prepared, and I, they asked me the day I cam in to, to sub, to sign up
for subbing, and they asked me to take the classroom over right then.
I
mean, there wasn't even time to go home and get my materials.
I
to
speak
to
enough,
well
Spanish
had these children, I didn't speak
chewing
was
another
table,
One of them was under the
them with.
my attention.
his shirt, another was choking to death, trying to get
and it
classroom,
Dm, I had them ranging from six to eleven in one
Mrs.
And
was about the size of this, and I had fourteen kids.
so
Rittenburg, at the time, was just coming out of the hospital,
pencils,
had four
I
she wasn't here yet, she was coming any day.
a think of chalk,
had
I
something,
do
to
had
a box of crayons, and I
got their attention, and
so I, I started drawing, and I immediately
whole, a kin o
ever since then they've loved it. I, I built a
helpfu
very
find that's
I
Really.
curriculum out of it.
.

.

woe

.
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Q.

And

i

t' s

a

think you've developed?

A

And I also find that I really believe in a lot of
structure
for these children, I think this is one of the most
important things
that has worked for me over the years.
I
always had very good
discipline, and I've been very demanding, but they respect me
that
much more for it. And Urn, I find that if I stay to a structure
and
I, I, say something I follow it through.
I
think that's important
for these children.
They need that because they have very little
structure at home. And they need this, this every day, following
a schedule because, you know, that, they know, that
at 11:15
every day they are going to do the same thing.
Once in a while,
of course, you have to go off the schedule and the kids are terrible
all day.
They just can't seem to cope with that. And I find that
that' s very important for me.

Q.

How do you evaluate the progress in your students?

A.

Well, in Framingtham right now, we're trying to, this summer, we
have several workshops set up that develop ESL testing.
It's a very,
uh, very lacking in our program.
Urn, we, each teacher individually,
has their own way to, of dealing with it.
We do have some tests
that we do have made up with Mr. McClennan, and, but I don't think
they're that good.
I've taken several courses in testing in ESL,
and I find that I, things that I was doing in the classroom myself
were just as good as what I was learning in these.
I have made up,
I
hve some tests that I made up that I've developed, some of them
with corrections for different levels and I do use English around
the world.
have four or five different levels of students in my
I
room now.
My beginners go to Ellen, but because she's so tied up with
uh, Diana's class, she doesn't really have that much, she has to work
with my kids, so we have a very bad problem with new kids coming into
the program, you know, they come in at different times during the
Teachers just have to
year.
You don't really have slots for them.
make time.
Take their recess breaks, take their lunch breaks, take,
uh, gym breaks, or music, which we don't have very often, and use
New kids to try to get them caught
that time for beginning ESL.
It's very
up so that they can feed into one of the other classes.
difficult because we have so many kids. Right now I have 20 children.
I have an aide
By law I should have a full time aide and I don't.
until 12:30, and then it's just very difficult, in the afternoons
for me to do the individualized testing I should do. These children

Yes.

.

.

are pulled out and brought to me.
Q.

A.

What do you mean?

These children are pulled.

.

?

Is it a pull-out?

These children. I'm their home room teacher, they're with me all day
But some of them do go to, some of them are supposed to go to
long.
Three of my children are being serviced by
Ms. Beckers for ESL.
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^® 9 inning ESL, and uh, at different times
during
the day they 11 go out.
Right now we have only, usually, like
eleven children, for an advanced ESL, and they can
do a lot of
writing.
They can do some of the work on their own.
Q.

What's the age span of your children?

A.

Third through sixth.
Eight through, uh, I have, in fact I
have a girl who's thirteen, is an emotional problem.
We're waiting
not to get her tests.
She came from Taiwan, and she's uh, they sort
of stuck her in my room.
With a, she has to be tested in Taiwanese.
Before we can find a placement for her, but in the meantime she
really can't do anything.

Q.

Who tests in Taiwanese?

A.

Well, our, uh, school psychologist is trying to find a, uh,
someone to, in Tufts or Boston.
I
guess they found someone, but we
have to set it up now.

Q.

Do you feel that it is important to have the parents of these children
who are not dominant in English, come and meet the teachers? To be
participating in the program?

A.

Definitely.
I
feel very strongly about that.
think the children
I
have to know that the parent and the teachers have rapport and have
communication, even though it might only be a kiss or hand shake, or
warm smile.
But some kind of rapport.
That is something I demand
early in the year when the children come in, the child comes to me
and the parents either come to school.
I
try to get them in for
conferences, but if they absolutely cannot come, I usually go to the
think it's important
house.
But I like them to come to school.
I
And a lot of my parents
for them to feel comfortable in the school.
will drop in and, during the day, and watch the kid, and
.

.

.

Q.

You find that you have parents coming in?

A.

A few of my Portuguese are the only ones
Yeah, yeah.
I do.
have three or four Portuguese.
I
have coming in.

Q.

Any reasons for that?

A.

Well, I, uh, one of them has a broken leg, but I've also had
I've gone
three of her kids in three years, and I've never met her.
gotten
had
she
once
bed,
in
sick
was
she
to her hours, and uh, once
me
a note
wrote
she
then
The
father,
the note mixed up and gone out.
We
house.
the
of
her
out
and said that her husband would not allow
the
usually
They're
have a few like that, that are very difficult.
The parents that, you know, you want to see and
problem children.
aloof.
they know this and I think that's why they kind of remain

I

don't
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Q.

How do you make the parents comfortable?

A.

Urn,

Q.

One last question:

A.

Oh, you really want to know?
I, I would love to do something.
I
do
a lot of modeling now, and I, I would like to get into dress design.
I'm also a gourmet cook.
I
love to cook, and I'd love to open my
own restaurant.
like dealing with people, really.
I
like selling.
I
Urn, I love working with children, I do.
But I feel, maybe it's time
for me to get into something else. The, I find that education is
really not that satisfying to me, as it used to be years ago.
I
just
don't feel that, urn, I think it's very frustrating to see the problems,
especially the problems we have in our program. We have very poor
communication with the administrators. There's just a lot of
The only
problems.
I'm sure you've heard this from other people.
thing is that teaching is, it is rewarding. I shouldn't say that it
isn't, but there are other parts of me that right now should be
And
I
also paint.
fulfilled a little more than I find teaching.
stories.
children's
write
also
and
I
maybe
get
into,
I would like to,
I, I'd like to maybe have the time sometime to write a few books.

I
don't know.
I
talk to them very slowly.
have some children
I
that came, two children that, we have quite a lot of Russian Jews
that came over this year.
I
have two from,, one from Rumania and
one from Moscow that came.
Hmm.
And these parents, none of them
could speak English and they came here, and you know, smiled, and
said a few words and I smiled, and we shook hands, and you know,
I don't know, but they do.
And they all invited me to their homes.
I, I learn a few words here and there, and they laught, they like
to, you know, think they're teaching me a few new words.

If you were to leave teaching, what would you do?

